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CHAPTER  

Molecular concepts of PPI stabilization by natural and synthetic 
products and modulation of 14-3-3 involved protein-protein 
interactions 

Abstract 

The formation of molecular machines, assembled of proteins, enables the efficient and 

precise control of essential biochemical processes. This highly dynamic network requires a 

plethora of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) which are the sum of all physical contacts 

between the proteins. Considering the enormous number of interactions, it is obvious that 

any disorder caused by point mutations or extracellular factors may result in the emergence 

of diseases. Therefore, research in molecular biology and medicine is focused on the 

identification and development of PPI modulators i.e. inhibitors and stabilizers. Disruption of 

complex formation by inhibitors is well studied, whereas the opposite strategy of PPI 

modulation by stabilizers remains mostly unexplored. Chapter 1 provides a summary of 

protein complexes stabilized by natural products as well as synthetically attained molecules 

and explains their mechanism of action on molecular level. These highly specific molecules 

stabilize the active or inactive state of the complex by sharing large parts of the surface with 

both interaction partners. In addition, the basic properties of the 14-3-3 adapter proteins, 

which can interact with more than 200 partner proteins, are described. Due to the huge 

number of interactions with proteins of different classes, 14-3-3 holds a special place within 

the control mechanisms of cellular processes. Their significance is even more emphasized 

considering the participation in the initialization of many human diseases such as cancer, 

neurodegenerative disorders and inflammatory reactions. For this reason, the development 

of inhibitors and stabilizers of 14-3-3-participating PPIs are continually being advanced and 

intensified.
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 Protein-protein interactions 

The cell is inter alia a highly complex organization of metabolic enzymes and structural and 

signal-conducting molecules. These complex macromolecules form the so-called protein 

network. The clustering of proteins to molecular machines enables the efficient and precise 

control of essential biochemical processes [1, 2]. Depending on the cellular requirements to 

fulfill a specific task, proteins are degraded or newly synthesized. Many cellular processes 

depend on this highly dynamic network and therefore any disordering event can lead to the 

development of a disease [3-5].          

Protein-protein interactions are the sum of very specific non-covalent contacts between 

proteins such as ionic and hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen-bonds. The complexity of 

cellular processes requires a plethora of PPIs [6, 7]. Signal transduction is an excellent example 

of PPIs with a transient nature [8, 9]. For instance, kinases and phosphatases interact 

temporarily with target proteins, mediating their specific phosphorylation state and allowing 

the fast and, dynamic distribution of signals. Structural stability of cells is achieved through a 

stable and complex three dimensional meshwork of structural proteins called the 

cytoskeleton. Here, an outstanding role plays the organization of α- and β-tubulin to 

protofilament and later to microtubules which are part of the vesicle transport system [10-12]. 

There are two kinds of protein assemblies; homo and hetero-oligomeric. The homo-

oligomeric structures are often involved in the catalysis of enzymatic reactions or act as 

transcription factors controlling gene expression [11]. The proteasome gives a good example 

of homo as well as of hetero oligomer agglomeration of proteins to a specific machinery. The 

core domain consists of homo oligomeric α- and β-ring assemblies, whereas the 19S 

regulatory particle requires hetero oligomeric interaction of 19 different proteins in order to 

function correctly [11, 13].                  

The methods for determining the affinity of PPIs are diverse. In basic research and drug 

discovery, affinity is among the most important physicochemical parameters. Description of 

the biochemical affinity between two or more proteins is given by Kd values. The Kd value is a 

dissociation constant which can be derived from the law of mass action. It describes the 

equilibrium between association and dissociation of a complex and therefore can be used 

for the characterization of PPIs. A higher Kd value expresses the shift of the equilibrium to 
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 the dissociated form, whereas at lower values the complex is mainly present in its 

associated form [14, 15]. Another biophysical description of the affinity, which is usually used 

in biochemistry and pharmacology, is provided through EC50 and IC50 values. The EC50 value 

is defined as the half maximal effective concentration of a ligand which results from the 

determination of a dose-response curve. Comparably to the EC50 value, the half maximal 

inhibitory concentration IC50 describes the concentration of an inhibitor where 50% of all 

target proteins are blocked [16]. Furthermore, thermodynamic effects of dissociation and 

association can be used to determine the affinity. Each reaction causes a change in enthalpy 

(ΔH) which can be used to characterize the binding of a small molecule, peptide, DNA or a 

protein complex. Calorimetric methods are used to determine the change in enthalpy, 

entropy and heat capacity [17, 18]. The binding constant is linked to the Gibbs energy (ΔG) and 

contains contributions of ΔH and the reaction entropy (ΔS). ΔH describes the change in 

enthalpy during a chemical reaction and is defined as the difference between the enthalpies 

of the formed products and the starting materials. ΔS specify the change in order of the 

chemical reaction and is also a critical factor for the proceeding reaction.  

 PPI stabilization by natural products 

In recent years, many PPI inhibitors have been identified and explored for their mode of 

action. However, disruption of PPIs is not the only appropriate approach for them to be 

modified. Also stabilization of PPIs is a commonly used and can result in sequestration of a 

number of proteins of the cell metabolism and lead to the interruption of cellular processes. 

Especially selective suppression of cancer associated proteins would be of crucial 

significance [19]. The search for such stabilizing molecules is considerably more difficult than 

for inhibitors because the binding of two proteins has to be investigated on molecular level. 

Stabilizers must provide as much contact surface as possible with both interacting proteins 
[20-22]. In general, stabilization can be used to induce two effects. In the first case, two 

proteins are stabilized to modulate their activity for a chemical reaction. In the second case, 

the inactive state of a complex is stabilized.  
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Several studies have already described stabilizers which can be applied in both cases.   

One of the best known and most studied examples for the stabilization of a 14-3-3 PPI is the 

interaction with the plant proton pump H+-ATPase (PMA2) and the fungal phytotoxin 

Fusicoccin (FC) [23]. The H+-ATPase is one of the most important components in the plasma 

membrane of plants. It is responsible for the regulation of the electrochemical gradient 

across the membrane and the maintenance of turgor pressure in guard cells. The c-terminal 

part includes an auto inhibitory domain which is activated upon phosphorylation-dependent 

binding of the 14-3-3 protein. The binding of FC to PMA2/14-3-3 (Fig.1; Tab.1) stabilizes this 

complex and leads to permanent activation of the proton pump [24]. The additional latching 

results in the irreversible opening of stomata pores and the wilting of plants. Recently, 

further derivatives of this toxin, especially in association with proteins which dispose a mode 

III consensus sequence, were investigated in human systems for their stabilizing effect. The 

human two-pore-domain potassium channel TASK3 interacts with 14-3-3 proteins through 

its c-terminal domain [25-27]. The phosphorylation of Ser373 (369KRRKpSV374-COOH) triggers 

binding of 14-3-3 which has a shielding effect for the ER retention signal KRR. This leads to 

recruitment and to accumulation of the TASK3 channels in the plasma membrane and to an 

increased potassium flow [28]. The stabilizing effect occurs, in analogy to the PMA2/14-3-3/FC 

complex, through the binding of FC-THF in the hydrophobic region of the 14-3-3 groove and 

the additional interaction with the TASK3 c-terminus [24]. Another example of the potential 

use of FC, especially in breast cancer therapy, is the stabilization of the interaction between 

the estrogen receptor alpha (ERα), which also contains a mode III binding motif, and 14-3-3 

proteins [29, 30]. Upon activation and dimerization triggered by estrogen, ERα translocates 

into the nucleus where it controls the expression of specific genes. ERα is abundant in 

different tissue types, and over expressed in cancer cells of e.g. breast, prostate and colon 

cancer [31]. Currently, treatment of breast cancer is based on aromatase inhibitors which lead 

to a reduction in estrogen production. Other inhibitors act as antagonists of the hormone 

acceptor site. Due to arising resistances against these inhibitors new ways for the 

deactivation of the receptor have to be found [32]. Since recently it is known that upon 

phosphorylation dependent binding of 14-3-3 proteins to the c-terminal ERα F-domain, the 

dimerization of the receptor is down-regulated. The binding of the sequence 590GFPApTV595-

COOH leaves the hydrophobic region of the groove almost unoccupied and gives rise to a 
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druggable interface. After FC binding, the trimeric complex is stabilized by a factor of 5 to 16 

what reduces not only the estradiol stimulated ERα dimerization but also the proliferative 

cell deployment [30, 33] (see chapter 4). Further natural product PPI stabilizers are for example 

Rapamycin, Cyclosporin A and FK506 [34-36]. 

 

Figure 1: Natural product PPI stabilizers [37]. Cartoon representation of complexes stabilized by; 

Rapamycin (mTOR/FKBP12) PDB code: 1FAP [36], Fusicoccin A (14-3-3/PMA2) PDB code: 2O98 [23] 

and Brefeldin A (ARNO/ARF1) PDB code: 1S9D [38]. In subjacent fields, the stabilizing molecule is 

shown in zoomed stick representation. In contrast to mTOR/FKBP12 and ARNO/ARF1 structures, 

14-3-3 requires two Fusicoccin A molecules for the stabilization of the interaction partner PMA 2. 

All three molecules differ from other known stabilizers like FC, because they do not bind into 

preformed grooves. Rather they establish surface contacts between two or more proteins. 

The immunosuppressant Rapamycin stabilizes the bond between the FK506 binding protein 

(FKBP12) and the mammalian target of Rapamycin (mTOR) and thereby inhibits the kinase 

activity [36] (Fig.1; Tab.1). mTOR utilizes incoming signals from several pathways, including 

growth factors and insulin, and is classified as molecular switch which controls cell 

proliferation, motility, protein synthesis and transcription [39]. As a result of the mTOR 

inactivation, multiple receptor-dependent signal transduction mechanisms are inhibited.  
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Cyclosporin A in complex with Calcineurin/Cyclophilin A leads to the stabilization of both 

proteins and inhibits the phosphatase activity of Calcineurin [40]. FK506 acts in a similar 

manner on a the dimeric complex between Calcineurin and FKBP12 [41].            

The hydrophobic fungal metabolite Brefeldin A (BFA) has a disruptive effect on the secretory 

pathway of eukaryotic cells, triggered by a complete destabilization of the protein transport 

system [42]. BFA binds the complex between ADP-ribosylation factor 1 (ARF1) and guanine 

nucleotide exchange factor (Sec7) (Fig.1; Tab.1), thereby sharing one third of its contacts 

with Sec7 and two-thirds with ARF1 [43]. The suppression of the Sec7-mediated exchange of 

GDP with GTP in ARF1 leads to stabilization and permanent sequestration of the inactive 

trimeric complex, resulting in the stagnation of protein transport processes including 

membrane and especially ER-Golgi trafficking. Two other representatives of natural product 

PPI stabilizers are the cyclic tetrapeptide Ustiloxin D (UsD) and Podophyllotoxin (PD) from 

the chemical group of lignans [44, 45]. Both molecules modulate the assembly of α- and β-

tubulin. UsD, a vinca domain ligand, stabilizes the heterodimeric α,β-tubulin subunits (Fig.2; 

Tab.1) in a manner similar to Vinblastine or Phomopsin A and inhibits their polymerization. 

Induction of β-sheet and helix 9 rotation and additional displacement of helix 10 leads to the 

assembly of curved strands of tubulin subunits to a super helix. Podophyllotoxin, a 

competitive colchicine inhibitor, binds to the colchicine binding site of the complex between 

α,β-tubulin and the stathmin-like domain of RB3 (RB3-SLD). PD`s stabilizing effect results in 

the suppression of microtubule dynamics [46, 47]. Not only eukaryotes require a wide variety 

of stabilizing processes, but also the plant world shows several PPI stabilization examples to 

control metabolism or defense mechanisms[48].  

.  
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Figure 2: Natural product PPI stabilizers [37]. Cartoon representation of complexes stabilized by; 

Ustiloxin D (α,β-tubulin) PDB code: 3UT5 [44], Brassinolide (BRI1/SERK1) PDB code: 4LSX [49] and 

Jasmonate (COI1/JAZ1) PDB code: 3OGL [50]. In subjacent fields, the stabilizing molecule is shown in 

zoomed stick representation. 

The plant hormone Brassinolide (BR) is responsible for the activation of the plant Leucine-

rich repeat (LRR) domain of the membrane receptor kinase Brassinosteroid Insensitive 1 

(BRI1). Two other plant hormones, Auxin and Jasmonate, affect the transcription in plant 

cells quite equally [48, 50]. In absence of Auxin, the Auxin-responsive genes are repressed by 

Auxin/indole-3-acetic acid (Aux/IAA) and the Auxin response factors (ARFs). By increasing 

the concentration of Auxin, the complex between Aux/IAA and F-box protein transport 

inhibitor response 1 (TIR1) is stabilized and can be bound by E3 ligase SCF, where it is directly 

ubiquitinated and proteasomally degraded, allowing the ARF proteins to promote 

transcription [51]. Jasmonate signaling works in a similar way. The transcriptional repressor 

JAZ suppresses the Myc2 transcription factor and prevents reading of the Jasmonate-

responsive genes [52]. In the presence of Jasmonate, the binding of the F-box protein COL1 to 

JAZ is stabilized (Fig.2; Tab.1), resulting in polyubiquitination and subsequent degradation of 

JAZ, followed by transcriptional activation. Brassinosteroids, which are involved in plant  
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growth, control the transactivation of kinases in steroid-dependent signal transduction 

steps. As a result of Brassinolide binding, the BRI1-Island and LRR-Core domains are arranged 

to form a docking platform for SERK1/3 kinases. Stabilization of the receptor-co-receptor 

(BRI1-SERK1) binding (Fig.2; Tab.1) results in transphosphorylation of the kinase domains 

and the immediate activation of the signaling pathway [49, 53].  

Table 1: Impact of natural product stabilizers on complexes [37].  

Compound Protein Complex Kd (μM) EC50 (μM)  

Rapamycin FKBP12/mTOR  0.0002 (FKBP12)  0.002  

Brefeldin A ARF1/ARNO - 10-15  

Fusicoccin A 14-3-3/PMA2 0.7 0.58  

Ustiloxin D α-tubulin/β-tubulin 1.8 6.6  

Jasmonate COL1/JAZ1 0.02 -  

 

Currently there are plenty natural products known which interact with proteins, but their 

mode of action is not fully investigated yet. How many of them are considered to be natural 

product PPI stabilizers also remains unknown. Nature brings forth mainly very complex 

molecules that can be extracted from organisms only in very small amounts. Since extraction 

methods and chemical synthesis are often tedious, if not unfeasible tasks, characterization 

seems to be an insurmountable step, preventing costly natural products from being studied 

pharmacologically. Furthermore, natural products often do not fulfill physicochemical 

criteria such as Lipinski´s rule of five, due to a high molecular weight or a large number of 

stereo centers. So research is currently focused on synthetically manageable derivatives of 

natural product molecules which fulfill all drug-like criteria of the pharmaceutical industry [54, 

55]. 
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 PPI stabilization by synthetic molecules 

Like the examples from nature, synthetic PPI stabilizers serve the same purpose. They act as 

'molecular glue' between two or more proteins and modulate their properties, such as 

enzymatic activity, structural organization and the time-dependent retention, in the active 

or inactive state. The stabilizers´ versatility and applicability in various disease fields, such as 

cancer, viral diseases, amyloidosis or hypertension, has already been shown in several 

studies. Trifluoperazine (TFP), from the chemical class of phenothiazines, stabilizes S100A4, a 

member of the S100 family of Ca2+-Binding proteins. These proteins are associated with 

various diseases, such as neurodegeneration, inflammatory disorders or cancer, and indicate 

at high expression levels the occurrence of metastases of various cancers [56, 57]. For example, 

the S100 proteins regulate, along with myosin IIA, carcinoma cell motility. The S100 proteins 

are usually organized into symmetrical, antiparallel homodimers that undergo a 

conformational change upon binding of calcium ions and thus provide a binding platform for 

their numerous interaction partners [58]. Two TFP molecules bind to the interface between 

the homodimers, resulting in a symmetrical assembly of S100A4 to form a stable pentameric 

ring [59] (Fig.3; Tab.2). The stabilization by TFP induces not only the artificial oligomerization 

but also disrupts the S100A4/myosin IIA interaction to yield the oligomeric S100A4. 
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Figure 3: Synthetic PPI stabilizers [37]. Cartoon representation of complexes stabilized by; 

Trifluoperazine (S100A4/S100A4) PDB code: 3KO0 [59], Pleconaril (VP1/VP3) PDB code: 1NCQ [60] 

and Tafamidis (TTR/TTR) PDB code: 3TCT [61]. In the subjacent fields the stabilizing molecule is 

shown in zoomed stick representation. In contrast to VP1/VP3, TTR requires two Tafamidis 

molecules for complex stabilization. In S100A4, each homodimer interface harbors four 

Trifluoperazine molecules, leading to artificial oligomerization and a stable pentameric ring and to 

complex stabilization.  

Another anticancer agent representative is Dexrazoxane (ICRF-187), a derivative from the 

group of bisdioxopiperazines. The small molecule interacts with the ATP binding domain of 

the eukaryotic type IIA topoisomerase and stabilizes the inactive state, whereby the passage 

of the DNA-strand in subsequent cycles is blocked [62]. The two piperazinedione rings and 

two additional hydrogen bonds suffice to bind between the two protomers and to disrupt 

their activity by stabilizing the clamped state [63-65].           

Within the field of antiviral drugs, small molecules have been identified which trigger 

inhibition by stabilizing the capsid surface [66, 67]. For example, an icosahedral capsid of the 

human Rhinovirus 14 consists of a symmetrical arrangement of four different viral proteins,  
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VP1, VP2, VP3 and VP4, whose assembly is repeated 60 times and located on the capsid 

surface. The symmetrical assembly of these proteins leads to the formation of canyons 

which can be utilized as druggable site. The virustatic agent Pleconaril binds into the 

hydrophobic pocket of the VP1 protein, providing the capsid with additional stability through 

a canyon modification on the surface [60, 68] (Fig.3; Tab.2). The stabilization leads to the 

inhibition of capsid uncoating and genome release processes. In addition, the viral ability to 

attach to the host cells is decreased by the Pleconaril-mediated canyon modification.  

 

Figure 4: Synthetic PPI stabilizers [37]. Cartoon representation of complexes stabilized by; Ifenprodil 

(GluN2B/GluN1B) PDB code: 3QEL [69], BMS-493 (RAR/NCoR) PDB code: 3KMZ [70] and 4-

Hydroxytamoxifen (ERRγ/SMRT) PDB code: 2GPV [71]. In subjacent fields, the stabilizing molecule is 

shown in zoomed stick representation. 

Another example of the utility of stabilizing synthetic small molecules is the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases. Amyloidosis is a fatal, and until now incurable, 

neurodegenerative disease that results from the extracellular accumulation of protein 

aggregates and may cause peripheral neuropathy and cardiomyopathy in patients [72, 73]. One 

reason for the appearance of this disease is the aggregation of Transthyretin (TTR) which, 

under normal conditions, is responsible for the transport of Thyroxine and Retinol [74].  
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The Transthyretin amyloidoseis (ATTR) is caused by progressive disintegration of the TTR 

tetramer to a dimer and subsequently to a soluble monomeric unit, followed by partial 

unfolding, misassembly and fibril formation. Structure-based drug design succeeded in the 

development of Tafamidis which shows a slowdown of the fibril formation. Tafamidis binds 

specifically into two T4 binding pockets and stabilizes the weaker dimer-dimer interface of 

TTR [61] (Fig.3; Tab.2), resulting in a dissociation slowdown of the dimeric and monomeric 

units. Ifenprodil (IP) belongs to the class of Phenylethanolamines and has been identified in 

many studies as antihypertensive agent acting on N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors 
[69, 75]. These membrane-anchored receptors are activated upon interaction with Glutamate 

and Glycine and form a central pore to control the flow of the positively charged ions 

through the cell membrane. They act as important synaptic mediators which are responsible 

for synaptic activity and brain plasticity [76]. Accordingly, any dysfunction of the NMDA 

receptors may lead to neurodegenerative afflictions. The receptor activity is controlled by 

the allosteric binding of small compounds to the amino-terminal domain (ATD). Ifenprodil 

binds via an induced-fit mechanism to the open form of the heterodimeric GluR1/GluN2B 

ATD assembly and stabilizes the hydrophobic pocket of the receptor (Fig.4; Tab.2). Inhibition 

arises from allosteric conformational changes towards the closed state [69].  

Table 2: Impact of synthetic stabilizers on complexes [37].  

Compound Protein Complex Kd (μM) EC50 (μM)  

Trifluoroperazine S100A4 -  50  

Tafamidis Transthyretin Kd1 0.003; Kd2 0.27 2.7  

Pleconaril Hum. Rhinovirus 14 - 0.6  

Ifenprodil GluN2B/GluN1b 0.32 0.27  

BMS-493 RAR/NCoR - 0.0042  

4-Hydroxytamoxifen ERRγ/SMRT 0.035 -  

 

Additional to the aforementioned examples, the nuclear receptors (NRs) also serve as 

targets for the treatment of cancer and other diseases. These mainly hormone-controlled 

receptors regulate the transcription of specific genes, thereby acting as supervisors of cell 

homeostasis and metabolism. Two representatives of NRs are the retinoid acid receptor  
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(RAR) and the progesterone receptor (PR) [77-79]. RAR and PR are similarly controlled by their 

agonists. In the absence of the agonists the receptors are associated with the co-repressors 

NcoR what results in inhibition of the transcriptional activity [80]. Binding of an agonist 

provokes reorganization of the structural elements, followed by the recruitment of the co-

activator and subsequent activation of the transcription. The inverse antagonist BMS-493 

and the functional antagonist Asoprisnil act as stabilizers of RAR/NCoR and PR/NCoR 

complexes [70, 81]. Binding of NCoR to RAR requires the interaction between the antiparallel 

annealed ß-strands of RAR S3 and the c-terminal CoRNR1 box, leading to the dislocation of 

helix 12 and exposition of the hydrophobic groove which is essential for repressor binding. 

The effect of BMS-493 is achieved by reinforcement of the interaction between the RAR S3 

and CoRNR1 motives what stabilizes the receptor in its repressed state [82] (Fig.4; Tab.2). 

Unlike BMS-493, but causing the same stabilizing effect, Asoprisnil binds to progesterone 

and leads to reorganization and shifting of the AF-2 helix. Consequently, an increase in the 

interaction surface for NCoR helix and relocation of Glu911 is achieved which is essential for 

co-activator recruitment [83]. Due to the similar physiological functions and the structurally 

almost identical arrangement of the two complexes, one between PR and NRʹs estrogen-

related receptor γ (ERRγ) and the other one between ERα and peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor α (PPRα), both are controlled in a similar manner by their agonists. 

Related to NCoR, the silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid hormone action protein 

(SMRT) acts in conjunction with ERRγ and PPRα as a co-repressor of transcriptional activity 
[84, 85]. The inverse agonist 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) and the antagonist GW6471 stabilize 

upon binding the inactive conformation of the receptor [71, 86] (Fig.4; Tab.2). The agonistic 

activity of 4-OHT and GW6471 is achieved upon binding to the ligand groove which is 

followed by conformational changes and displacement of the AF-2 helix. Both substances 

favor the inactive SMRT bound state of the receptor, block co-activator binding and trigger 

transcriptional silencing. 

14-3-3 proteins 

Investigation and identification of proteins from bovine brain tissue by Moore and Perez in 

the nineteen sixties led to the discovery of 14-3-3 [87-89]. The naming can be traced back to 

the chromatographic separation process of the soluble extract. Fraction 14, as well as the  
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bands in position 3-3 attained through two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, yielded the 

protein accordingly referred to as 14-3-3. These, acidic adapter proteins of about 30 kDa are 

ubiquitous and conserved in all eukaryotic organisms. The 14-3-3 proteins are expressed in 

all tissue types and compartments [90, 91]. The human DNA encodes for seven isoforms: β, γ, 

ε, η, σ, τ and ζ. They do not have intrinsic enzymatic activity and their main feature is the 

modulation of interaction partner activities [92-94]. Under physiological conditions they 

participate in both, homo- and heterodimers [95, 96]. Each monomer consists of nine anti-

parallel α-helices αA-I [97] (Fig.5). 

 

Figure 5: Crystal structure of 14-3-3. The molecular assembly of the structural elements is shown in 

cartoon and surface representation. Antiparallel arrangement of the nine α-helices (αA - αI) leads 

to a W-like shape of the 14-3-3 protein dimers. Helices αC, E, G and I form an amphipathic binding 

groove with twofold characteristics, allowing for interactions in phosphorylation-dependent and -

independent manner (see zoomed section for details). Residues K49, R56, R129 and Y130 belong to the 

phospho-acceptor site. Residues Phe117, Pro165, Ile166, Gly169, Leu172, Leu216, Ile217 and Leu220 establish 

hydrophobic interactions. 
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14-3-3 dimerization results from the interaction between αA, αB, αC and αD helices [98-100]. 

The physiologically relevant dimeric structure causes the protein´s typical W-like 

appearance. Salt bridges and hydrophobic interactions are responsible for the stability of the 

dimeric structure [101]. Interestingly, the inner interface of 14-3-3 proteins, including the 

amphipathic binding groove is highly conserved over all isoforms, whereas the regions with 

non-conserved amino acids are mainly located at the exterior of the W-shaped protein 

structure. These variable regions may define the specificity of 14-3-3 proteins for their 

interaction partner. Presumably, the complex formation depends on binding of the 

consensus sequence to the amphipathic groove and simultaneous recognition of outside 

amino acids by a partner protein. This fact illustrates the allocation of control over 

interaction partners on seven highly specific isoforms and demonstrates the importance of 

the 14-3-3 proteins to control cell physiology. The αE to αH helices of each monomer form a 

central amphipathic channel which is crucial for the interaction with other proteins (Fig.5). 

Of particular importance is the acceptor site for phosphorylated amino acids, such as Serine 

(S) or Threonine (T), within the adaptor proteins binding channel. The side chains of Arg56, 

Arg129, Tyr130 and Lys49 are pointing into this channel and form a primary interaction center 
[102, 103]. These four amino acids are highly conserved in all 14-3-3 proteins and coordinate 

phosphate groups through hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions [104]. Nearly all 

interaction partners of 14-3-3 comprise a special consensus sequence, including a 

phosphorylated Serine (pS) or Threonine (pT), and bind in a phosphorylation dependent 

manner [98, 105, 106]. Sequence analysis of the 14-3-3 interaction partners revealed the 

following preferred binding motifs: mode I: RSXpSXP, mode II: RXY/FXpSXP and mode III 

([pS/pT]X1-2 – COOH) [93, 101, 107] (Fig.6). 
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Figure 6: The three binding motifs of the 14-3-3 protein. 14-3-3 is shown in gray surface 

representation. Mode I: RSXpSXP (yellow), mode II: RXY/FXpSXP (green) and mode III ([pS/pT]X1-2 – 

COOH) (magenta). Also indicated are the cis- and trans-configurations of Proline in mode I and II 

motifs. The mode III sequence includes one or two amino acids after the phosphorylated residue 

(here the sequence ends with Valine). Superimposition is based on crystal structures available in 

the PDB: 1QJB, 1QJA, 3P1N [107, 108].  

Mode I and II motifs comprise a Proline at position +2. The mode I motif shows cis-

configuration of the Proline, what causes the protein chain to change its direction. The 

following residues at positions +3 and +4 are therefore directed towards the 

phosphorylation site. In the mode II sequence, the Proline configuration is trans, and the 

protein chain continues its course towards the 14-3-3 center region [109]. The mode III 

consensus sequence is located at the c-terminus of the interaction partner.                 

A phosphorylated amino acid is followed by one or two terminal residues. Therefore, the 

hydrophobic region of the amphipathic binding groove remains unoccupied. There are also a 

few examples for phosphorylation independent binding to 14-3-3 [106, 110]. A sequence 

analysis of all known binding partners shows 56% of them to contain one and 44% to contain 

two or more phosphorylation sites [111, 112]. In most cases, these phosphorylation sites show 

different affinities for the 14-3-3 protein. While one of the phosphorylation sites takes part 

in high-affinity binding, the other ones can only show weak interactions. However, if both 

sites are phosphorylated, the binding of a high affinity side implies binding of the weaker 

one, too (cooperativity of binding). That offers versatile possibilities for the 14-3-3 proteins 

to interact with their partners, depending on the location and the number of 

phosphorylation sites (Fig.7). For example, dimeric 14-3-3 binds two phosphorylated Raf-

kinases and mediates their dimerization/oligomerization to the active form [102, 113].  
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Another feature of 14-3-3 in complex with Raf-kinase is the prevention of dephosphorylation 

by phosphatases and subsequently of Raf inactivation. A further possibility for the 

simultaneous binding of two different interaction partners to 14-3-3 is presented by β-

Catenin and Chibby from the Wnt signaling pathway [114, 115]. Several studies show that 

phosphorylated Chibby interacts with 14-3-3, thereby modulating the cellular distribution of 

β-Catenin and the Wnt pathway activity. The formation of a trimeric complex is triggered by 

the binding of phosphorylated Chibby (pS20) to one amphipathic binding groove, enabling 

the association of phosphorylated β-Catenin (pS552) to the opposite groove. As shown in 

figure 7, the 14-3-3 recognizable phosphorylation sites are located between domains or 

within the partially disordered regions of the domains of the interaction partners. For 

example, the transcriptional factor Forkhead box protein O1 (FOXO1) has a sequence with 

two phosphorylation motifs pS24 and pT256 which are bound by one 14-3-3 dimer [116, 117]. The 

phosphorylated Serine at position 256 in FOXO1 is located within the DNA binding domain 

which is blocked upon binding of the 14-3-3 protein, resulting in disruption of transcriptional 

activity. In addition, there is evidence for a 14-3-3-mediated control of nuclear localization of 

FOXO1.                     

The study of 14-3-3 interaction partners performed by Mackintosh et al in 2010 revealed 

more than two binding motifs within one protein, indicating the association of two 14-3-3 

dimers to one interaction partner [111]. Furthermore, in several bioinformatics and 

biochemical studies nearly 600 interaction partners of 14-3-3 have been identified [118]. That 

makes the 14-3-3 adapter proteins one of the most versatile components in human cells, 

involved in almost all cellular processes such as cell division [90, 119-121], apoptosis [90, 122], 

signal transduction [90, 123], transport [124] and stabilization of the cytoskeleton [125], blockage 
[126], activation [127] or stabilization of two interaction partners through binding. 
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of binding variants/properties of interaction partners. 14-3-3 is 

shown in gray surface representation. Blue colored spots show phosphorylated residues in the 

sequence of interaction partners. Various possibilities for binding arise due to the different 

numbers of phosphorylation sites. A and B indicate different proteins. D1, D2 and D3 are different 

domains of one protein [128]. 

One scholarly long discussed example is the interaction of 14-3-3 proteins with Raf-1 and the 

subsequent activation of the MEK-ERK signaling cascade [126]. Two Serine residues (Ser259, 

Ser621), from within the catalytic and regulatory domain of Raf-1, are crucial for activation or 

inhibition [129]. The phosphorylation of both Serines in Raf-1 results in the binding to both 

amphipathic channels of the 14-3-3 dimer and ultimately leads to inhibition of the cascade. 

The transient dephosphorylation of Ser259 counteracts inhibition and the protein remains 

active. Thereafter, Raf-1 is recruited to the plasma membrane and interacts with Ras [130].   

Further interaction partners of 14-3-3 proteins are histone deacetylases (HDACs). The import 

of HDACs into the cell nucleus and the stabilization of post-translational modifications (PTM) 

on the histone H3 are triggered only in the presence of 14-3-3 proteins [131]. Phosphorylation 

of Ser10 and acetylation of Lys14 implies the binding of 14-3-3. Simultaneously, 

Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1) is displaced from dimethylated Lys9, resulting in the 

induction of HDAC gene transcription [132-134]. Another, more prominent example is the 

tumor suppressor protein p53 which plays a protective or an apoptosis-inducing role [135, 136]. 

Repair and thus cell survival or apoptosis are dependent on the controlling activity of this 

protein [137]. In the presence of genotoxic stress, p53 is activated and induces the 

transcription of several factors that are required for cell repair. Damage to the DNA double 

helix is recognized by Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM) and Ataxia Telangiectasia and 

Rad-3-related (ATR) protein kinases. Both kinases belong to a large signal network and are  
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capable of responding to genotoxic stress. Signaling of ATM and ATR leads to a rapid 

proteosomal degradation of MDM-2 and MDM-4 and implies both, post-translational 

modification and accumulation of tumor suppressor protein [138]. p53 interacts with 14-3-3 

isoforms γ, ε, σ and τ. A specific phosphorylation pattern in the CT domain of p53 is required 

for 14-3-3 binding and subsequent transcriptional activation [109, 139, 140].         

One of the few examples of a phosphorylation independent binding to 14-3-3 is given by the 

virulence factor Exoenzyme S (ExoS) [141]. The evolutionary adaptation of opportunistic 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa effects the utilization of host cell proteins to activate the viruses´ 

own toxins [142]. This bifunctional toxin enters the host cell via a type III secretion system and 

is the reason for a variety of infections and for tissue damage in humans. After c-terminal 

binding of the 14-3-3 protein, the ADP-ribosyltransferase is activated and catalyzes the 

NAD+-dependent transfer of ADP-ribose onto Rho GTPases, RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42. This 

interaction leads to a disruption of signal transduction in host cells [143-145]. 

Inhibition of 14-3-3 proteins 

Its physiological properties and the versatility of its interactions make 14-3-3 a very 

attractive target for cancer research. Within the last few decades, many inhibitors for the 

selective interruption of 14-3-3 PPIs have been developed [146-148]. For the design of 14-3-3 

inhibitors, its binding groove is of crucial importance. The amphipathic binding groove 

accommodates two centers that can be targeted differentially. The phosphate acceptor site 

can be occupied with phosphopeptides or small molecules that include a phosphate group, 

whereas the hydrophobic region of the groove constitutes a potential binding site for 

molecules with hydrophobic character (Fig.8).               

One of the first peptide-based hybrid inhibitors of 14-3-3 proteins is the molecule 2-5 [149]. 

For the generation of 2-5, the optimized peptidic sequence RFRpSYPP was used. The n-

terminal modification with 50 different amino groups and c-terminal coupling of 243 acid 

functionalized building blocks led to a library of 293 hybrid molecules. In a small molecule 

microarray 2-5 was identified to be a highly potent inhibitor of 14-3-3 proteins. In further 

experiments, e.g. fluorescence polarization, 2-5 showed an IC50 value of 2.6 μM and was able 

to trigger a Caspase3 induced apoptosis reaction in A549 cells. 
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Figure 8: Inhibition of 14-3-3 proteins. Hydrophobic area (apricot) and phospho-acceptor site (light 

blue). The inhibition can be achieved by substances from various chemical classes, such as stapled 

peptides, supramolecular ligands, peptide-hybrids and small molecules. βSS12 stapled peptide, PDB 

code: 4N84 [150]; molecular Tweezer, PDB code: 4HQW [151]; 2-5 hybrid-peptide, PDB code: not 

available [149]; Fobisin101, PDB code: 3RDH [152]. 

Fobisin101, a small molecular inhibitor with an IC50 value of 15 μM, investigated in the group 

of Fu, accommodates a phosphate group and binds, similarly to peptides, to 14-3-3 proteins 
[152]. The crystal structure shows only the phosphate part of the molecule, covalently bound 

to Lys120 of 14-3-3 protein. They assumed the covalent bond to be formed due to the x-ray 

exposure of the crystal. In general, this procedure could potentially lead to the development 

of new, x-ray activated substances, though this study is controversial [153].     

Another approach for the inhibition of 14-3-3 PPIs is descended from the field of 

supramolecular chemistry. The group of Prof. T. Schrader synthesized and investigated a 

molecule, the so-called molecular Tweezer, that specifically interacts with Lysine or Arginine 
[154]. A succession of benzene and norbornadiene entities forms a belt and gives this 

molecule a half-circular look [154, 155]. A central hydroquinone ring has two phosphate groups 

attached. While the interaction between the alkyl part of the Lysine or Arginine side chains 

with the ring system are of hydrophobic nature, one of the phosphate groups forms 

electrostatic interactions with the side chain head groups. In the case of 14-3-3,  
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the molecular Tweezer takes hold on the Lysine at position 214 and blocks a part of the 

amphipathic binding groove. Further investigation of the Tweezer´s inhibitory properties 

showed that it competes with the C-Raf and ExoS peptides with an IC50 value of 480 and 520 

μM, respectively [151] (see chapter two).         

Another interesting study by the groups of Grossmann and Ottmann deals with the 

development of an inhibitor that disrupts the interaction between 14-3-3 proteins and the 

aforementioned virulence factor ExoS from Pseudomonas aeruginosa [156]. As a starting point 

served the original ExoS binding sequence; two Leucines are exchanged against two olefin-

modified amino acids. A ring closing metathesis reaction establishes a crosslink between 

these artificial building blocks, depending on the employed olefin of length n = 8 or n = 12 
[150]. These artificially modified peptides show a 4 to 15-fold stronger binding (Kd = 0.55 μM 

and 0.15 μM) to 14-3-3 proteins in comparison to the wild-type peptide, indicating an 

increase in the extent of hydrophobic interactions (see chapter four). 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

AIM AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are essential to almost all cellular processes. They direct 

the development of cells in each stage of the life-span and control cell proliferation, 

differentiation and apoptosis, they allow a fast response to intra and extracellular signals 

and are essential for the immune response. The study of this highly complex interactome is 

one of the greatest challenges in molecular biology, pharmacy and medicine, since 

modulation offers undreamed-of therapeutic possibilities. In recent decades, many methods 

have been developed for the investigation and characterization of PPIs. Biochemical assays, 

such as fluorescence polarization, isothermal titration calorimetry or Western blotting, allow 

well-founded conclusions about the fundamental properties of proteins and their interaction 

partners. However, the development of modulators of PPIs is highly dependent on the three 

dimensional structure of the interacting partners, what makes crystallographic methods 

indispensable for protein research, providing data at atomic level and giving insights in 

surface contacts and druggable grooves. The object of this thesis is the investigation and 

description of 14-3-3 involved PPIs at molecular level. This work should lead to the 

identification and characterization of PPI inhibitors as well as stabilizers. Since it is known 

that the 14-3-3 proteins network with a large number of interaction partners and thus are 

involved in numerous cellular processes, modulation is a promising strategy for the 

treatment of diverse associated diseases. 

Chapter 1 

Numerous physiological processes are highly dependent on the assembly of proteins to 

molecular machines. Chapter 1 aims to describe the naturally occurring protein-protein 

interactions and explains both, their basic properties as well as their role in the formation of 

molecular complexes. Also the modulation of PPIs by means of inhibitors or stabilizers is 

described; an overview on the current state of research and the most important techniques 

for identification and characterization of such molecules is given. Naturally occurring and 

synthetic stabilizers from different substance classes are presented, their structural 

properties are summarized and explanations provided for the mechanisms of action—

knowledge that serves as starting point for further variations and applications of modulators 

for an increasing number of protein complexes. Chapter 1 describes in particular the 

fundamental properties of 14-3-3 adaptor proteins as they are essential components of the  
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cell machinery and operate as a control point for numerous physiological processes. Acting 

as adapter proteins, they specifically recognize phosphorylated patterns in the consensus 

sequence of the interaction partners and control their activity in the cytosol as well as in the 

nucleus. Several studies are described demonstrating the connection of 14-3-3 proteins to 

human diseases such as cancer, Alzheimer's and inflammation. The investigation of 14-3-3 

PPI modulators is pointed out to be a promising strategy for the control of disordered 

cellular processes what makes it the focus of this work.  

Chapter 2 

Hitherto, only few examples of interactions between proteins and supramolecular ligands 

are described. However, application of these artificial molecules in biological environments 

offers several advantages. They exhibit greater stability in solvents and great specificity for 

the target structures they are designed for. In chapter 2, the so-called Lysine-specific 

Tweezer molecule is presented which binds to the 14-3-3 protein. The binding was examined 

using ITC, FP and SPR experiments which yielded quite concordant Kd values. Interestingly, 

the binding isotherms showed a two-phase course what suggests two independent binding 

events to 14-3-3.  

Chapter 3 

In another biologically relevant binary system consisting of 14-3-3ζ and the consensus 

sequence of the dual specificity phosphatase CDC25C, the Tweezer showed further 

advantageous effects by recognizing the dimeric 14-3-3ζ/CDC25C complex and leading to the 

stabilization of the intrinsically disordered region (IDR) of the CDC25C phosphatase when in 

complex with 14-3-3. However, several aspects remained unclear. It is not known which 

surface exposed Lysines or Arginines serve as potential binding sites for molecular Tweezer, 

what stoichiometric ratio is needed for 14-3-3 and Tweezer to form the complex and what 

kinds of inhibitory or stabilizing effects are involved. In addition, since 14-3-3 proteins are 

known to harbor several Lysines and Arginines on the surface, we are interested in the 

specific structural environment required for the binding of Tweezer. The main task of this 

work is the investigation of the dimeric 14-3-3/Tweezer and trimeric  
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14-3-3/CDC25C/Tweezer complexes at molecular level. In crystallographic studies, the 

binding mode of Tweezer to 14-3-3σ and the deployment of the inhibitory effect should be 

explained as well as the recognition of the dimeric 14-3-3/CDC25C complex by Tweezer. 

Crystallization screens are used for the identification of initial crystallization conditions 

which were optimized manually to improve the crystal genesis and quality.  

Chapter 4 

The rising level of multi-resistances of bacteria against the available antibiotics represents an 

ever growing problem. Many reasons, such as incorrect administration of their pervasion of 

the food chain contribute to the increased incidence of resistant germs. Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, a prevalently opportunistic bacterium responsible for pneumonia and wound 

infections, secretes four toxins, ExoS, ExoU, ExoT and ExoY, into the host cell, causing the 

interruption of signal transduction and structural disorder. The activity of the Exotoxin S is 

highly dependent on the eukaryotic cofactor FAS which includes 14-3-3 proteins and NAD+. 

At the c-terminus ExoS harbors an irregular and phosphorylation independent consensus 

sequence which is recognized by 14-3-3. The main goal of this study is the development of a 

method for the introduction of cross-links by artificial building blocks into the ExoS sequence 

to target the 14-3-3/ExoS PPI. After modification, the hybrid peptides achieve a higher 

degree of stabilization and correspondingly higher affinity in comparison to the original 

sequence. After each modification step, the binding affinities were determined in multiple 

FP and ITC experiments. Crystallographic studies of the best hybrid peptide hits in complex 

with 14-3-3ζ are essential for the planning and design of improved sequence modifications 

based on their binding modes.  

´ 
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Chapter 5 

The nuclear estrogen receptor alpha (ERα), in synergic work with other co-activators, is 

responsible for the highly regulated transcription of target genes. Numerous physiological 

processes like hemostasis, growth and differentiation of tissue are crucially dependent on 

the activity of ERα. Every disorder of the ERα-involved PPIs can lead to cardiovascular 

diseases, cancer or Alzheimer's. Currently, a number of inhibitors exist, limiting the estrogen 

production or preventing hormone binding to the receptor. Since their effect is often 

significantly impeded due to the frequent occurrence of resistances, new strategies for the 

deactivation of such receptors are urgently needed in order to prevent their physiologically 

required dimerization. For our studies we chose to investigate the interaction between ERα 

and 14-3-3, which recognizes the phosphorylation pattern of a c-terminal consensus 

sequence in the ERα receptor F-domain. Selective binding to this complex provides a new 

and selective approach to the development of a new generation of anti-cancer drugs. In this 

chapter, a unique mechanism to stabilize 14-3-3/ERα is presented, where the ERα receptor 

dimerization is prevented by stabilizing the 14-3-3/ERα complex by means of the small 

molecule Fusicoccin (FC). Since hitherto the PPI between 14-3-3 and ERα remained 

somewhat unexplored, another aim of this work was to investigate the involvement of 14-3-

3 in the control of the ERα-mediated target gene transcription with numerous biochemical, 

biophysical and cellular assays. Y2H and FP experiments illustrate the specificity of 14-3-3 for 

Thr594 -phosphorylated ERα as against ERβ, and the considerable enhancement of 14-3-

3/ERα binding by FC. Pull-down assays and experiments in human cells (HEK293) show that 

ERα dimerization requires a phosphorylated ERα F-domain. This can be impaired by FC, 

leading to a large decrease in receptor target gene transcription, an effect affirmed to be 

genome wide by chromatin immunoprecipitation and subsequent high-throughput 

sequencing. Studies on human osteosarcoma cells (U2OS) and MCF-7 provide similar results. 

In addition, the binding mode of the consensus sequence in the dimeric complex 14-3-

3σ/ERα and the occurrence of the stabilizing effect of the trimeric complex 14-3-3σ/ERα/FC 

could be elucidated by crystallographic studies, providing insights in the mechanism at 

molecular level.  
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Chapter 6 

The stabilization of PPIs is an advantageous strategy for the modulation of protein complex 

assembly. The involvement in a myriad of physiological processes puts 14-3-3 proteins in a 

particular place central for the studies of PPI modulation. One representative 14-3-3 

interaction partner is Grb2 associated binder (GAB2) whose equilibrium is mediated 

between the active and the inactive 14-3-3 associated form. The GAB2 docking proteins play 

an essential role in tyrosine kinase signaling and modulate the activity of other downstream 

pathways, acting as assembly platform for specific SH2 domain effectors at the plasma 

membrane. Mutations and overexpression of this protein often lead to uncontrolled 

signaling and an increased proliferative rate of the tumor cells. The GAB2 protein possesses 

two phosphorylation sites which facilitate the interaction with 14-3-3. The aim of this study 

is the characterization of the 14-3-3/GAB2 interaction and the study of the stabilizing effect 

of the semi-synthetic Fusicoccin derivative ISIR-005 by biochemical and biophysical methods. 

The cooperative binding mode of both phosphorylation sites is elucidated at atomic level by 

crystallographic studies. Also the trimeric complex 14-3-3/GAB2/ISIR-005 was examined 

using FP and co-crystallization what led to the insight that the complex stability is increased 

due to high affinity binding of ISIR-005 to the Threonine phosphorylation site and the 

corresponding 14-3-3 binding groove. 
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CHAPTER  

Molecular Tweezer modulates 14-3-3 protein-protein interactions 

Abstract 

In recent years, the area of supramolecular chemistry has become increasingly important for 

the development of new drugs. Supramolecular substances offer many advantages 

compared to peptidic or small molecular existing drugs because they exhibit greater stability 

and selectivity within the cellular biological environment. In particular, their selectivity for 

the targeted cell compartments could lead to a new type of drugs with reduced side effects. 

In this chapter, the so-called Lysine-specific Tweezer molecule is discussed which selectively 

binds to the 14-3-3σ protein on Lysine 214. Binding of Tweezer interrupts the interaction of 

14-3-3 with its binding partners such as the phosphorylated C-Raf protein or the 

unphosphorylated ExoS toxin.  
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Introduction 

During the last decades, significant progress has been made towards the understanding of 

supramolecular chemistry as well as towards its applicability as a tool in biology. Exemplarily, 

artificial receptors and acceptors on the basis of host-guest chemistry [1], programmed nano 

probes for protein recognition [2, 3], molecular traps and artificial muscles can be prepared 

synthetically [4-6]. The number of available application examples of these substances in 

biological systems is limited though. The so-called protein grafting rigid peptides are based 

on one α-helix which shares the hydrophobic interactions with type II Proline helices. The 

solvent-exposed side of the helix can be specifically modified for the recognition of DNA or 

protein surfaces [2]. The group around Hamilton et al developed a branched polyanion, 

Calix[4]arene, which acts as antibody mimic [2, 7]. It carries four cyclopeptide loops with 

solvent exposed negative charges and therefore binds to the basic surface of the proteins. 

The positively charged Heme-region of cytochrome C is a target of the Calix[4]arene. The 

binding to cytochrome C prevents complex formation with its natural partner protein 

cytochrome C oxidase [8]. Later, Martos and Grandl were able to show that Calix[4]arene 

additionally mediates the inhibition of potassium channels Kv1 [9-11]. A further modification 

of the Calix[4]arene with multiple guanidinium groups led to the development of a ligand 

which covers the tetramerization domain of mutated p53 protein [12]. The macrocyclic 

synthetic receptor Cucurbit[7]uril allows very specific the recognition of the n-terminally 

located Phenylalanine B1 in insulin [13, 14]. The receptor encloses the phenyl group of 

Phenylalanine and forms hydrophobic interactions with the Cucurbit[7]uril cavity. In 

addition, an ionic bond is formed between the n-terminal amino group and the portal 

oxygen of the receptor. This structural arrangement is unique and exists only in combination 

with insulin. The diversity of such supramolecular substances is huge, however, propagation 

and application of these artificial systems on biological targets is highly complex. Only a few 

examples exist, where supramolecular chemistry is applied within biological systems. The 

design of the ligand has to fulfill a huge number of criteria, such as high affinity binding, 

specificity for its target and compatibility with cellular compartments and solvents.  

In 2005, Klärner and Schrader designed a supramolecular ligand called molecular Tweezer [15 
16, 17]. The researchers pursued the strategy for the design of artificial, selective and efficient 

receptors for the detection of Lysine or Arginine in peptides and proteins.  
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Both basic amino acids play an essential role in vital processes such as control of 

transcription, proteasomal degradation and vesicle transport [16]. The alternating conjunction 

of benzene and norbornadiene entities led to the semi-circular shaped, belt-like Tweezer 

molecule, with a central hydroquinone with two phosphate groups attached (Fig.1). Both 

phosphate groups provide for good water solubility and additional negative charges. The 

geometrical properties of the molecule allow the accommodation of long and thin side 

chains like Lysine or Arginine in the central cavity [16]. In addition, both amino acids have a 

positive charge at their ends which allows the interaction with one of Tweezer´s phosphate 

groups. Lysine and Arginine bind the molecular Tweezer with a Kd value of 20 or 60 μM, 

respectively. Additional NMR, molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanics/molecular 

mechanics (QM/MM) experiments confirm this data. In enzymatic assays Tweezer showed 

complete inhibition of dehydrogenases and the inhibitory effect could only be reversed by 

addition of Lysine derivatives. Furthermore, no other amino acid could alter the inhibitory 

effect, a result that has not been investigated at structural level yet. 

.  

Figure 1: Chemical structure of the supramolecular ligand Tweezer, binding Lysine and Arginine. 

The alternating benzene and norbornadiene rings are leading to the concave shape of the 

hydrophobic molecule with a central hydroquinone and two phosphate groups [15 16, 17].  

These observations demonstrate the Tweezer´s ability to disrupt PPIs upon binding. The 

modulation of PPIs is currently one of the most discussed topics in chemical biology and drug 

development [18]. Due to their physiological properties and versatile interaction partners, the 

14-3-3 proteins are particularly ideally suited to investigate the influence of supramolecular 

ligands on PPIs [19-21]. 14-3-3 proteins are small (30 kDa) acidic adapter proteins and fulfill a 

variety of tasks in the cell (see chapter one). They are involved in almost all cellular  
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processes such as cell division, apoptosis, signal transduction, transport and cytoskeleton 

stabilization [22-24]. For instance, 14-3-3 proteins are responsible for the activity regulation of 

a number of proteins, e.g. the C-Raf kinase, or have a stabilizing effect, for example on the 

tumor suppressor protein p53 [25-29].  

Within the scope of this work, the interaction with CDC25C phosphatase is addressed, which 

is involved in the proliferative processes in the cell [30]. Furthermore, the function of 14-3-3 

as a binding platform for the Pseudomonas aeruginosa toxin Exoenzyme S, which leads to 

pneumonia in humans, is dealt with [31, 32], since these versatile and influential proteins are 

ideally suited for studying PPI stabilization or inhibition [33]. 

Results 

Isothermal titration calorimetry 

14-3-3σ harbors 17 Lysines on its surface which act as potential targets for molecular 

Tweezer and may participate in PPIs. In ITC measurements, the changes of the enthalpic and 

entropic contributions upon binding of Tweezer to 14-3-3σ are determined. The binding 

isotherms showed a two-phase course what suggests two independent binding events. To fit 

the experimental data, a two-site model was used. The calculated values for ∆H (∆H1 = −21.9 

± 0.1 kcal/mol; ∆H2 = −21.3 ± 0.5 kcal/mol) and ΔS (TΔS1 = −7.0 kcal/mol; TΔS2 = −4.9 

kcal/mol) clearly show the recognition of Lysine or Arginine by molecular Tweezer (Fig.2). 

The thermodynamic data are consistent with the calculated values for the electrostatic 

attraction between the phosphate groups and the Lysines on the surface of 14-3-3 and the 

solvent release from the central hydroquinone ring.  
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Figure 2: VP-Isothermal titration calorimetry experiment. Left: graph obtained upon titration of 

Tweezer to 14-3-3 and control experiments. Center: graph obtained upon titration of buffer to 14-

3-3. Right: graph obtained upon titration of Tweezer to buffer. The exothermic reaction displays a 

two-phase course and indicates two binding events with different affinities. Fitting of the ITC data 

to a two-binding-site model and the resulting thermodynamic parameters display enthalpic as well 

as entropic elements of the interaction between the 14-3-3σ and the Tweezer molecule. The two-

side model allowed the calculation of enthalpic and entropic changes: ∆H (∆H1 = −21.9 ± 0.1 

kcal/mol; ∆H2 = −21.3 ± 0.5 kcal/mol) and ΔS (TΔS1 = −7.0 kcal/mol; TΔS2 = −4.9 kcal/mol). 

Fluorescence polarization  

For the investigation of the influence of Tweezer on the interaction between 14-3-3 and C-

Raf kinase or ExoS, the change in binding affinity is determined. For the verification of the 

inhibitory influence, the binding of phosphorylated C-Raf (255QRSTpSTPNVH264) and 

unphosphorylated ExoS (416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430) consensus sequences to 14-3-3, in 

presence and absence of Tweezer, were examined by an FP assay. In the absence of the 

Tweezer, C-Raf and ExoS had apparent Kd values of 12 μM and 17 μM, respectively (Fig.3A). 

These observations confirm the studies of Molzan [34] and Ottmann [32], whose crystal 

structures (PDB ID: 3NKX and 2O02) provide a structurally relevant view of binding to 14-3-3, 

corroborating the expectation of Tweezer binding. Measurements with FAM-modified 

peptides in the presence of Tweezer showed IC50s of 480 μM for the C-Raf kinase and 

520 μM for Exoenzyme S. 
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Surface plasmon resonance 

To confirm the experimental data gained from ITC measurements, Surface Plasmon 

Resonance (SPR) experiments were additionally performed. This spectroscopic method is 

often used to describe protein-ligand interactions in biological systems, allowing the precise 

determination of affinity values. A biosensor, coated with a gold layer and an organic matrix, 

allows the detection of resonant oscillating electrons on its surface after excitation by 

polarized light. Therefore, all binding events on the surface of the sensor effect changes of 

the refractive index which is designated as SPR response and is directly proportional to the 

exposed mass. A sensogram describes response units (RU) as a function of time and can be 

divided into three periods. The first period shows the association of a ligand to a surface 

immobilized protein, the second period represents the dissociation event, followed by the 

third, the sensor regeneration step. The sensogram shows the typical profile for a 

concentration dependent titration of Tweezer to a chip-surface exposed 14-3-3σ (Fig.3B). 

Each titration step is characterized by rapid association and illustrates the interaction of 14-

3-3 with the supramolecular ligand. Furthermore, it can be clearly seen that the increase in 

Tweezer concentration triggers the gain in response units, indicating an increased amount of 

Tweezer bound to 14-3-3. These results support the assumption of a temporary interaction 

with Lysines on the surface. The SPR measurement, however, should only be regarded as a 

qualitative confirmation of the Tweezer-14-3-3 interaction because it was not possible to fit 

the data in mathematical models.  
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Figure 3: Fluorescence polarization (A) and surface plasmon resonance (B) experiments. A: 

Titration of Tweezer to 14-3-3σ bound to FAM labeled C-Raf peptide (255QRSTpSTPNVH264) or to 14-

3-3σ bound to FAM labeled Exoenzyme S binding sequence (416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430). 

Measurements showed an IC50 of 480 μM for the C-Raf kinase and 520 μM for Exoezyme S. B: SPR 

spectroscopy measurement: 14-3-3σ was covalently immobilized on the CM5 sensor chip surface 

via the standard amine coupling. Each increase in concentration of Tweezer is characterized by an 

increased in response units. 

Protein crystallography 

Although the binding of Tweezer could be shown in various in vitro assays, looking at the 

structural level is essential for a more detailed characterization. For an initial screen, 14-3-3σ 

(10 mg/mL) was supplemented with Tweezer (1 mM) and incubated at 4 °C under following 

conditions: 0.1 M TRIS-HCl, 10% PEG 8000 and 500 mM magnesium chloride. Initially, rod 

like crystals grew after three weeks to the dimensions of 100 x 150 x 200 μm. The crystals 

were supplemented with 30% glycerol as a cryoprotectant and flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen. Data analysis showed a diffraction of 3.2 Å and allowed the solution of the 

structure in space group C222 by molecular replacement with PDB: 1YZ5 as a template (for 

statistics see: Tab.1). The asymmetric unit comprised one monomer and the electron density 

allowed building of 219 out of in total 231 residues of 14-3-3. Before the refinement steps, 

the semi-circular additional FO-FC density referring to the Tweezer molecule was observed in 

the vicinity of Lysine 214. However, since the resolution was the limiting factor, it has not 

been possible to provide precise information about the orientation of Tweezer and its 

phosphate groups.  
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In a new initial screening, crystals were found under the conditions 1.36 M sodium citrate 

(pH 6.0) and 15% (v/v) glycerol, what enabled a significantly higher resolution and data 

quality. After optimization of the crystal genesis, the crystals reached a dimension of 300 x 

150 x 400 μm. Data analysis provided a resolution of 2.35 Å and the same space group as the 

previous crystals (for statistics see Tab.1). Furthermore, the statistical data show a 

considerable improvement of the fit. In the new structure, the I/σ ratio resulted in a lower 

value of 4.74 with a simultaneous completeness of 100%. In addition, the Rwork/Rfree values 

were significantly reduced from 0.23/0.31 (previous structure) to 0.18/0.24. The second 

structure allowed the construction of 226 out of 231 residues and showed a considerably 

better defined 2F0-FC density for the Tweezer molecule. No other position on the surface of 

14-3-3σ possessed a similar density as Lysine 214. 
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Table 1: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) for the 14-3-3-Tweezer 

crystal structures (PDB ID: 4HQW and 4HRU). 

 14-3-3σ/Tweezer 2.35 Å   

PDB ID: 4HQW 

14-3-3σ/Tweezer 3.2 Å  

PDB ID: 4HRU 

Data collection   

Space group C222 (21) C222 (21) 

Cell dimensions Å   

    a, b, c (Å) 60.40, 157.40, 77.20 63.49, 154.77, 77.02  

    α, β, γ ( )  90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.0, 90.0, 90.0  

Resolution (Å) 45.54-2.35(2.41-2.35) 20.0-3.2(3.5-3.2)  

Rsym or Rmerge 5.6(33.5) 13.0(28.3)  

I/σ 22.44(4.74) 15.94(6.57)  

Completeness (%) 99.94(100) 99.3(99.9)  

Redundancy 15.96(16.70) 3.52(3.61)  

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 45.54-2.35(2.41-2.35) 20.0-3.2(3.5-3.2) 

No. reflections 14955 6195 

Rwork/Rfree 0.1835/0.2436(0.1804/0.2448) 0.23/0.31 

No. atoms   

    Protein 1811 1752 

    Ligand/ion 51/5 52 

    Water 186 124 

B-factors   

    Protein 58.61 30.98 

    Ligand/ion 77.58 46.12 

    Water 78.92 88.60 

R.m.s. deviations   

    Bond lengths (Å) 0.0178/0.0175 0.012 

    Bond angles ( ) 1.9215/1.9169 1.718 
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Figure 4: Crystal structure of Tweezer (yellow stick representation) bound to 14-3-3σ. A: The 14-3-

3σ dimer in cartoon and surface representation (light blue). The Tweezer molecule is bound to the 

c-terminal helix α-9 of each monomer. Enlarged, the binding of Tweezer to Lysine 214 is shown. 

The lower phosphate group is directed towards Asp211, forming a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl 

oxygen, the upper one is tilted towards the Lysine head group and likewise forms a hydrogen 

bridge. B: 2F0-FC density for the Tweezer molecule (contoured at 1σ) at the beginning of helix 9. C: 

Tweezer molecule and 14-3-3 surface representation with surrounding residues Tyr213, Thr217 and 

Leu218 which form a hydrophobic platform for the Tweezer arms. 

The electron density around the Lysine residue reveals the exact contours of the belt-like 

main body of the Tweezer and clearly defines spherical dents where the phosphate groups 

fit in perfectly (Fig.4B). 14-3-3σ shows the typical, physiologically relevant W-like shaped 

arrangement (Fig.4A) and also the typical 14-3-3 amphipathic binding groove responsible for 

the recognition of the interaction partners. Tweezer binds at the beginning of α-helix 9 and 

restricts the binding groove, leading to a limitation of the adapter properties.   
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The accessibility of the amphipathic binding groove usually shows an optimal opening angle 

of about 60°. Tweezer binding decreases this angle by approximately 25°, due to steric 

hindrance, what significantly impedes the binding of the C-Raf and ExoS recognition 

sequences to 14-3-3 (Fig.5). Tweezer encloses the side chain of Lysine with its hydrophobic 

concave scaffold. Moreover, residues Tyr213, Thr217 and Leu218 lie in close proximity, 

providing a hydrophobic platform and facilitating binding of the Tweezer arms (Fig.4C). Very 

interesting is the asymmetric arrangement of the two phosphate groups. While the lower 

one is directed towards Asp211 and forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen, the 

upper one is tilted in the orientation towards the Lysine head group and likewise forms a 

hydrogen bridge (Fig.4A). Compared to other surface exposed Lysines, the structural 

environment of Lysine 214 is unique in 14-3-3, thus explaining the binding of just one 

molecule. The crystallographically elucidated binding mode is also in agreement with the 

results of the MD and QM/MM simulations. The geometrical analysis of all 17 Lysines shows 

that Lys77 and Lys122 are sterically hindered and thus unfavorable for binding. Lysine at 

position 32 is deeply buried and binding to this residue would lead to large structural 

changes. Nine additional residues (9, 11, 27, 49, 68, 109, 124, 140 and 159) also possess less 

favorable structural arrangements and energies (39-75 kcal/mol) for the binding of Tweezer 

in these positions. For the remaining 5 Lysines, a relatively favorable Tweezer binding energy 

of 22-27 kcal/mol was calculated, which however differs greatly depending on their chemical 

environment. Lys87 is located in the dimerization interface of 14-3-3 and is therefore not 

accessible for Tweezer. Amino acids Asp199 and Leu227 are in close proximity to Lys195, 

preventing the binding by potentially inducing steric clashes with the lower phosphate 

group. Additionally, the structural data show that Lys141 and Lys160 may generally be suitable 

as potential binding sites for Tweezer and could accommodate the lower phosphate group. 

Comparison to the environment of the Lysine 214 shows though that the hydrophobic 

platform for the scaffold binding is missing at these locations. 
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Figure 5: Front view on the amphipathic binding groove of 14-3-3 and on the position of Tweezer. 

Rotation of the structure by 90° allows the view along the axis of the amphipathic binding groove. 

Tweezer reduces the opening of the binding channel by about 25°. For the angle calculation, the 

inner flat interface of the 14-3-3 protein (α-helices C, D and E) was assumed to be a planar surface.  

 

Figure 6: Localization and superimposition of Tweezer (yellow stick representation) and of C-

RafpS259 (left, green sticks, 255QRSTpSTPNVH264) and ExoS (right, green sticks, 

416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430) recognition sequences bound to 14-3-3σ (blue surface/cartoon). 

Superimposition of ExoS and Tweezer shows the steric conflict between the consensus sequence 

and Tweezer. 
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In 14-3-3σ, only Lysine 214 is suited for Tweezer binding, since no steric clashes are induced, 

advantageous electrostatic interactions with the environment are formed, hydrogen bonds 

to the surrounding residues of 14-3-3 are built and some hydrophobic residues of 14-3-3 

show an advantageous arrangement to interact with the Tweezers belt-like scaffold. 

Superimposition of the 14-3-3σ structure with C-Raf or ExoS peptides illustrates the steric 

conflict caused by Tweezer upon binding that influences both, kinetic and thermodynamic 

properties of the PPIs (Fig.6). Tweezer blocks a part of the binding groove and thereby 

prevents the PPI. 
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Experimental section 

ITC 

Binding affinity was further evaluated using isothermal titration calorimetry. The ITC 

experiments were carried out using a VP-ITC instrument (MicroCal) at 25 °C, and buffer 

containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 6.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM magnesium chloride, 

and 0.5 mM TCEP at 25 °C . Prior to the experiments, the 14-3-3 protein was dialyzed against 

the buffer. Into the sample cell containing 60 μM 14-3-3 Protein, 1 mM Tweezer solution 

was titrated stepwise in 8 μL aliquots. The same conditions were applied for the control 

experiments. The equilibration time between two injections was 120 s. For data analysis, 

evaluation of binding events and calculation of the changes in molar binding enthalpy (ΔH) 

and entropy (ΔS), Origin 7.0 software was used.  

SPR 

For the SPR measurements, biotinylated 14-3-3σ or His6 tagged 14-3-3ζ was immobilized on 

the streptavidin coated gold surface of the sensor chip or covalently bound to CM5 sensor 

chip (flow rate: 10 μL/min). All titration steps were carried out at 25 °C in buffer: 10 mM 

HEPES, (pH 7.4), 150 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride and 0.05% Tween 20. 

The proteins were immobilized on the surface for up to 2429 response units (RU). For the 

regeneration of the chip surface after each titration step, a solution containing 1 M 

dipotassium phosphate, 1 M potassium phosphate and 4 M magnesium chloride was used to 

prevent unspecific binding. To prevent contributions of unspecific binding or DMSO 

influence, RU values were subtracted from the reference cell. Binding of the molecular 

Tweezer was measured in the range of 1.95–1,000 μM at 25 °C.  

14-3-3σ expression and purification 

cDNA clones of human 14-3-3σ (NCBI accession no. BC000329) were purchased from Open 

Biosystems and subcloned into the expression vector pProEx HTb (Invitrogen). The vector 

was transformed into E.coli cells (strain: Rosetta (DE3)). For protein expression, 1 L Terrific 

Broth (TB) media was inoculated with 20 mL overnight preculture, followed by incubation at 

37 °C until the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) reached 0.9. Protein expression was 

initiated by the addition of 0.5 mM isopropyl-β-dithiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  
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Cells were harvested after 15 h of expression at 20 °C. Purification of His6-tagged 14-3-3σ 

protein was carried out using Ni-NTA material (Qiagen). Removal of the His6-tag was 

facilitated by incubation of the protein with Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease in a ratio of 1 

mg:0.05 mg, followed by SDS PAGE purity control and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 

(50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride; Column: 

26/60 Sephacryl S200 (GE Healthcare)). The protein was concentrated to 103 mg/ml and 

stored at −80 °C. 

Crystallization of 14-3-3σ with molecular Tweezer  

For crystallization of the 14-3-3σ/Tweezers complex, 10 mg/ml protein and 1 mM compound 

were mixed in 20 mM HEPES sodium hydroxide (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM 

magnesium chloride and 0.5 mM TCEP and set up for crystallization in 0.1 M TRIS-HCl, 10% 

PEG 8000 and 500 mM magnesium chloride. The crystals were transferred into a 

crystallization buffer supplemented with 30% glycerol, or directly flash-cooled in liquid 

nitrogen.  

For the second initial screen, 10 and 12.5 mg/ml protein and 1.0 mM compound were mixed 

in 20 mM HEPES sodium hydroxide (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM magnesium 

chloride and 0.5 mM TCEP and set up for crystallization at 4 °C. New plate and rod-like 

crystals were found in the condition 1.36 M sodium citrate (pH 6.0) and 15% (v/v) glycerol.  

The optimization screen was performed using original solution and solutions with varied 

conditions in the hanging drop procedure. Complex solution (1 μL) was mixed with 1 μL 

reservoir liquid, pipetted onto a cover glass and hermetically sealed. pH range of sodium 

citrate was varied from 4.0 to 7.0 in 0.2 steps. Sodium citrate concentration was varied from 

0.8 to 1.4 M in 0.2 steps and additional variation in glycerol concentration led to crystals 

with dimensions of 300 x 150 x 400 μm. 

The 2.35 Å and the 3.2 Å crystal structures were deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 

4HQW and 4HRU). 
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CHAPTER  

Molecular Tweezer stabilizes a disordered protein-protein interface 
 
Abstract 

Nearly all cellular processes rely on protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Interactions of 

partner proteins are usually undergone with the help of secondary structural elements—α-

helices, β-sheets and intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs). IDRs often contain sequences for 

post translational modifications (PTM), such as phosphorylation, acetylation or glycosylation, 

and act as recognition motifs for protein interaction. In this chapter, the results of the 

structural characterization of the biologically relevant binary complex between 14-3-3ζ and 

the consensus sequence of the dual specificity phosphatase CDC25C are presented and the 

molecular Tweezer is shown to be involved in Arginine recognition. Stabilization of the 

binary complex, mediated by Tweezer, facilitated the crystallographic detection of 

significantly more residues in the recognition motif of the IDR of CDC25C phosphatase than 

there could have been detected in the binary complex alone. This finding might lead to a 

new concept, where supramolecular ligands/receptors in combination with biological 

systems can be utilized to gain better understanding of the interaction between intrinsically 

disordered proteins (IDPs) and their adaptors. The characterization of Tweezer binding and 

its influence on PPIs was performed applying a variety of biophysical methods such as 

fluorescence polarization, isothermal titration calorimetry, crystallography and computer 

simulations.  
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Introduction 

In recent years, a large number of small molecules, acting as PPI modulators, have been 

investigated for their therapeutic applicability against human diseases [1, 2]. In most 

instances, successful examples showed inhibition of the concerning PPI, while stabilization of 

the macromolecular complexes remained widely unexplored. Nevertheless, there actually 

are several examples for molecules with a PPI stabilizing effect which originate either from 

nature or which have already been synthetically obtained [3, 4]. Almost all processes in the 

cells are associated with PPIs, and the nature of communication of the proteins among 

themselves is equivalently versatile. Proteins often interact via their structural elements, α-

helices, β-sheets and turns, but also by numerous post-translational modifications (PTM) and 

signaling molecules (Alberts B, Johnson A, Lewis J, et al. “General Principles of Cell 

Communication”). In order to fulfill specific cellular tasks, a part of the proteins must be 

completely or partially intrinsically disordered [5, 6]. Contrary to previous assumptions, not 

only folded or globular proteins are considered to be functional mediators of catalysis, but 

so are intrinsically disordered protein motives that can be specifically recognized by adaptor 

proteins. The flexible and highly dynamic regions of these proteins, which are oftentimes 

additionally modified by PTM, are capable of adopting numerous conformations, some of 

whom allow for the interaction with other proteins thereby modulating their activity or 

structural characteristics [7].  

From an energy-economic and evolutionary point of view, the creation of an intrinsically 

disordered structure for the targeted control of the interaction partners is clearly favored 

towards the development of a new and appropriately specialized protein. These highly 

dynamic regions play a very important role in signal transduction, cell cycle control and often 

are involved in the development of diseases. Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) possess 

numerous interaction partners which employ different conformations and recognition 

motifs. The transition from the disordered to an ordered protein is mostly undergone upon 

binding. Presumably, about 30% of the eukaryotic cellular proteome is disordered and 

participates in important PPIs.  

14-3-3 adapter proteins are expressed in all tissue types and compartments and have more 

than 200 interaction partners [8-11]. The human DNA encodes seven 14-3-3 isoforms, β, γ, ε, 

η, σ, τ and ζ, which show a high level of conservation over all eukaryotic organisms. 
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14-3-3 proteins form dimers consisting of nine anti-parallel α-helices with a typical 

physiologically relevant W-like shape [8, 12-14]. They do not have enzymatic activity 

themselves; rather they modulate their interaction partners’ enzymatic activities or regulate 

transport processes between the cytosol and the nucleus. 

These adaptor proteins possess acceptor sites for phosphorylated amino acids such as Serine 

(pS) or Threonine (pT). The amino acids Arg56, Arg129, Tyr130 and Lys49 are located in the 

amphipathic binding groove and are highly conserved in all seven isoforms, coordinating the 

position of the pS or pT phosphate groups of the binding partners by electrostatic 

interactions [15]. All 14-3-3 interaction partners comprise a specific recognition sequence, 

including a phosphorylated Serine or Threonine, and bind to 14-3-3 in a phosphorylation-

dependent manner. Sequence analysis of 14-3-3 interaction partners revealed the following 

preferred binding motifs: mode I: RSXpSXP, mode II: RXY/FXpSXP and mode III ([pS/pT]X1-2 – 

COOH) [16, 17] (see also chapter 1). Approximately 90% of the 14-3-3 interaction partners are 

unstructured or possess regions with disordered structural elements which are able to 

accommodate the phosphorylation-dependent recognition sequences of 14-3-3 proteins [18-

20]. For example, 14-3-3 proteins recognize the disordered c-terminal region of the tumor 

suppressor (p53) protein [21-23]. Further proteins, such as Tau, α-Synuclein and dual specificity 

phosphatase CDC25C, exhibit specific binding motifs that are intrinsically disordered [24-29]. 

The CDC25C phosphatase plays an important role in the cell division cycle and regulates the 

transition from the G1 to the S and the G2 to the M phase [30]. It catalyzes the 

dephosphorylation of CDKs on the active side [28, 31]. After removal of the phosphate groups 

CDK binds cyclin to form a stable and highly active kinase complex and regulates the 

phosphorylation of downstream effectors, allowing progression of the cell division. 

However, most of its lifespan, the cell is situated in the metabolic interphase where the M 

phase proteins are disabled [32]. Upon completion of the cell division, the CDC25C 

phosphatase is phosphorylated at Serine 216 and interacts with 14-3-3 adaptor proteins, 

leading to complex formation and cytosolic sequestration [31, 33]. Considering the significance 

of the involvement of the CDC25C phosphatase in cell cycle control, it becomes 

comprehensible that any point mutation could lead to dysregulation in cell division, 

uncontrolled cell growth and the development of diseases.  
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Therefore, the development of PPI modulators, i.e. inhibitors or stabilizers, is essential for 

the treatment of diseases and today´s object of intense research in medicine and 

pharmaceutical industry. 

In our previous studies, a supramolecular ligand called molecular Tweezer was characterized 
[34]. In 2005, Klärner und Schrader developed Tweezer for the selective detection of Lysine or 

Arginine in peptides or at protein surfaces [35 36, 37]. Both basic amino acids are involved in 

essential processes such as the control of transcription, proteasomal activities and transport 
[16]. The semi-circular shaped, belt-like Tweezer molecule is a conjunction of alternating 

benzene and norbornadiene entities, including a central hydroquinone scaffold with two 

phosphate groups attached. The molecule´s main purpose is the accommodation of side 

chains like Lysine or Arginine in the central cavity [36]. The positive charged ends of both 

amino acids allow for interaction with one of the Tweezer´s phosphate groups.  

Considering the precise geometric observations of the Tweezer and the binding groove of 

14-3-3 protein, the question if the binding groove itself serves as a target of the Tweezer 

bond, arose. Due to the characteristic buildup of 14-3-3, its central channel and the concave 

shape of the Tweezer nicely fit together from a geometrical point of view. It also has been 

assumed that the Tweezer molecule may act as 'molecular cap' for the complexes between 

14-3-3 and its interaction partners and possibly has a stabilizing effect on the PPIs.  

Fluorescence polarization assays with 14-3-3ζ and CDC25C peptides  

For the verification of the established hypothesis that the amphipathic binding groove of the 

14-3-3 protein acts as a possible target for Tweezer, numerous 14-3-3-PPIs were tested in 

biochemical assays. In the initial fluorescence polarization experiments only the consensus 

sequence of CDC25C phosphatase in presence of 100 and 500 μM Tweezer lead to an 

increase in the apparent affinity by a factor of 6 (Fig.1). The direct titration of 14-3-3ζ to the 

original CDC25C recognition sequence FAM-207SRSGLYRSP-pS-

MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244 showed a Kd value of 3.39 μM. In the presence of 

Tweezer, a stabilizing effect and an increase in affinity between 14-3-3 and the sequence 

could be observed. Titration of the binary complex 14-3-3ζ /CDC25C with Tweezer (500 μM) 

resulted in a 6 fold lower Kd (0.57 μM).  
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These results clearly emphasize the significance of Arginine at position 208 in the recognition 

sequence of the CDC25C phosphatase for stabilization, while the point mutation R208A 

causes a considerably weaker effect. 

 

Figure 1: Direct affinity titration and fluorescence anisotropy titration of FAM-labeled CDC25C 

peptides to 14-3-3. Peptide sequences: FAM-207SRSGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPRLKQV 

EKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244 and FAM-207SASGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244 (R208A), 

in the presence of Tweezer (500 μM) for stabilization detection, or in absence of Tweezer as 

control experiment. Titration of 14-3-3 to FAM-CDC25CpS216 resulted in the determination of a Kd 

of 3.66 μM and in the presence of Tweezer led to an approximately six-fold lower apparent Kd of 

0.57 μM.  

14-3-3ζ in complex with CDC25C peptide and molecular Tweezer 

For the structural analysis of the Tweezer´s stabilizing effect, the CDC25C peptide 

(207SRSGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244) was co-crystallized with 14-3-3ζ. 

The phosphopeptide was added in a molar ratio of 1:1.5 to 14-3-3ζ (22 mg/mL) and set up 

for crystallization at 4 °C. The rod-like crystals originated within three weeks under following 

conditions: 0.17 M ammonium acetate; 0.085 M sodium citrate (pH 5.6), 25.5% (w/v) PEG 

4000; 15% (v/v) glycerol. They grew to the final dimensions of 100 x 100 x 300 μm and 

scattered till 2.38 Å (in presence of soaked Tweezer 2.45 Å). The space group was 

determined to be P212121 with one 14-3-3 dimer in the asymmetric unit. The additional 

density allowed the building of 9 residues (212YRSP-pS-MPEN221) of the CDC25C peptide 

(Fig.2A).  
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Table 1: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) for both structures. 

(PDB ID: 5JIT and 5JIV). 

 14-3-3ζ/CDC25C 

PDB ID: 5JIT 

14-3-3ζ/CDC25C/Tweezer 

PDB ID: 5JIV 

Data collection   

Space group P212121 (19) P212121 (19) 

Cell dimensions (Å)   

    a, b, c (Å) 72.22, 104.07, 114.45 71.52, 102.36, 112.82 

    α, β, γ ( ) 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 44.85-2.38(2.52-2.38) 46.61-2.45(2.60-2.45) 

Rmeas 6.7(92.3) 6.0(96.4) 

I/σI 12.82(1.28) 26.68(3.10) 

Completeness (%) 98.20(92.40) 99.90(99.80) 

Redundancy 3.43(3.35) 13.06(13.01) 

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 44.85-2.38(2.52-2.38) 46.61-2.45(2.60-2.45) 

No. reflections 33123 29607 

Rwork/Rfree 0.2332/0.2820 (0.334/0.436) 0.2552/0.2522(0.250/0.310) 

No. atoms   

    Protein 1799/1743 1731/1772 

    Ligand/ion 82/54 152/78/208 

    Water 94 87 

B-factors   

    Protein 56.56/56.05 60.83/61.19 

    Ligand/ion 72.23/91.27 92.22/92.05/116.31 

    Water 58.32 65.75 

R.m.s. deviations   

    Bond lengths (Å)/ angles (°) 0.021/ 1.935 0.020/2.201  
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Figure 2: Crystal structures of 14-3-3ζ binary and ternary complexes. A: Cartoon representation of 

14-3-3ζ (light blue) with CDC25C peptide (green sticks) within the binding groove. Enlarged, the 

2F0-FC electron density contoured at 1σ for nine residues (212YRSP-pS-MPEN221) is shown. B: Cartoon 

representation of 14-3-3ζ (light blue) with CDC25C peptide (green sticks) and Tweezer (yellow 

sticks) within the binding groove and the central interface. Enlarged, the 2F0-FC electron density 

contoured at 1σ for 18 residues (208RSGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPR225) is shown.  

The CDC25C binding motif shows a typical mode II course and occupies nearly the entire 

amphipathic binding groove. The cis-conformation of the Proline at position 218 directs the 

c-terminal part of the peptide from the binding groove to the central interface of 14-3-3ζ 

(Fig.2B, 3). Upon binding, numerous polar contacts, as well as hydrophobic interactions, are 

formed. Both, the head group (η’N1) and the carbonyl oxygen of Arg208 are forming polar 

contacts with the two phosphate groups of the Tweezer molecule. The carbonyl oxygens of 

Tyr212 and Ser214 comprised by CDC25C interact with Arg60, Glu180 and Arg56 of 14-3-3. The 

phosphorylated Serine at position 216 is bound by the phosphate-accepting arrangement of 

Lys49, Arg56, Arg127 and Tyr128. This type of interaction between a phosphorylated amino acid 

of the partner protein and its acceptor site at 14-3-3 is a typical feature of the 14-3-3 

adaptor proteins and is observed in all phosphorylation dependent binding motifs.  
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The hydrophobic residues of the amphipathic groove, Leu172, Ile217 and Leu220, interact with 

Met217, Pro218 and Leu222 of the CDC25C peptide sequence. In addition, Arg223 and Pro224 

form hydrogen bonds with the n-terminally located Glu39 and Gln15 of the 14-3-3 protein. 

Remarkably, when these CDC25C/14-3-3ζ crystals were soaked with Tweezer, the 2F0-FC 

density for this additional ligand could directly be detected with strongly defined contours. 

Contrary to previous expectations, the additional density was located not on the surface of 

the protein, but in the interface of the amphipathic binding groove (Fig.2B). Moreover, 

electron density for a significantly higher number of CDC25C residues could be detected 

than for the binary structure. In total, it was possible to incorporate 10 additional amino 

acids into the density (208RSGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPR225), whereby the interaction motif 

showed twice the amount of residues. Noteworthy was also the positioning of Tweezer in 

the binding channel.  

 
Figure 3: Superimposition of binary and ternary structures. The nine residues of the binary complex 

are presented in green and the eighteen residues of the ternary complex are shown in orange stick 

representation. Tweezer is depicted by yellow sticks. The courses of both CDC25C recognition 

sequences in the binary, as well as ternary complex, are almost identical. The stabilizing effect of 

Tweezer leads to the doubling of visible residues in the ternary complex.  

Tweezer embraces the peptide at position Arg208 and simultaneously accommodates the 

entire side chain of Arginine in its inner cavity (Fig.2 and 4A). One of the phosphate groups is 

forming a polar contact to the head group of Arginine, while the second one interacts 
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 through hydrogen bonding with the carbonyl oxygen of Arg208. The amino acids Ser209 and 

Tyr212 of the peptide are oriented towards the Tweezer-arms, providing a hydrophobic 

contact surface to the benzene and norbornadiene rings (Fig.4A). This bond is reinforced by 

the amino acids of the binding groove with partially hydrophobic character. The 

hydrocarbon parts of Ser63, Ser64, Arg60 and Glu180 and the side chains of Trp59 and Tyr179 

contribute to the association (Fig.4B). This unique arrangement explains the interaction of 

the molecular Tweezer on precisely this position which leads to better stabilization and 

subsequently to a greater number of visible residues at the n- and c-termini in the ternary 

complex. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The structural composition of the 14-3-3ζ binding groove in the area of the Tweezer 

accommodation. A: Tweezer binds between α-helices C, G and I. The 2F0-FC density contoured at 1σ 

is shown for the Tweezer molecule (yellow sticks), harboring Arginine 208 of the CDC25C peptide 

(green sticks) in the central cavity. The formation of hydrogen bonds is illustrated by gray dotted 

lines. B: Amino acids in the immediate vicinity of the Tweezer binding site. The hydrocarbon parts 

of Ser63, Ser64, Arg60 and Glu180 and the side chains of Trp59 and Tyr179 establish hydrophobic 

interactions. 
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Conclusion 

The combination of biochemical methods, molecular dynamic simulations and x-ray 

crystallography facilitated the elucidation of the mechanisms of interaction of the Tweezer 

with 14-3-3 and the effect on 14-3-3-involved PPIs. This study not only led to the 

establishment of rules for the detection of amino acids on the protein surface with the help 

of supramolecular ligands, but also created the basis for the prediction of new binding sites. 

It was shown that the molecular Tweezer can be used as such an IDP-stabilizing molecule. 

The binding to the recognition motif and simultaneously to the adapter protein shows one of 

the possible conformational states of the intrinsically disordered protein region and thereby 

promotes a better understanding of 14-3-3-PPIs. Furthermore, this study demonstrates the 

successful application of supramolecular ligands in biological systems and particularly the 

modulation of interactions of IDPs or IDRs with adapter proteins.  
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Experimental section 

FP 

For the determination of binding affinities FP was used. The measurements were performed 

using 100 nM solutions of the following peptides: C-Raf peptide FAM-255QRSTpSTPNVH264, 

Exoenzyme S binding sequence FAM-416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430, CDC25C Peptide FAM-

207SRSGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244 and as control CDC25C (R208A) 

peptide 207SASGLYRSP-pS-MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244. For all experiments, 

buffer containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150 mM sodium chloride, 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 and 

0.1% (w/v) BSA was used. The readout was performed using the Microplate reader Tecan 

Infinite F500 in combination with a fluorescein filter set (excitation: 485nm and emission: 

535nm). 

14-3-3ζ expression and purification 

The pProEx HTb plasmid containing the 14-3-3ζ (aa 1-230) gene was transformed into E.coli 

cells (strain: Rosetta(DE3)). For protein expression, 2.5 L Terrific Broth media was inoculated 

with the overnight preculture, followed by incubation at 37 °C until the OD600 value reached 

0.7. The protein expression was started by addition of 0.4 mM IPTG and the culture 

incubation continued for 15 h at 20 °C. After cell harvesting, the cell pellet was resuspended 

in lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS (pH 8.0), 500 mM sodium chloride 2 mM PMSF and 2 mM β-

mercaptoethanol). After cell disruption and centrifugation (65.000 rcf, 8 °C for 45 min), the 

14-3-3ζ protein was isolated from the lysate by affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA beads, 

Qiagen). Removal of the His-tag was facilitated by protein incubation with Tobacco Etch 

Virus protease in a ratio of 1 mg:0.05 mg, followed by SDS PAGE purity control and size 

exclusion chromatography (50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM 

magnesium chloride; Column: 26/60 Sephacryl S200, (GE Healthcare)). The protein was 

concentrated and stored at −80 °C. 
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Crystallization and soaking experiments of 14-3-3ζ with CDC25C and Tweezer   

For complex formation, 14-3-3ζ (22 mg/mL) was mixed with CDC25C peptide (207SRSGLYRSP-

pS-MPENLNRPRLKQVEKFKDNTIPDKVKKK244) in a molar ratio of 1:1.5 and incubated overnight 

at 4 °C. Initial Screens were performed using NeXtal Screens (Qiagen). Three dimensional rod 

like crystals grew within four weeks under following conditions: 0.17 M Ammonium acetate, 

0.085 M sodium citrate (pH 5.6), 25.5% (w/v) PEG 4000, 15% (v/v) glycerol. For initial tests, 

the crystals were removed and flash cooled in liquid nitrogen.  

The optimization screen was performed under the original conditions and with varying 

hanging/sitting drop procedures. The pH range of sodium citrate was varied from 4.0 to 7.0 

in 0.2 steps. PEG 4000 proportions varied from 20 to 30% in 0.5% steps. Glycerol proportions 

varied from 17 to 10% in 0.5% steps. Crystals grew to dimensions of approximately 150 x 150 

x 300 μm. For soaking experiments, Na-Tweezer salt was added directly to crystal-containing 

drops and it was incubated for 24 h at 4 °C. 

Data collection and structure determination 

The protein crystallography data were collected at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in Villigen, 

Switzerland at the PXII-X10SA beamline at 1.004 Å wavelength. Highly redundant data sets 

were collected while the crystal was rotated around 360°. 4 diffraction images were 

recorded per degree, giving a ϕ value of 0.25°. The attenuation value was either 20% with an 

exposition time of 0.25 s or 50% for 0.1 s. The diffraction data were analyzed by using XDS14 

software [51], molecular replacement and refinement steps were carried out with the CCP4© 

package [52] and model building was performed with COOT©. Crystal structures were 

deposited in the Protein Data Bank. 
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CHAPTER  

Constrained peptides with target-adapted cross-links as inhibitors of 
a pathogenic protein-protein interaction 

Abstract 

Intensive studies of the structural elements crucial for the formation of protein-protein 

complexes have led to the development of various bioactive protein-protein interaction (PPI) 

inhibitors for the treatment and alleviation of manifold diseases. Of these PPI inhibitors the 

peptides stabilized by macrocycles are of particular interest as they are versatile and show 

high affinities for their target proteins. However, most examples known to date are based on 

the bridging of helical peptide structures, while irregular secondary structure elements, 

which contribute a considerable amount of interfaces interaction, are not taken into 

account. In this chapter, a method for the rational design of irregular peptides stabilized by 

cross-linkage is presented, since this leads to an increased affinity to the protein. The 

introduced hydrophobic cross-links replace residues crucially involved in target binding. The 

development of those constrained peptides is based on experiments, such as fluorescence 

polarization (FP) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) for peptide characterization, and 

protein crystallography for the structural investigation. Starting from the original 

phosphorylation-independent binding sequence of the virulence factor Exoenzyme S (ExoS), 

which interacts with the adapter protein 14-3-3, the inhibitors are supposed to suppress the 

PPI between ExoS and 14-3-3 efficiently. The combination of bioorganic chemistry, molecular 

biology and crystallography enables the development of these promising hybrid molecules 

and can lead to the development of new peptide-based drugs against pathogenic 

microorganisms. 
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 Introduction 

The cellular protein network is based on a variety of PPIs to fulfill the specific requirements 

of the cell. This large protein network is dependent on a multifaceted and complex 

communication system of proteins with each other [1-3]. The cell not only has to ensure 

extracellular signaling, metabolism, structural integrity and proliferation, but also has to 

accomplish efficient and controlled degradation of cellular compartments in case of 

apoptosis [3]. In each of the aforementioned processes, PPIs play a crucial role. Therefore, 

these interactions are increasingly studied at molecular level, leading to the development of 

new drugs against multiple diseases [1, 2, 4]. PPIs are the sum of all possible non-covalent 

interactions, such as electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals forces and 

hydrogen bonds, allowing the proteins to assemble to highly complex and specific 

machineries. Since PPIs are formed via large surface areas and don´t tend to have well-

defined binding pockets, they cannot easily be modulated by small molecular inhibitors. The 

use of peptide sequences corresponding to the binding epitope seems to be a promising 

alternative. Unfortunately, these are highly flexible and only adopt their three dimensional 

structures upon binding, what leads to an entropic penalty. The problem can be solved by 

preorganization through introduction of macrocyclic linkers which hold the peptides in their 

bioactive conformations, resulting in an increased binding affinity. Many examples of this 

concept for different secondary structures, linear peptides, β-sheets or α-helices stabilized 

by cross-link architecture, exist [6, 7]. Cyclic or bicyclic peptides with increased affinities to 

their targets have been synthesized, originating from linear peptide sequences [8-10]. Further 

strategies apply macrocyclization leading to a rigid structure of inhibitors, the so-called 

stapled peptides [11, 12]. The issue with the so far developed peptide-based PPI inhibitors is 

that the cross-links have neither been specifically designed nor have been optimized for 

their targets. The majority only stabilizes the α-helix itself without addressing any other 

interaction motifs or catering for binding optimization. Until now, there has been no rational 

approach for the stabilization of irregular peptide sequences abundantly involved in PPIs [13]. 

In this chapter, the structure-based design of a preorganized peptide is presented, where a 

hydrocarbon linker is introduced into the irregular binding sequence of Exoenzyme S. This 

way, the constrained peptide, a highly affine binder due to enhanced hydrophobic forces, 
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 inhibits the interaction of the original ExoS toxin with the target protein 14-3-3. Bacterial 

toxins, such as ExoS of the pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, lead to serious diseases, e.g. 

pneumonia, or are present as pathogens in infected wounds. Depending on the genetic 

predisposition, Pseudomonas aeruginosa secretes up to four toxins such as ExoS, ExoU, ExoT 

and ExoY into the host cell by a type III secretion system [14-16]. However, already the 

infiltration by ExoS and ExoT is sufficient for the disruption of signal transduction activity and 

leads to structural disorder in the cell [17, 18]. ExoS is mainly composed of two domains; the n-

terminal GTPase-activating protein (GAP)-domain is almost completely α-helical, whereas 

the c-terminal 14-3-3 dependent ADP- ribosyltransferase (ADPRT) region is mainly 

disordered [19]. This bifunctional toxin interacts predominantly with small Rho-like and Ras-

like-GTPases, leading to the modulation of these crucial signaling proteins [18]. The GAP 

domain influences the nucleotide binding state of Rho GTPases. In addition, as a result of the 

interaction between ExoS-GAP with CDC42, Rac and Rho, a reorganization of the actin 

cytoskeleton takes place and the macrophage-mediated phagocytosis is inhibited. The 

ADPRT domain interacts with several proteins involved in immune response, signal 

transduction and integrity of the cytoskeleton. For example, the transfer of ADP-ribose on 

Ras proteins (Arg41 and Arg128) leads to the blockage of signal transduction and to a 

dysregulation of numerous cellular processes. The catalytic activity of the ADPRT domain is 

highly dependent on the eukaryotic cofactor FAS, which includes 14-3-3 proteins and 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) [15, 20, 21]. In general, ExoS associates with all seven 

known 14-3-3 isoforms and blocks the cellular content of 14-3-3 proteins. Since 14-3-3 

proteins possess more than 200 interaction partners, binding to ExoS influences multiple 

cellular processes. Therefore, the development of specific inhibitors to prevent the ExoS 14-

3-3 interaction is a promising therapeutic strategy. 

 Results 

 14-3-3ζ in complex with ESp peptide 

The c-terminal part of ExoS (420QGLLDALDLAS430) binds to 14-3-3 in a phosphorylation-

independent manner and was already characterized by Ottmann et al [15] (PDB ID: 2O02). To 

verify whether a synthetically produced ExoS sequence (ESp) binds to 14-3-3 proteins in  
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exactly the same binding mode, 14-3-3ζ was co-crystallized with ESp. The crystallographically 

obtained data provided the basis for the design of ESp PPI inhibitors. For the structural 

analysis, the ESp peptide (420QGLLDALDLAS430) was co-crystallized with 14-3-3ζ ∆C (Fig.1). 

The peptide was mixed in a molar ratio of 1:2 to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (22 mg/ml) and set up for 

crystallization at 4 °C. The cubic crystals grew within three weeks under following conditions: 

of 0.2 M sodium chloride, 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4.5) and 40% (v/v) PEG 300. They 

showed diffraction to 2.3 Å and the space group was determined to P3121 with one 14-3-3 

monomer in the asymmetric unit (Tab.1).  
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Figure1: Crystal structure of ExoS (420QGLLDALDLAS430) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (PDB: 4N7G). A: 14-3-3ζ 

(monomer) shown as cartoon (light blue) and ESp sequence (green cartoon/sticks). Section: 

detailed view of the amphipathic binding groove of 14-3-3. The most important hydrophobic 

residues (Phe117, Pro165, Ile166, Gly169, Leu172, Leu216, Ile217, Leu220) are highlighted in light orange. In 

the ESp peptide, the residues L422, L423, A425, L426 and L428 mainly contribute to the formation of 

hydrophobic interactions. B: 2F0-FC density for the ESp sequence (contoured at 1σ) within 14-3-3 

binding groove. C: Most important water-mediated (red spheres) polar contacts in the 

environment of the amphipathic binding groove and ESp. L423, D424, D427 and L428 form polar 

contacts and are involved in the stabilization of the peptide backbone.  

The 2Fc-F0 density allows the incorporation of the complete ESp peptide sequence (Fig.1B). 

The comparison of ESp/14-3-3ζ with the previously published structure of ExoS/14-3-3ζ (PDB 

ID: 2O02) shows that the backbone conformation is alike and so are the amino acid 

positions. The c-terminal part of the peptide (427DLAS430) is more disordered than the n-

terminal part. The ESp sequence forms an altered α-helical turn, which perfectly fits into the 

hydrophobic region of the amphipathic binding groove.  
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The residues (Phe117, Pro165, Ile166, Gly169, Leu172, Leu216, Ile217, Leu220) of the 14-3-3 protein 

are oriented towards the hydrophobic sequence 421GLLDAL426 of the ESp peptide (Fig.1A 

section). The structure shows additional water molecules in the c-terminal region of the 

peptide which is involved in the 14-3-3-ESp binding (Fig.1C). The amino acids Asp424 and 

Asp427 participate in the water-mediated formation of polar contacts and stabilize the 

binding to the 14-3-3 protein. The carbonyl groups of the Leu423, Asp424 and the amide 

nitrogen of Leu428 form water-mediated hydrogen bonds via water molecules, leading to 

stabilization of the peptide backbone. An additional water molecule, involved in backbone 

stabilization, is located between Asp427 and the carbonyl group of Leu428. These results 

demonstrate the possibility of synthetic peptide preparation in analogy to examples from 

nature (Ottmann et al [15]; PDB ID: 2O02).  
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the synthesis of cross-linked peptides and the results of the 

FP measurements. A: By solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS), the amino acids at the 

corresponding positions were replaced by olefins bearing amino acid buildings blocks. Ruthenium-

mediated ring-closing metathesis was followed by olefin reduction using TPSH, and TFA cleavage of 

protecting groups B: Residues 420-430 of the ExoS (ESp) sequence, modified by artificial building 

blocks at positions 422 and 425. XR and XS indicate the absolute configuration of the artificial 

building blocks. The cross-linker lengths showed two variations: (CH2)8 segments for βRS8 and 

(CH2)12 for βSS12. C: FP measurements of original ESp or the modified peptides βRS8 or βSS12 in 

complex with 14-3-3ζ full-length. The peptides are labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC).  

Upon close examination of the ESp structure, 3 pairs of hydrophobic amino acids (aa) 

(Leu422/Leu426, Leu422/Ala425, Leu423/Leu426) were selected as potential introduction sites for 

the linkers. For the introduction of the cross-links, the relevant amino acids were replaced by 

olefins bearing α-methyl amino acid buildings blocks using solid-phase peptide synthesis 

(SPPS) (Fig.2A).  
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The cyclization of the cross-links was facilitated by ruthenium-mediated ring-closing 

metathesis. To prevent diastereomer mixtures resulting from the E- or Z-configuations of the 

double bonds, the reduction was carried out using TPSH. For in vitro characterization, the 

peptides were n-terminally functionalized with a PEG linker and fluorescein isothiocyanate 

(FITC). Firstly the influence of the hydrophobic linker was analyzed, therefore three peptides 

were synthesized with two olefin blocks in the sequence and cross-linked by (CH2)8 bridges. 

The peptide αSS8 contains two S-configured artificial building blocks at positions 422 and 

426. Similar modifications were introduced in βRS8 and γRS8, but with βRS8 bearing an R-

configured building block at position 422 and an S-configured building block at position 425 

(Fig.2B). The configurations of γRS8 are the same as in βRS8, while the modifications were 

shifted to positions 423 and 426. In a FP assay, the peptides were examined for their 

dissociation constants. The original ESp peptide sequence showed a Kd value of 1.14 μM, and 

αSS8 and γRS8 peptides showed a 20-fold weaker binding to 14-3-3ζ (Kd ~ 20 μM). In contrast, 

the βRS8 peptide revealed a Kd value of 0.25 μM, which corresponds to a 4.6-fold increase in 

affinity (Fig.2C). 

 14-3-3ζ in complex with βRS8 peptide 

In order to explain the increase in affinity at molecular level, 14-3-3ζ ∆C was co-crystallized 

with the βRS8 peptide. The 14-3-3ζ βRS8 complex was prepared as described previously and 

set up for crystallization. Rod-like crystals grew within three weeks under following buffer 

conditions: 0.09 M HEPES sodium salt (pH 7.5), 1.26 M sodium citrate, 10% (v/v) glycerol and 

diffracted to 2.1 Å. The space group was determined to be P212121 with a 14-3-3 dimer in the 

asymmetric unit (Tab.1). The 2Fc-F0 density allowed for building the complete sequence of 

the βRS8 peptide. Even before the refining steps, the density of the whole peptide could be 

observed in the inner interface of each 14-3-3 binding channel. In the surrounding of the 

cross-link, the density showed a well-defined curved tubular form which is oriented into the 

hydrophobic concavity of the amphipathic binding groove. The c-terminal part of the peptide 

binds to 14-3-3 in a similar way as ESp. However, the n-terminus showed a completely new 

backbone conformation. The peptide backbone in the region of the hydrophobic cross-link 

(aa 421-426) is shifted and partially loses hydrophobic and polar contacts. The cross-linked 

buildings blocks at positions 422 (xR422) and 425 (xS425) form a semi-circular structure  
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(Fig.3A, B) and the carbons of the linker (Cα-Cε, Cα’-Cε’) are in a flexible chain assembly that 

can adapt to the hydrophobic curvature region of the binding groove. In addition, both 

methyl groups in xR422 and xS425 contribute to the hydrophobic contact and enforce the 

interaction between 14-3-3 and the βRS8 peptide. The largest re-localization undergoes 

Leucine 423. The 423-Cγ is displaced from the cavity of the binding groove by about 6.7 Å 

(Cα-Cα shift 4.7 Å). In the ESp sequence, the Leucine 423 forms hydrophobic interactions 

with Leu216 and Ile217, while the same residue in the βRS8 peptide is solvent exposed (Fig.3B). 

In addition, the cross-link mediated shift influences the position of the aspartate 424, which 

is displaced by about 1.7 Å in the βRS8 structure. The Debye-Waller factor (B-temperature 

factor) confirmed an increase in dynamics of the βRS8 peptide, which is caused by a partial 

displacement of the peptide from the binding groove (ESp ~ 47.8; βRS8 ~ 64.77). Another 

consequence of βRS8 binding is the loss of water molecules and therewith of associated polar 

contacts. Here only two water molecules were incorporated into the electron density in the 

vicinity of the Asp427 (Fig.3C). The backbone stabilizing water is absent in the βRS8/14-3-3 

structure. The absence can be explained by the large rearrangement of the whole n-terminal 

part and linker mediated shift of Leu423 into the solvent side. Despite the extrusion of the 

hydrophobic residues out of the binding groove, the βRS8 peptide shows a higher affinity to 

14-3-3 than ESp. The displacement of Leu423 out of the amphipathic groove causes a loss of 

the hydrophobic interaction surface between βRS8 peptide and 14-3-3. However, the length 

and flexibility of the incorporated cross-link allow for efficient binding of the hydrocarbon 

chain on relief of the hydrophobic region and compensate the loss of hydrophobic contacts. 

Additional surface calculations confirm the differences between the hydrophobic interacting 

surfaces of the ESp and βRS8 peptides. The hydrophobic surface area of the binding groove of 

the 14-3-3 protein (Phe117, Pro165, Ile166, Gly169, Leu172, Leu216, Ile217 and Leu220) shows an 

extent of approximately 279.40 Å2 and it shares hydrophobic contributions with the ESp 

surface of nearly the same extent (255.22 Å2). However, the hydrophobic contact surface in 

βRS8 is 288.5 Å2, what correlates with the increase in affinity. 
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Figure 3: Crystal structure of βRS8 (yellow cartoon/sticks) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (PDB: 4N7Y). A: 2F0-

FC density of the βRS8 peptide (contoured at 1σ). The zoomed section shows the 2F0-FC electron 

density of the incorporated cross-link between the XR422 and XS425 building blocks (8 

hydrocarbons). B: Superimposition of ESp (green cartoon/sticks) and βRS8 in the amphipathic 

binding groove. The arrow indicates the displacement of the backbone and L423 (βRS8) relatively to 

the ESp peptide. Cγ-423 is displaced from the cavity of the binding groove by about 6.7 Å (Cα-Cα 

shift 4.7 Å). C: βRS8 binding influence on solvent release. Only two water-mediated polar contacts 

can be seen in the environment of the peptide, water molecules involved in backbone stabilization 

are absent.   

Further optimization steps focused on the length of the cross-link and the absolute 

configuration of the artificial building block. Several peptides were synthesized, sharing the 

same absolute configuration as βRS8 (R on position 422 and S on position 425) with varied 

linker lengths from 7 to 11 hydrocarbons.  
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The subsequent FP assay and the Kd values showed a correlation between the decrease in 

affinity and reduction of the linker-length (Fig.4A). The peptide with the 7 hydrocarbons 

linker had an affinity of 6.5 μM. The variation of the linker lengths from 9 to 11 hydrocarbon 

units did not lead to a significant increase in the Kd values (Kd = 0.65 μM – 2.0 μM). Thus, the 

βRS8 peptide with a Kd value of 0.25 μM remains the best binder. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of FP measurements of cross-linked peptides (relative Kd 

values). A: Measurements of a series of FITC labeled peptides (R-configured on position 422 and S-

configured on position 425) with varied linker lengths from 7 to 11 hydrocarbons. No increase in 

affinity with increased size of the cross-links could be observed. B: Measurements with a series of 

FITC labeled βSS peptides (S-configured on positions 422 and 425) with varied linker lengths from 7 

to 13 hydrocarbons. The βSS12 peptide with a 12-carbonydrates cross-link was identified as the 

most affine binder (Kd value of 0.041 ± 0.003 μM).  

The comparison of the 14-3-3ζ interaction surfaces of the two βRS8 cross-link entities 

showed differences. xS425 shares a larger hydrophobic area with 14-3-3ζ than xR422. 

Therefore, further modifications of the xR422 residue are more necessary to benefit binding 

affinity than modifications of xS425. Subsequently peptides were synthesized with two S-

configured artificial aa and linker lengths between 7 and 13 hydrocarbon entities. The FP 

measurements clearly showed a linker-length associated dependency of the affinity.  
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Interestingly, the entire peptide series showed a 2 to 28-fold increase in binding affinity to 

14-3-3ζ. The βSS12 peptide possessed the highest affinity with a Kd value of 0.041 μM and a 

28-fold stronger binding than ESp (Fig.4B).  

 14-3-3ζ in complex with βSS12 peptide 

To explain the influence of the larger cross-links in association with the S,S-configuration of 

both building blocks, the 14-3-3ζ ∆C/βSS12 complex was structurally investigated. The14-3-3ζ 

∆C/βSS12 complex was prepared as described previously for crystallization. The rod-like 

crystals could be detected after a three weeks incubation span under following buffer 

conditions: 1 M potassium sodium tartrate, 0.1 M sodium chloride, 0.1 M imidazole (pH 8.0). 

For cryoprotection, the crystals were supplemented with 20% (v/v) glycerol. Diffraction to 

2.5 Å allowed the determination of the space group to P212121 with one 14-3-3 dimer in the 

asymmetric unit (Tab.1). Comparable to βRS8, the density for the entire βSS12 peptide and 

extra accurate for the shape of the cross-link could be observed in the interface of the 

amphipathic binding groove.  
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Figure 5: Crystal structure of βSS12 (blue cartoon/sticks) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (PDB: 4N84). A: 2F0-FC 

density of the βSS12 peptide (contoured at 1σ). The zoomed section shows the 2F0-FC electron 

density for the incorporated cross-link between the XS422 and XS425 building blocks (12 

hydrocarbons). B: Superimposition of ESp (green cartoon/sticks) and βSS12 (blue cartoon/sticks) in 

the amphipathic binding groove. The backbone residues are responsible for the formation of 

hydrophobic contacts and are located in similar positions as in ESp. Cγ of 423 is displaced from the 

cavity of the binding groove by about 1.4 Å (Cα-Cα shift 1.18 Å). C: βSS12 binding shows an 

arrangement of solvent molecules comparable to the ESp structure. Water-mediated polar 

contacts are formed by Leu423, Asp424, Asp427 and Leu428.   
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Table 1: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) of ESp, βRS8 and βSS12 

structures in complex with 14-3-3ζ. The data were submitted to the Protein Data Bank. (PDB ID: 

4N7G, 4N7Y and 4N84) 

 14-3-3ζ/ESp 

PDB ID: 4N7G 

14-3-3ζ/ βRS8 

PDB ID: 4N7Y 

14-3-3ζ/ βSS12 

PDB ID: 4N84 

Data collection    

Space group  P3121 (150) P212121 (19) P212121 (19) 

Cell dimensions    

    a, b, c (Å) 105.42, 105.42, 114.28 72.51, 103.52, 114.04 83.24, 105.18, 113.78 

    α, β, γ ( )  90.00, 90.00, 120.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 48.44-2.25(2.30-2.25) 49.95-2.16(2.18-2.16) 47.74-2.5(2.60-2.50) 

Rsym or Rmerge 6.5(40.8) 7.1(98.4) 8.9(80.5) 

I/σI 19.69(4.46) 20.53(2.61) 20.08(4.16) 

Completeness (%) 100(100) 100(99.9) 100(100) 

Redundancy 16.41(15.23) 12.88(12.33) 12.80(12.52) 

Refinement    

Resolution (Å) 48.44-2.25(2.30-2.25) 49.95-2.16(2.18-2.16) 47.74-2.5(2.60-2.50) 

No. reflections 33528 44425 33482 

Rwork/Rfree 0.1887/0.2229 

(0.2420/.2830) 

0.2127/0.2560 

(0.3100/0.3590) 

0.2022/0.2489 

(0.3870/0.4910) 

No. atoms    

    Protein 1842 3557 3582 

    Ligand/ion 77 164 154 

    Water 70 44 44 

B-factors    

    Protein 46.37 A:50.74; B:48.86 A:55.40; B:53.88 

    Ligand/ion 47.82 C:64.77; D: 87.17 C:57.02; E: 59.45 

    Water 79.56 44.31 50.44 

R.m.s. deviations    

    Bond lengths (Å) 0.0287/0.0259 0.0229/0.0203 0.0117/0.0194 

    Bond angles ( ) 2.7706/2.6444 2.2775/2.0959 1.6169/2.1656 
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Interestingly the backbone in the Leu426-Leu422 area of βSS12 showed a course similar to ESp 

(Fig.5A, B). Both, Leucine 423 and Aspartate 424 remained in almost the same positions. In 

the βSS12 structure, Leucine 423 is more involved in hydrophobic contacts and showed a 

significantly minor shift of Cγ by 1.40 Å (Cα-Cα shift 1.18 Å) from the original sequence than 

in βRS8 (6.7 Å). The by 4 hydrocarbon entities prolonged linker between XS422 and XS425 

showed a circular shape which fits very well to the concave binding groove of 14-3-3 protein 

(Fig.5A). Moreover, the additional linker entities provide a larger contact surface than the 

linker of the βRS8 peptide.  

 

Figure 6: Structural arrangement of ESp and βSS12 and cross-link positions of βSS12 and βRS8. A: 

Superimposition of ESp (green cartoon/sticks) and βSS12 (blue sticks) crystal structures (view along 

the amphipathic binding groove of 14-3-3). Clearly visible is the arrangement of the Leucines in 

positions 422 and 425 in the ESp peptide. Both Leucines are oriented towards the hydrophobic 

region of the binding groove. This groove is significantly more efficiently filled by the βSS12 cross-

link than by ESp due to the CH2 groups´ precise fitting in the surface relief. B: Superimposition of 

the relative cross-link orientations of βSS12 (12 hydrocarbons) and βRS8 (8 hydrocarbons). The 

distances between the Cα-atoms of the cross-links of βRS8 and βSS12 are almost equal (βRS8: Cα 

XR422 - Cα’ XS425 = 6.13 Å and βSS12: Cα XS422 - Cα’ XS425 = 7.03 Å). The latching of the βSS12 

peptide in the ESp related orientation causes the displacement of Cα XS422 by 4.40 Å (as indicated 

by the arrow). 
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The extension by 4 hydrocarbon entities provides the possibility of the backward movement 

to the ESp-related initial arrangement. In addition, the atoms of the linker are able to share 

more binding surface with 14-3-3, conferring a precise fitting to the surface relief of the 

amphipathic binding groove (Fig.6A). βSS12 exhibits a significantly larger hydrophobic surface 

(408.36 Å2) than ESp (255.22 Å2) or βRS8 (288.5 Å2) peptides, a result that correlates with the 

huge increase in affinity. While the distances between the Cαs of the cross-links of both, βRS8 

and βSS12, are almost equal (βRS8: Cα XR422-Cα’ XS425 = 6.13 Å and βSS12: Cα XS422-Cα’ 

XS425 = 7.03 Å), the position of the βSS12 Cα of XS422 is shifted due to the ESp related 

orientation by 4.40 Å compared to βRS8: Cα XR422 (Fig.6B). This delocalization allows the 

βSS12 peptide to capture an ESp resembling orientation and simultaneously the 

accommodation of a larger hydrophobic surface area. Interestingly, a similar number of 

water molecules can be found in the βSS12/14-3-3 structure as seen in the ESp/14-3-3 

complex (Fig.5C). Both aspartates at position 424 and 427 form polar contacts to water 

molecules, leading to water clustering similar to the ESp and an additional reinforcement of 

the binding by electrostatic interactions. Also similar to ESp, the backbone of βSS12 is 

stabilized by centrally bound water molecules. All these factors lead to a higher organization 

and constrain the peptide. The Debye-Waller factor confirms a decrease in dynamics of the 

βSS12 peptide (βSS12 ~ 57.2). 

 Validation of ESp, βRS8 and βSS12 peptides by ITC and pull-down assay 

For further validation of the fluorescence polarization data and to take a look at the binding 

events from a thermodynamic point of view, ITC experiments were carried out with the best 

binding modified peptides βRS8 and βSS12. The resulting Kd values of 0.55 μM and 0.15 μM, 

for βRS8 and βSS12 respectively, confirmed the dissociation constants obtained through the 

FP assays. The ITC measurement with the ESp peptide yielded a Kd value of 2.2 μM (Fig.7A). 

As a result of the relatively large displacement of the n-terminal backbone of the βRS8 

peptide from the 14-3-3 binding groove and the loss of several polar contacts, βRS8 shows 

the smallest ∆H value, −4 kcal/mol. The ESp and βSS12 peptides bind similar to each other to 

14-3-3ζ and are involved in a comparable number of interactions (∆H −8.2 and −7 kcal/mol). 

In addition, βRS8 and βSS12 show significant improvement in their entropic contributions 

(−T∆S = −4.7 and −2.5 kcal/mol), while the ESp peptide, due to the higher flexibility, 
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 possesses a very low entropy value (+ 0.4 kcal/mol). The introduction of the cross-links 

provides the peptides with more rigidity and a reduction of degrees of freedom, resulting in 

the improvement of binding entropy and affinity. 

 

Figure 7: ITC measurements and competition pull-down assay of ESp, βRS8 and βSS12 peptides, 

binding to 14-3-3ζ. A: Enthalpic (∆H) and entropic (-T∆S) contributions to the free binding enthalpy 

∆G. B: Competition pull-down experiment. The MBP-ExoS (aa 353-454)/14-3-3ζ complex was 

incubated on amylose beads and supplemented with corresponding peptides (concentration of 2, 

10 and 50 μM). After incubation of 2 hours, the detection was performed by SDS-PAGE.  

In addition, circular dichroism spectrometry experiments illustrate the reduction of the 

flexible coil structures by 61% (ESp), 49% (βRS8) and 51% (βSS12). The properties of the 

backbone amides in the peptides were analyzed by 1H-NMR. More stabilized and rigid 

peptides exhibit greater dispersion in 1HN chemical shifts than the flexible ones. ESp showed 

a relatively low dispersion of ± 0.18 ppm (average chemical shift: δ = 8.27 ppm) which is 

consistent with its conformational flexibility, whereas βRS8 and βSS12 possess significantly 

higher dispersion values of ± 0.31 and ± 0.37 ppm (average chemical shifts: δ = 8.10 and 8.14 

ppm). However, this result must be considered as only partially valid because changes in the 

chemical environment of introduced cross-links can also lead to similar results. For the 

examination of the inhibitory properties, the cross-linked peptides were analyzed in a 

biologically relevant system. For a pull-down assay, 14-3-3ζ was incubated with MBP-ExoS353-

453 for complex formation and supplemented with the peptides ESp, βRS8 and βSS12 in three 

different concentrations (2, 10, 50 μM) to test for disruption of the PPIs. After binding to  
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amylose beads and subsequent washing steps, the detection was carried out by SDS-PAGE 

(Fig.7B). The competition effect increases significantly for βRS8 and βSS12 peptides in a dose 

dependent manner, indicating inhibitory properties of the peptides. The addition of 50 μM 

βSS12 led to complexion of 14-3-3 and a complete expulsion of βSS12/14-3-3 from the prior 

PPI. Besides the contributions of the incorporated cross-links, further residues in the ExoS 

sequence are equivalently significant for the binding to 14-3-3. The structural studies of βRS8 

and βSS12 showed that Leucine 423 plays an important role for the affinity. The hydrophobic 

contribution of Leucine 423 is relatively high because of the interaction with Proline 165 and 

Isoleucine 217 of the 14-3-3 protein. Leucine 423 is situated in a cavity consisting of Pro165, 

Asp213, Ile217 and Leu217. However, this space can accommodate a significantly larger 

chemical group than the three hydrocarbons of Leucine side chain. A peptide with the same 

configuration and an additional hydrophobic cross-link as in βSS12 was synthesized, bearing 

an additional artificial building block, L-adamantane glycine, at position 423 (βSS12ag). The L-

adamantane glycine as a globular scaffold with distinctive hydrophobic character, was 

particular suitable for the incorporation. Initial FP assays with 14-3-3ζ ∆C (aa 1-230) showed 

a two-fold better Kd for βSS12ag than for βSS12. For a proper discussion further data will have 

to be collected in follow-up in vitro experiments which will reveal this peptide´s binding 

characteristics in more detail. 

 14-3-3ζ in complex with the βSS12ag peptide 

For the structural analysis, the βSS12ag peptide was co-crystallized with 14-3-3ζ ∆C. 

Complexation and crystallization was carried out in the same way as described previously. 

Cubic-like crystals grew within four weeks under following cryogenic buffer conditions: 0.09 

M HEPES sodium salt (pH 7.5), 1.26 M sodium citrate, 10% (v/v) glycerol; and diffracted to 

2.6 Å. The space group was determined to be P212121 with one 14-3-3 dimer in the 

asymmetric unit (Tab.2).  
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Table 2: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) of the 14-3-3ζ/βSS12ag 

structure (unpublished data) 

 14-3-3ζ/ βSS12ag  

Data collection   

Space group P212121 (19)  

Cell dimensions   

    a, b, c (Å) 84.951 104.40 113.69  

    α, β, γ ( )  90.00, 90.00, 90.00  

Resolution (Å) 47.44-2.62(2.78-2.62)  

Rsym or Rmeas 7.5(56.0)  

I/σI 18.62(3.11)  

Completeness (%) 99.3(95.50)  

Redundancy 6.94(6.72)  

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 49.95-2.62(2.78-2.62)  

No. reflections 29258  

Rwork/Rfree 0.2237/0.2838(0.3360/0.4620)  

No. atoms   

    Protein A:1826; B:1777  

    Ligand/ion C:92; D:92  

    Water 84  

B-factors   

    Protein A:54.16; B:53.96  

    Ligand/ion C:54.93; D: 55.89  

    Water 33.21  

R.m.s. deviations   

    Bond lengths (Å) 0.0190/0.0201  

    Bond angles ( ) 2.3160/2.3950  
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Figure 8: Crystal structure of βSS12ag (gray sticks) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (unpublished data). A: 2F0-FC 

density of the βSS12ag peptide (contoured at 1σ). The zoomed section shows the 2F0-FC electron 

density for the cross-link between the XS422 and XS425 building blocks (12 hydrocarbons) and the 

additionally introduced adamantyl group ZD423 (L-adamantane glycine). B: Superimposition of the 

cross-links and the adamantyl group of the βSS12 and βSS12ag peptides. C: Superimposition of the 

ESp and βSS12ag peptides.  The position of the Cα-ag423 in βSS12ag is shifted compared to Leucine 

Cα-423 (ESp) by about 1.92 Å (Cβ-shift 2.19 Å).  

Similar to βRS8 and βSS12, the density for the whole peptide βSS12ag could be detected. The 

cross-link is located at exactly the same position as in βSS12 and has a semi-circular shape 

(Fig.8A). A distinct 2Fc-F0 electron density can be seen for the adamantyl group of the 

introduced artificial amino acid (Fig.8A). The position of the Cα-ag423 of βSS12ag is almost 

identical to the Cα position of Leucine 423 of βSS12 but is shifted compared to ESp Leucine 

Cα-423 by about 1.92 Å (Cβ-shift 2.19 Å) (Fig.8A, B). Similar to βSS12, the Asp424 is shifted by 

1.75 Å in βSS12ag. In the ESp peptide, Leu423 interacts mainly with two residues, Pro165 and  
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Ile217. The introduction of the group with 4 symmetrically arranged cyclohexanes enhances 

the hydrophobic effect at that position. Because of the globular shape of the adamantyl 

group, the cavity more efficiently filled than by the corresponding Leucine and allows the 

interaction with Pro165, Leu216, Ile217 and Leu220. The shared hydrophobic surface is increased 

in βSS12ag/14-3-3 to 446.58 Å2 (βSS12/14-3-3: 408.52 Å2) leading to stronger complex 

interactions. 

 Conclusion 

This work presents the strategy for the targeted modification and stabilization of irregular 

secondary structure elements. The evaluation of structural data at the molecular level 

allowed a rational design of the cross-links and simultaneous affinity improvement of the 

bioactive peptides. Starting from the original ExoS binding motif ESp, a cross-linked peptide 

βSS12 was designed which comprises a 20 fold better affinity to 14-3-3ζ than ESp and which 

allows for an efficient disruption of the 14-3-3 ExoS interaction. The modification of peptides 

with artificial building blocks and the possibility to form a macrocyclic structure is a 

promising strategy for the development of new antibiotic agents. Moreover, the 

modifications of peptide-related molecules lead to improved properties in surface 

recognition towards their target proteins and enhance their inhibitory effects. Given the 

large number of irregular secondary structures involved in protein-protein interactions 

throughout nature, this approach is applicable to a great number of further systems to be 

modified. 
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 Experimental section 

Protein expression and purification 

For the expression of 14-3-3ζ (aa 1-230), E.coli cells (strain: Rosetta(DE3)) were transformed 

with the pProEx HTb plasmid containing the corresponding gene. The overnight grown cells 

were used for the preparation of a preculture. Terrific Broth media was mixed with an 

appropriate amount of antibiotics (ampicillin) and inoculated with the preculture, followed 

by incubation at 37 °C until the OD600 value reached 0.8. Then the expression was initiated 

by addition of 0.5 mM IPTG. Subsequently, the temperature was decreased to 20 °C and the 

culture incubated for another 14 h. After centrifugation, the cell pellet was resuspended in 

lysis buffer of the composition: (50 mM TRIS (pH 8.0), 500 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM PMSF 

and 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol). After cell harvesting and disruption of the cells in the 

microfluidizer, the lysate was centrifuged at 70.000 rcf and 4 °C for 45 min. The 14-3-3 

protein was isolated from the lysate by affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA beads, Qiagen). 

Cleavage of the His6-tag was performed by addition of Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease in a 

ratio of 1:0.05 mg (14-3-3/protease). The mixture was incubated overnight and digestion 

monitored by SDS-PAGE. To obtain pure protein, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (50 

mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride, Column: 26/60 

Sephacryl S200, GE Healthcare) was performed. The protein solution was concentrated by 

ultrafiltration and stored at −80 °C. For FP and ITC experiments full length 14-3-3ζ was 

expressed as described above. The protein was purified by affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA 

beads, Qiagen) and dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM 

sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride. Full length 14-3-3ζ was used with remaining 

His6-tags. 

For the expression of the n-terminally His6-MBP-tagged ExoS (aa 355-453) (MBP-ExoS), the 

corresponding gene sequence was cloned into a pETM44 vector. Protein expression was 

performed in the E.coli strain BL21(DE3). The overnight grown cells were used for the 

preparation of the preculture. Terrific Broth media was mixed with an appropriate amount 

of antibiotic (kanamycin) and inoculated with the preculture. The culture was incubated at 

37 °C until the OD600 value reached 0.8 and the expression was initiated by addition of 0.5 

mM IPTG. Incubation of the IPTG induced culture was carried out at 37 °C for 2.5 h.  
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After centrifugation, the cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM TRIS (pH 8.0), 

500 mM sodium chloride, 5 mM PMSF and 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol). Following cell 

harvesting and disruption of the cells in the microfluidizer, the lysate was centrifuged at 

70.000 rcf and 4 °C for 45 min. The protein was isolated from the lysate by affinity 

chromatography (Ni-NTA beads, Qiagen). After isolation MBP-ExoS was complexed with 14-

3-3ζ (aa 1-230) and subsequently purified by SEC. 

FP 

To determine the affinity of peptides to 14-3-3ζ, FITC-labeled peptides (0.1 mM in DMSO) 

were dissolved in 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM sodium chloride, 0.1% Tween-20 (FP 

buffer) to provide a 45 nM peptide solution. A 2.5-fold dilution of full length 14-3-3ζ (14 μL 

per well) was pipetted in a 384-wellplate (black, flat bottom (Corning®), and incubated with 

peptide solution (4 μL, final peptide concentration 10 nM). Following final 14-3-3ζ 

concentration ranges were used: 60 μM to 0.4 nM for peptides with Kds < 1.5 μM and 188 

μM to 9 nM for peptides with Kd > 1.5 μM. After incubation for 1 h, FP was measured using a 

Safire2 plate reader (Tecan) with λ(ex) = 485 nm and λ(ex) = 525 nm. Kds were determined 

by nonlinear regression analysis of dose-response curves using GraphPad Prism software®. 

ITC 

ITC experiments were carried out at 30 °C using a VP-ITC instrument (MicroCal LCC) and 

following ITC buffer composition: 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM sodium chloride and 0.5 

mM TCEP. The sample cell was loaded with 15 μM full length 14-3-3ζ dialyzed against the ITC 

buffer. The peptides (220 μM ESp, 200 μM βRS8 and 150 μM βSS12) were dissolved in ITC 

buffer and injected (8 μL aliquots, total number of injections: 35) with a duration time of 180 

s between two consecutive injections. The heating power per injection was monitored and 

used for the calculation of N, K, ΔH and ΔS using Origin 7® (OriginLab Corporation). 
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NMR 

The peptides were dissolved in 45 mM phosphate buffer at (pH 6.3) to give a final 

concentration of 170 μM in H2O/D2O (9:1) , 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2,2',3,3'-tetradeuteropropionic 

acid (TSP) was used as internal chemical shift reference in 5 mm Shigemi NMR tubes. Spectra 

were recorded on an Agilent Premium COMPACT 600 MHz equipped with an onenmr probe 

at 15 °C. Suppression of the solvent signal was achieved using WET in all experiments. Zero-

quantum filtered total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) spectra were recorded with 1442 

and 256 data points in t2 and t1, respectively, using a 100 ms DIPSI2 spinlock filter for TOCSY 

transfer. Processing of one-dimensional data was performed using MestReNova© (Mestrelab 

Research S.L., version 6.2.0). Two-dimensional data were processed with NMRPipe and 

analysed with CCPN NMR. 

Pull-down assay 

The isolated proteins MBP-ExoS (aa 355-453) and 14-3-3ζ (aa 1-230) were incubated over 

night at 4 °C for complexationand the formed complex was isolated by SEC (HiPrep 26/60 

Sephacryl S-200 High Resolution (GE Healthcare), SEC buffer: 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 300 

mM sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol). For 

competition pull-down experiments, 2 μM complex was incubated with the required amount 

of peptides, ESp, βRS8 or βSS12 (2, 10, 50 μM) for 2 h in an overall volume of 100 μL and a 

final DMSO concentration of 1.5%. The control was also incubated in 1.5% DMSO. 

Thereafter, each sample was incubated with pre-equilibrated amylose resin (NEB) and 

incubated for another 45 min. The resin was washed four times with 1.5 mL SEC buffer each. 

Bound protein was eluted by heating to 96 °C for 10 min in 15 μL SDS sample buffer. 

Subsequently, the SDS samples were analyzed by discontinuous SDS-PAGE and Coomassie 

staining.  

X-ray crystallography and structure determination 

Complexation: The crystallographic trials were performed with 14-3-3ζ ∆C (aa 1−230) in 50 

mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride and 2 mM magnesium chloride. For 

complexation, the peptides (10 mM ESp, 5 mM βRS8, 1 mM βSS12 ) were dissolved in water 

and mixed with the protein in a molar ratio of 1:2. The concentration of the 14-3-3ζ ∆C  
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protein in final solution was adjusted to 22 mg/mL (0.8 mM). All complexes were incubated 

overnight at 4 °C. Crystallization conditions were screened using NeXtal Screens (Qiagen®).  

Crystal genesis of 14-3-3ζ (1-230) with ESp: The protein-peptide complex led to crystals 

after three weeks under following buffer conditions: 0.2 M sodium chloride, 0.1 M sodium 

acetate (pH 4.5) and 40% (v/v) PEG 300; and showed diffraction to 2.3 Å. After molecular 

replacement, the space group was determined to be P31 21 (PDB code: 4N7G). 

Crystal genesis of 14-3-3ζ (1-230) with βRS8 and βSS12ag: Crystals grew within three weeks 

under following buffer conditions: 0.09 M HEPES sodium salt (pH 7.5), 1.26 M sodium citrate, 

10% (v/v) glycerol; and diffracted to 2.1 Å. After molecular replacement, the space group 

was determined to be P212121 (PDB code: 4N7Y).  

 Crystal genesis of 14-3-3ζ (1-230) with βSS12: Crystal growth was completed after two 

weeks under following buffer conditions: 1 M potassium sodium tartrate, 0.1 M sodium 

chloride, 0.1 M imidazole (pH 8.0). For cryoprotection, crystals were supplemented with 20% 

(v/v) glycerol and immediately freezed in liquid nitrogen. The crystals diffracted to 2.5 Å and 

allowed space group determination of the 14-3-3/βSS12 complex to P212121 (PDB code: 

4N84).  

Data were collected using the PXII-X10SA beamline for protein crystallography at the Paul 

Scherrer Institut (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland. The crystallographic analysis was performed 

using the XDS13© software package [22], molecular replacement was carried out with the 

CCP4 package [23] and model building was performed with COOT© [24, 25]. The crystal 

structures were deposited in the Protein Data Bank.  
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CHAPTER  

The interaction of 14-3-3 proteins with the Estrogen Receptor alpha 
F-domain provides a drug target interface 

Abstract 

The steroid receptors ERα and ERβ belong to the superfamily of nuclear receptors and are 

involved in numerous physiological processes, such as cell proliferation, differentiation and 

metabolism. They play an important role in signal transduction and are often involved in 

cancer development. Currently, a number of inhibitors exist which limit estrogen production 

or prevent hormone binding to the receptor. Since their effect is often significantly reduced 

due the frequent occurrence of resistances, new strategies for the deactivation of such 

receptors are pursued in order to prevent their physiologically relevant and essential 

dimerization. In this chapter, a unique mechanism to stabilize the interaction between the 

14-3-3 protein and the ERα receptor is presented, where ERα receptor dimerization is 

prevented by stabilizing the 14-3-3/ERα complex by means of the small molecule Fusicoccin 

(FC). The crystal structure of the trimeric complex provides insights into the mechanism at 

molecular level. The impact of stabilization by FC considerably reduces estradiol stimulated 

receptor dimerization, followed by the inhibition of ERα-chromatin interactions and a 

decrease in cell proliferation. The selective binding to the 14-3-3/ERα complex provides a 

new and selective approach to the development of a new generation of anti-cancer drugs. 
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 Introduction 

Estrogen receptors α and β, encoded by ESR1 and ESR2 genes, fall into a specific class of 

nuclear, ligand-controlled transcription factors [1, 2]. Expressed in many tissues, such as ovary, 

prostate and brain, they play an important role in the control of the transcriptional 

machinery [3]. Both, ERα and ERβ, are involved in numerous essential physiological 

processes, e.g. endothelial function, hemostasis and growth and differentiation of tissues [4]. 

Controlled by steroid hormones, as for instance estrogen, they regulate the expression of 

specific target genes [5, 6]. The receptors are composed of 6 distinct domains, allowing for the 

interaction with transcriptional co-activators/repressors or DNA [7, 8]. N-terminally located is 

an AF-1 domain possessing a hormone-independent transcriptional activation function, 

followed by a highly conserved DNA binding domain (DBD) and the hinge region. The c-

terminal AF-2 region consists of two different parts: a highly structured ligand binding 

domain LBD and a so called disordered F-domain (aa 553-595) [6, 9, 10]. The F-domain is crucial 

for the activation of transcriptional activity in response to hormone stimulation. Hormone 

binding to the LBD domain causes a structural rearrangement and dissociation from the heat 

shock protein (HSP), followed by a repositioning of helix 12 (H12) (Fig.1). H12 acts as 

molecular cap, partially enclosing the ligand and creating a specifically formed surface relief 

of ERα-LBD, which is important for the recognition by co-activators via the H12 LXXLL motif.          
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Figure 1: Crystal structures of the inactive (left) and the active (right) state of ERα-LBD. LBD 

consists of 12 α-helices, and is responsible for the binding of hormones. The helices H3, H4, H10 

and H11 form the cavity for ligand binding. The reorientation of helix 12 (as indicated by arrows) 

leads to dimerization and activation of ERα. (PDB IDs: 3ERT and 1GWR) [4, 11-13]. 

After estrogen-mediated dimerization, ER translocates to the nucleus and interacts with the 

co-activators of its target genes [14, 15]. The functional property of the ER receptor is to 

mediate a direct and indirect switching mechanism of transcription. The receptor binds 

directly to estrogen response elements (ERE) and activates the expression of genes [16, 17]. In 

many cases, however, the receptor forms a protein-protein interaction (PPI) mediated 

complex with the transcriptional co-activators, as for example nuclear factor kappa-light-

chain-enhancer of activated B-cells (NF-kB), Runt-related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1) and 

tumor suppressor p53 [3]. Changes in the genetic sequence can lead to hyperactivation of the 

ERα receptor, followed by the degeneration of the cell and uncontrolled cancer progression 
[18].                          

It has long been recognized that these highly conserved ubiquitous adapter proteins are 

crucial PPIs. All 7 human isoforms of 14-3-3 act as acceptors of phosphorylated consensus 

sequences of various interaction partners [20-22]. So far, three peptide phosphorylation-

dependent binding motifs recognized by 14-3-3 are known: mode I: RSXpSXP, mode II:  
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RXY/FXpSXP and mode III ([pS/pT]X1-2 – COOH) [23, 24]. ERα incorporates a mode III binding 

motif, 590GFPApTV-COOH595, at the extreme c-terminus and interacts with 14-3-3 via the 

phosphorylated Threonine at position 594. Until now, the exact function of this complex is 

unexplored but there is evidence that the 14-3-3 proteins suppress premature receptor 

dimerization outside of the nucleus or mask essential dimerization regions of the receptor. 

The treatment of ER positive tumors is usually based on a combination of ER antagonists, 

selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs), and the additional blockage of estrogen 

biosynthesis by aromatase inhibitors (AIs) [25, 26]. The best known examples are the ER 

antagonist Tamoxifen and the aromatase inhibitor Anastrozole which are used for the 

orthogonal treatment of breast cancer in women [27, 28]. Unfortunately, the rising level of 

resistances impairs the effectiveness of SERM or AI therapies [19, 29]. Würtele and Ottmann 

showed a successful stabilization of the interaction between 14-3-3 proteins and their mode 

III consensus sequence interaction partners by the glycoside diterpene molecule Fusicoccin 

(FC). One special characteristic of the mode III consensus sequence is the binding to 14-3-3 

proteins, leaving the hydrophobic region of the amphipathic binding groove unoccupied. 

This unique structural assembly allows the additional attachment of FC, what results in 

stabilization of both PPI partners in a trimeric complex [30].  

This chapter describes the interaction between ERα and 14-3-3 proteins, as well as the 

influence of FC on cell proliferation. Crystallographic data show the binding of the receptor 

consensus sequence and provide an explanation for the stabilization of the trimeric complex 

at atomic level. Additionally, cellular and biochemical assays show the effect of FC on the 

interaction of ERα and chromatin, estradiol mediated transcription and the corresponding 

cell growth. The unique mode of action presents a completely new and trendsetting 

alternative to inhibitor-based therapeutics. This study successfully demonstrates the 

druggability and stabilization of protein-protein interactions and could lead to the 

development of a new generation of drugs against most types of breast cancer. 
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 14-3-3 interaction with ERα F-domain  

For a broad spectrum of species, the ERα-LBD domain (last 38 amino acids) shows high 

sequence variation, with the last two amino acids, Thr594 and Val/Ile595, being highly 

conserved. This observation leads to the assumption, that the binding of ERα to 14-3-3 

proteins occurs via the mode III binding motif ([pS/pT]X1-2 – COOH) at the extreme c-

terminus and is in analogy with the binding of plant ATPase [31]. For the verification of the 14-

3-3/ERα interaction, both proteins were tested in yeast two hybrid (Y2H) assays. Cells were 

transfected with combinations of ERα-LBD302-595 or the mutant ERα-LBD302-595(T594A) and all 

7 human 14-3-3 isoforms. Only those cells with the original ERα sequence in conjunction 

with 14-3-3 proteins showed significant growth, whereas the cells with a mutated sequence 

were unable to grow (Fig.2A). 
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Figure 2: The ERα/14-3-3 interaction depends on phosphorylation of Thr594 and is enhanced by FC. 

A: Colony growth test of yeast cells containing ERα-LBD302-595 and ERα-LBD302-595(T594A) and all 

seven human 14-3-3 isoforms. Only ERα-LBD302-595 interacts with all seven human 14-3-3 isoforms, 

whereas no interaction is observed for ERα-LBD302-595(T594A). B: Y2H, β-Gal assay for the 

investigation of the ligands´ (17ß-estradiol (E2) and 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT)) influence, both 

leading to an enhancement of the ERα-LBD302-595/14-3-3σ binding (n = 3, ± SD). C: Chemical 

structure of Fusicoccin (FC). D: Fluorescence anisotropy measurements between 14-3-3σ and the c-

terminal phosphorylated-ERα peptide (FAM-581KYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-V595) (center) and (left), the 

dephosphorylated-ERα peptide (FAM-581KYYITGEAEGFPATV595) in presence or absence of FC (n = 2, 

±SD). (right) Fluorescence anisotropy measurements in presence or absence of FC between 14-3-3σ 

and phosphorylated ERα,β peptides: FAM-581KYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-V595, FAM-

566SHLATAGSTSSHSLQKYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-V595, FAM-516EDSKSKEGSQNPQ-pS-Q530 (n = 2, ± SD).  

In the same Y2H β-Gal experiment, the influence of the ligands 17ß-estradiol (E2) and 4-

hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT), whose binding to the receptor increases the accessibility of the 

ERα-LBD302-595 F domain for 14-3-3 interaction upon ligand-mediated conformational 

changes of the helix 12, was confirmed. The results show strong interaction of the two 

proteins in the presence of the agonist E2 or antagonist 4-OHT (Fig.2B). Also the mutant 

ERα-LBD302-595(T594A) did not interact with 14-3-3. The FP competition assay results  
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highlight the importance of Thr594 phosphorylation; an increase in the apparent Kd value of 

14-3-3/ERα F-domain in the presence of FC is observed (Fig.2C). The phosphorylated F-

domain of ERα (FAM-581KYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-V595) was used to determine the Kd values. A 5-

16 fold increase in affinity was obtained in the presence of FC, depending on the 14-3-3 

isoform. By comparison, the phosphorylated ERβ peptide (FAM-516EDSKSKEGSQNPQ-pS-

Q530) showed no binding to 14-3-3 proteins and accordingly no interaction with FC, what 

demonstrates the binding specificity of ERα to 14-3-3 proteins. For further FP experiments, 

an extended phosphorylated ERα peptide (FAM-566SHLATAGSTSSHSLQKYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-

V595) was used which yielded an additional increase in affinity and thereby provides 

evidence that ERα-LBD forms further contacts to 14-3-3 (Fig.2C).  

 Crystal structure of binary 14-3-3 σ ∆C/ERα and ternary 14-3-3 σ 
∆C/ERα/FC complex  

For the structural analysis, the ERα peptide (581KYYITGEAEGFPA-pT-V595) was co-crystallized 

with 14-3-3σ ∆C. The peptide was mixed to 14-3-3σ ∆C (12.5 mg/ml) in a molar ratio of 1:1.5 

and set up for crystallization at 4 °C. The cubic crystals grew within one week to the 

dimensions of 400 x 100 x 100 μm under following buffer conditions: 0.095 M Na HEPES (pH 

7.5), 25.6% (w/v) PEG 400 (polyethylene glycol 400), 0.19 M calcium chloride, and 5% 

glycerol; and showed diffraction to 2.05 Å. The space group was determined to C2221 with 

one 14-3-3 monomer in the asymmetric unit (Tab.1).  
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Figure 3: Crystal structure of the ERα peptide (green sticks) bound to 14-3-3σ ∆C (PDB: 4JC3). A: 14-

3-3σ dimer in cartoon and surface representation (light blue). Each monomer binds to one 

phosphorylated peptide. B: Polar contacts formed between 14-3-3σ ∆C and ERα. The 

phosphorylated Thr594 is coordinated by the residues Lys49 Arg56 Arg129 Tyr130. Three water 

molecules are involved in the coordinative interactions between the phosphate-accepting side and 

the phosphorylated Thr594. C: 2F0-FC density for peptide ERα (contoured at 1σ).  

The structure of the 14-3-3σ ∆C protein shows a typical W-like shape with one peptide 

coordinated in the amphipathic binding groove (Fig.3A). The 2F0-Fc density allows the 

incorporation of 5 amino acids in total (Fig.3C). The structural data show that the 14-3-3-ERα 

binding is primarily mediated by the polar contacts between the amino acids Lys122, Asn175 

and Asn226 (14-3-3 protein), and Ala593 and Val595 (peptide). In addition, the phosphorylated 

Thr594 is coordinated by the residues Lys49 Arg56 Arg129 Tyr130 and thus forms most of the 

contacts to 14-3-3 (Fig.3B). Three water molecules are coordinated between the phosphate-

accepting side and the phosphorylated Thr594, and enhance the binding. At the extreme c-

terminus, Thr594 is flanked by Val595 whose side chain is oriented towards the hydrophobic  
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region of the amphipathic groove. The arrangement of the peptide shows a typical mode III 

binding motif without occupation of the hydrophobic region of the 14-3-3 binding groove. 

 

Figure 4: Crystal structure of the ERα peptide (green sticks) and FC (yellow sticks) bound to 14-3-3σ 

∆C (PDB: 4JDD). A: 14-3-3σ dimer in cartoon and surface representation (light blue). Each monomer 

is occupied by one phosphorylated peptide and flanked by FC. B: Polar contacts formed between 

14-3-3σ ∆C, ERα and FC. The upper section depicts polar contacts and coordinated water 

molecules. The lower section shows hydrophobic interactions between FC and 14-3-3 (hydrophobic 

residues shown as wheat sticks). C: 2F0-FC density map for the ERα peptide and FC (contoured at 

1σ).  

To explain the mode of action of FC, binary ERα/14-3-3σ ∆C crystals were soaked with FC for 

2-5 days at 4 °C. Additional 2F0-Fc density could be observed for both, the peptide and the FC 

molecule (Fig.4A and C) as compared to the binary complex. The FC molecule fits perfectly 

into the empty hydrophobic area of the groove of the 14-3-3/ERα binary complex and is 

directly aligned with the c-terminal Val595 without causing any further changes in peptide 

conformation. The ERα/14-3-3 binding is mediated by both, polar contacts as well as  
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hydrophobic forces between protein and peptide. The dimeric structure shows a water-

mediated interaction between the carbonyl group of pThr594 and Lys49 while the orientation 

of Lys49 in the trimeric complex changes as polar contacts with the hydroxyl group of the FC 

(C-ring) and c-terminal group of Val595 are formed (Fig.4B). Two water molecules additionally 

mediate binding between the OH group (FC, C-ring) and the ERα peptide − COOH group 

(Val595). FC is deeply buried in the hydrophobic area of the binding groove, allowing the 

interaction of the terminal methoxy-group of FC (A-ring) with Lys122. Also Asp215 coordinates 

the hydroxyl group of the central ring B and the glycoside of FC (Fig.4B). Both factors, the 

unique arrangement of FC and 14-3-3, as well as the entropic effect, contribute to the 

binding of FC to the binary complex, displacing 19 water molecules in total. The amino acids 

Phe119, Pro167, Ile168, Gly171, Leu174, Leu218, Ile219 and Leu222 of the amphipathic binding groove 

possess hydrophobic properties and interact mainly with the diterpene portion of FC 

(Fig.4B). The c-terminally located Val595 is able to adopt various rotamer configurations, 

where both, γ1 and γ2 carbons, are aligned to the rings A and C of the FC molecule.  
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Table1: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) for 14-3-3σ/ERα and 14-

3-3σ ΔC/ERα/FC structures. The data were submitted to Protein Data Bank. (PDB ID: 4JC3 and 

4JDD). 

 14-3-3σ/ERα 2,05 Å   

PDB ID: 4JC3 

14-3-3σ/ERα/FC 1,95 Å  

PDB ID: 4JDD 

Data collection   

Space group C2221 (20) C2221 (20) 

Cell dimensions   

    a, b, c (Å) 82.2, 112.49, 62.45 82.49, 111.43, 62.24 

    α, β, γ ( )  90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.0, 90.0, 90.0  

Resolution (Å) 19.52-2.05(2.1-2.05) 19.80-2.1(2.15-1.95) 

Rmeas, % 8.4(34.9) 12.0(51.0) 

I/σ 24.16(6.85) 17.79(4.77) 

Completeness (%) 99.3(100) 99.8(100.0)  

Redundancy 14.94(14.7) 15.1(14.9) 

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 19.52-2.05(2.1-2.05) 19.80-2.1(2.15-1.95) 

No. reflections 17579 16221 

Rwork/Rfree 0.1778/0.235 0.1924/0.2316 

No. atoms   

    Protein 1850 1847 

    Ligand/ion 42 42 (FC 48) 

    Water 177 101 

B-factors   

    Protein 14.30 19.70 

    Ligand/ion 23.70 26.78 

(FC 23.14) 

    Water 19.01 21.00 

R.m.s. deviations   

    Bond lengths (Å) 0.0190 0.0210 

    Bond angles ( ) 1.7670 1.992 
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 The c-terminal F-domain controls receptor dimerization  

For the investigation of the influence of FC on the endogenous 14-3-3/ERα interaction, a 

pull-down assay with FC-modified magnetic beads was performed. A lysate from MCF-7 cells 

was passed through the beads and samples were analyzed by immunoprecipitation (IP).  

 

Figure 5: Influence of 14-3-3 and ERα Thr594 phosphorylation on the receptor dimerization. A: 

Western blot (lysate of MCF-7 cells) analysis after isolation and pull-down of endogenous ERα with 

FC-coated beads. NIP: noninteracting peptide; R18: 14-3-3 blocking peptide. B: Reverse pull-down 

assay with recombinant ERα-LBD302-595 in the presence of NIP, NIP+FC, and R18. C: Yeast two-hybrid 

assay with ERα-LBD302-595 and ERα-LBD302-595(T594A) in presence of E2, 17β-estradiol and 4OH-TAM 

(tamoxifen). Only the mutant (T594A) shows enhanced agonist/antagonist mediated dimerization 

of the ERα (n = 3, ± SD). D: Western blot analysis (HC-20 antibody) of HA-ERα. via IP from HEK293 

cells which express HA-ERα and GFP-ERα in presense or absense of 10 μM FC. Cells treated with FC 

show reduced dimerization of ERα, whereas addition of R18 to the cell lysate enhances 

dimerization.   

Western blot analysis showed that FC specifically interacts with the complex of endogenous 

14-3-3 and ERα (Fig.5A). Only in presence of the non-interacting peptide (NIP) the formation 

of a complex was possible, whereas the R18 peptide blocks the association with the complex 

due to inhibition of the 14-3-3 protein. Almost the same results yielded the reverse pull-

down assay with recombinantly produced ERα-LBD, confirming FC as an enhancer of the 14-

3-3/ERα interaction (Fig.5B). In another Y2H-ß-Gal assay, FC´s influence on function and 

dimerization was investigated using ERα-LBD302-595 or the mutant ERα-LBD302-595(T594A). The 

results demonstrate the involvement of the F-domain in the regulation of ERα receptor 

dimerization. Only the mutant ERα-LBD302-595(T594A) which lost the capability to interact 

with the 14-3-3 protein, positively enhances the agonist/antagonist mediated receptor  
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dimerization (Fig.5C). The influence of FC on dimerization was examined in human cells 

(HEK293) expressing HA-ERα and GFP-ERα. Both, HA-ERα and GFP-ERα, show clearly defined 

bands in the IP as evidence of dimerization. In the presence of FC, however, the band of GFP-

ERα is significantly less distinctive, illustrating the reduction of the dimerization rate. 

However, when a 14-3-3 competitive peptide (R18) is added to the lysate, dimerization is 

increased as a result of the blockage of 14-3-3 (Fig.5D). It is shown that FC impairs the 

assembly and dimerization the receptor to yield the functional unit. 

 Conclusion 

The results of this study illustrate the importance of the ERα F-domain for the modulation of 

the receptor function, such as dimerization and subsequent gene expression. The F-domain 

contains a mode III consensus sequence at the extreme c-terminus necessary for the 

interaction with 14-3-3 proteins, harboring a phosphorylated Thr at position 594. The unique 

binding mode allows the unoccupied area of the binding groove to be specifically addressed 

by small molecules, which thereby act as 14-3-3/ERα PPI modulators. The selective 

stabilization of the 14-3-3/ERα interface by FC prevents not only ERα dimerization, target 

gene transcription and proliferation of the corresponding cancer cells, but also suppresses 

other ERα interactions with specific cofactors. Experiments, such as Y2H, FP and 

crystallography, confirm this way of ERα regulation by 14-3-3 (Fig.6). In the absence of 

signaling molecules, the receptor is present in its inactive, monomeric form. Expression and 

proteasomal degradation of ERα are in a state of equilibrium, what causes a permanently 

low level in the cell. The 14-3-3 proteins may act as mediators of cellular ERα homeostasis, 

constantly keeping the level of functional ERα low by binding its monomers, thereby 

preventing dimerization. E2 mediated signaling leads to receptor dimerization and activation 

of the transcriptional activity. In the presence of FC, the 14-3-3-ERα interaction is stabilized, 

the dimerization of ERα is impeded as is the transcriptional activity of ERα-controlled genes, 

leading to a decrease in cell proliferation. 
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of ERα activation and inhibition of transcription and effect of 

FC. In the absence of signaling molecules, the receptor is present in its inactive, monomeric form. 

E2 signaling leads to receptor dimerization and activation of the ERα transcriptional activity for 

target genes. Upon phosphorylation of Thr594 by a kinase at the extreme c-terminus, 14-3-3 

interacts with ERα thereby preventing receptor dimerization and activation. FC binding stabilizes 

the complex between 14-3-3/ERα, leading to a decrease in transcriptional activity of E2/ERα-

dependent target genes and reduced cell growth rates.  

14-3-3 proteins show interaction with ERα upon phosphorylation of Thr594 in in vitro and in 

vivo (MCF-7 breast cancer cells) assays (Fig.8). However, phosphorylated ERα is only a short-

living intermediate in the cycle controlled by receptor activation and proteasomal 

degradation. The 14-3-3/ERα complex stabilization by FC leads to an increase in the Thr594 

phosphorylation level and its accumulation in the cell. One explanation for the accumulation 

is the shielding of the phosphorylation against protein phosphatases by increasing the 

affinity to the 14-3-3 proteins. Another one is the maintenance of a basic level of  
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transcriptional inactive monomeric units until dimerization is required (homeostasis). In the 

cell-based assays, FC showed several clinically relevant effects such as a lowering of 

transcriptional activity, especially for the E2/ERα-dependent target genes. FC treated cells 

also show a significantly reduced growth rate. The unique arrangement of ERα, FC and 14-3-

3 offers a decisive advantage for the treatment of diseases caused by mutations of this 

receptor. Mutations, especially in the region of the estradiol acceptor site, impede the 

treatment by conventionally available inhibitors, whereas FC mediated stabilization 

represent an alternative method for the inhibition of receptor activity by binding to the F-

domain within the groove of 14-3-3. Understanding of the molecular mechanisms the c-

terminal F-domain is involved in and its role for dimerization may potentially lead to the 

development of alternative therapeutic tools for the treatment of ERα positive tumor cells. 
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 Experimental section 

Reagents 

Fusicoccin was obtained from A. V. Babakov (Institute of Agricultural Biotechnology, 

Moscow, Russia). β-Estradiol (E2) and 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OH-TAM) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich®. Carboxyfluorescein labeled SWpTY peptide (FAM-SWpTY, where pT indicates 

phosphorylated Threonine) was a gift from M. Li (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD). 

Peptide synthesis 

All peptides were synthesized via solid phase peptide synthesis using a TentaGel resin with a 

para-hydroxybenzyl alcohol (Wang) linker (TentaGel® R PHB) preloaded with a 

fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-protected Valine (purchased from RAPP polymere 

GmbH, loading 0.2 μmol/mg). The peptide purification was performed by preparative HPLC 

with MS detection, using a preparative C18 column (AlltimaTM HP) on an LC-MS system 

(FinniganTM) enabling a mass triggered fraction collector. The analysis of the peptides was 

performed on a LCQ LC-MS system (water/micromass), using a reverse phase C18 column 

(Gracesmart) and a mobile phase of A: 0.1% formic acid (FA) in H2O and B: 0.1% FA in 

acetonitrile.  

Antibodies 

For Western blotting of estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) rabbit polyclonal HC-20 antibodies 

from Santa Cruz Biotechnology® were used. The antibody against the phosphorylated 

Threonine 594 of ERα, (specific for the phosphorylated Thr594 epitope), was prepared by GL 

Biochem. The T594 phosphorylated peptide was conjugated to the carrier protein keyhole 

limpet hemocyanin (KLH), which was used to immunize two New Zealand rabbits. Antibody 

was affinity purified with the antigen. 

Cell proliferation and apoptosis assay 

MCF-7 cells were seeded at 5,000 cells per well in a 96-well plate. For 1 h the cells were 

pretreated with the indicated concentration of (FC) or methanol (MeOH) as a control, before 

adding 1 nM E2. The Cell-Player 96-Well Kinetic Caspase-3/7 Apoptosis assay kit  
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(Essen BioScience) was added to measure apoptosis, according to the manufacturer’s 

instruction. Cell proliferation was measured kinetically every 4 h as an increase in cell 

confluence. The level of apoptosis was measured every 4 h with fluorescent microscopy. Cell 

confluence and apoptosis was determined analyzing phase-contrast/fluorescent images, 

using the IncuCyte FLR (Essen BioScience). 

Gene expression 

MCF-7 cells were seeded at 180,000 cells per well in a six-well plate. For 1 h, cells were 

pretreated with the indicated concentration of FC or MeOH as control, before adding 10 nM 

E2 for 5 h. Total RNA was isolated after the treatment with TRIZOL reagent (InvitrogenTM), 

and cDNA was generated using an oligo(dT) primer and SuperScript-II Reverse Transcriptase 

(InvitrogenTM). From this, equal amounts of cDNA were used for the expression analysis with 

SYBR Green (Applied Biosystems) using the MJ Opticon Monitor (BioRad). The data were 

analyzed with qgene96, using β-actin as reference and pared t tests were performed to 

analyze the effect of FC treatment. 

Yeast-two-hybrid and β-gal assay 

Human ERα [full length and ligand-binding domain (LBD), amino acids 302–595] was cloned 

into the pGADT7 vector (Clontech), both ERα-WT and ERα-T594A point mutant. The pBD-

GAL4 vector (Stratagene) was used to prepare pBD-14–3-3, pBD-ERα-LBD and pBD- ERα-

T594A. Yeast transformations were performed using the lithium acetate protocol 

Schoonheim PJ, et al. (2007) Transformed colonies were re-suspended in 50 μL Milli-Q water 

(MQ), of which 2 μL was spotted on selective double dropout (DDO) plates (SD-media 

without Leu/Trp) or triple dropout (TDO) plates [SD media without Leu/Trp/His containing 

7.5 mM 3-Amino-1,2,4-triazole (3-AT)]. These plates were incubated at 30 °C for 1–3 days, to 

check for colony viability and interaction. To analyze the interaction strength a β-

galactosidase (β-gal) assay was performed as described before. Colonies were only grown 

o/n in 3 mL SD-Leu, Trp (SD-LW) media (containing the indicated ligand or solvent as 

control), and re-suspended in 3 mL Z buffer. 
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Competitive anisotropy measurements 

Samples containing 100 nM FAM-SWpTY, 1 μM GST-His-14-3-3, various concentrations ERα 

peptide, and when indicated 10 μM FC in a final volume of 200 μL PBS, were incubated for 2 

h at room temperature (RT) before their anisotropy was measured with the Cary Eclipse 

fluorescence spectrophotometer (Varian). All anisotropy values were corrected for the 

background anisotropy of FAM-SWpTY alone. The ERα peptide consisted of the least 15 

(short) or 30 (long) amino acids of ERα, with Thr594 being phosphorylated (pERα). The short 

pERα peptide was dephosphorylated (dERα) by a 90-min treatment at 37 °C with calf 

intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP) (New England Biolabs®), using the recommended 

buffer. The ERβ peptide consisted of the last 15 aa of ERβ, with S552 (penultimate Serine of 

ERβ) being phosphorylated (pERβ). 

Pull-down assays and immunoprecipitation 

MCF-7 cells were seeded in 10-cm dishes 3 d before the experiment. Cells were washed 2× 

with PBS (supplemented with 1 mM calcium chloride and 0.5 mM magnesium chloride), 

before lysis with 0.75 mL Nonidet P-40 lysis buffer/plate 50 mM TRIS-HCl, 1% Nonidet P-40, 

100 mM sodium chloride, 5 mM EDTA, 2 mM magnesium chloride, 10% glycerol, 1 mM 

irreversible Serine protease inhibitor (PefaBloc) SC (Fluka), 10 μM cantharidin, 1× protease 

inhibitor mixture (Roche), (pH 7.4). The isolated protein concentration was determined with 

a bicinchoninic acid protein assay (BCA assay) (Thermo Scientific). Equal amounts of protein 

were mixed with GST-ERα-LBD or FC-coated beads (FC was coupled covalently to magnetic 

hydrazide beads after changing the vinyl group into a reactive aldehyde) and 100 μM non-

interacting peptide (NIP) (ERYMGICMRKQYNNFVPVCLRS) or the 14-3-3 interacting peptide 

R18 (PHCVPRDLSWLDLEANMCLP; 14-3-3 interaction motif is in bold), and incubated for 1 h 

at RT while rotating. Beads were washed with lysis buffer, before elution and R18 elution 

were performed. Next the beads were re-suspended in 100 μL SDS sample buffers, and the 

associated endogenous ERα and/or 14-3-3 proteins were visualized by Western blotting. 

HEK293 cells were transferred to a six-well plate, 1,000,000 cells per well. Cells were 

transfected with 1 μg of pMSCV-HAERα vector and/or 1 μg pMSCV-GFP-ERα vector, using 

24 μg PEI (Polyethyleneimine) (Sigma-Aldrich®). Cells were treated for 48 h with 10 μM FC. 

After the treatment, the cells were lysed with radio-immunoprecipitation assay (RIPA)  
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buffer. The IP for the HA-ERα was performed with monoclonal anti-HA agarose antibody 

(Sigma-Aldrich®), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. HA-ERα was eluted from the 

anti-HA agarose with 50 mM sodium hydroxide (50 μL). Twenty microliters of the elution 

were used for Western blotting. 

Estrogen response element luciferase assay 

U2OS cells were seeded at 40,000 cells per well in a 24-well plate. Cells were transfected 

with 15 ng pMSCV-ERα (WT or Δ4), 0.2 μg estrogen response element-tk-luciferase (ERE-tk-

Luc) reporter plasmid, and 1 ng Renilla-Luc per well using PEI (Polysciences) for 16 h, before 

being treated with the indicated concentration of E2 and 10 μM FC or MeOH as a control. 

After 48 h of treatment, the ERα activity was determined with a dual-Luciferase reporter 

assay (Promega), according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The luminescent intensities 

were recorded on a Berthold Centro XS3-LB-960 (Berthold Technologies). The ERE-luciferase 

signal was first normalized over the Renilla-luciferase signal; this ratio was subsequently 

normalized over the ratio of untreated cells. Two-tailed t tests were performed to analyze 

the effect of FC treatment. 

Crystallization, data collection and structure determination 

Complexation of 14-3-3σ ΔC (aa 1-231) and the short pERα peptide was performed in a 

molar ratio of 1:1.5 and a final concentration of 12.5 mg/mL in 20 mM HEPES, 2 mM 

magnesium chloride, 2 mM TRIS (2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), (pH 7.6) for 1 h on ice 

and then set up in EasyXtal 15-well Tools (Qiagen) using the hanging-drop method by mixing 

1 μL protein solution and 1 μL reservoir solution and equilibrating against 1 mL reservoir 

solution (0.095 M Na HEPES (pH 7.5), 25.6% (w/v) PEG 400 (polyethylene glycol 400), 0.19 M 

calcium chloride, and 5% glycerol). The obtained crystals grew within a week to dimensions 

of 400 × 100 × 100 μm and could be directly flash cooled in mother liquor using liquid 

nitrogen. For the soaking, a 10 mM FC stock solution in ethanol was dried on a coverslip and 

1- to 3-weeks-old crystals were, together with their mother liquid, transferred to the FC dry 

mass. After 2–5 days of incubation at 4 °C, the crystals were flash cooled for data collection. 

The data were collected at 1.548 Å on a rotating anode Nonius/Bruker AXS MICRO Star and a 

MAR dtb image plate detector. The crystal to detector distance was 150 mm and 100 images 
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 were obtained with an oscillation of 1.00° per image. X-ray diffraction data were processed 

and scaled using XDS. The structure was solved or resolved using Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 

3P1N) as a template. The obtained model was subjected to iterative rounds of model 

building and refinement using COOT© and REFMAC. Figures were created using PyMOL. The 

structures were deposited in the PDB ID codes PDB 4JC3 and PDB 4JDD. 

Mass-spectrometry analysis of immunopurified ERα c-terminal phosphopeptide 

Cell lysate (11.2 mg) from MCF-7 cells was incubated with 5 μM MG-132 and 30 μM FC for 

5h, digested with trypsin and the resulting peptides were desalted on a Seppak C18 cartridge 

(300 mg) (Waters). The resulting peptides were bound on column and washed with 0.1% TFA 

and eluted with 40% (v/v) ACN+0.1% TFA. After elution, the peptides were freeze dried in 

liquid nitrogen. Peptides were dissolved in 700 μL PBS and incubated with 20 μg ABpT594 

rabbit polyclonal antibody for 2h at 4 °C. Protein G agarose beads (200 μL) (Santa Cruz) were 

added to the lysate and it was incubated for 2 h to form the antibody-peptide complex. After 

washing with PBS (4 × 1 mL) the beads were re-suspended in 0.2 mL MilliQ water and 

transferred to a Vivacon 500 spinfilter (10 K cutoff) (Sartorius), allowed to set, and residual 

water was removed by aspiration. The peptides were eluted in 50 μL 0.15% TFA and 

centrifuged at 14,000 × g for 5 min. Peptides were desalted on a 20 μL C18 STAGE tip 

(Thermo Scientific), dried in a vacuum centrifuge, and redissolved in loading solvent (4% 

(v/v) ACN+0.5% TFA). 
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CHAPTER  

Small-molecule stabilization of the 14-3-3/GAB2 protein-protein 
interaction interface 

Abstract 

The enhancement of the cancer-relevant protein-protein interaction (PPI) between 14-3-3 

and GAB2 (GRB2-associated-binding protein 2) is achieved through the stabilizing effect of 

the semi-synthetic natural product ISIR-005. Although inhibition of PPIs is a widely explored 

and hugely important approach for the treatment of many diseases which are triggered by 

defects in signal transduction, the equally promising stabilization of PPIs to tackle defective 

cellular processes is yet quite unexplored. GAB2 comprises two phosphorylation sites, 

pSer210 and pThr391, which are crucial for the interaction with 14-3-3 proteins. The binding 

mode engaged upon interaction of the phosphothreonine site with 14-3-3 creates a unique 

arrangement of the structural elements in the amphipathic binding groove of 14-3-3 protein 

and allows additional binding of the ISIR-005 molecule to the rim-of-the-interface. Our 

structural and biochemical studies reveal the successful stabilization of the 14-3-

3/Gab2pT391 interface and thereby proof its druggability; an important example for the 

development of PPI stabilizers is provided. 
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 Introduction 

Human cells possess a highly regulated and complex network of proteins. Protein-protein 

interactions are achieved through various ways of contacts of the protein surfaces to 

facilitate specific assemblies, a mechanism allowing for the regulation of versatile 

biochemical reactions and almost all cellular processes [1-4]. Until now, there is an estimated 

number for up to 650,000 possible PPI within the human cells [5, 6]. The investigation of this 

large number of interactions is a major challenge for molecular biology and medicine, since 

the modulation of PPIs offers great therapeutic opportunities. Only the understanding of 

PPIs at molecular level enables the development of potential modulators by means of 

inhibiting or stabilizing the concerning interactions [3, 7, 8]. In the last decades however, 

research was mainly focused on inhibition, whereas the area of PPI stabilization and its 

therapeutic benefit remained unexplored [9]. Additionally, stabilization-based therapies could 

circumvent resistances against inhibitors [10]. Numerous reactions require the association of 

at least two proteins via a specific binding interface [8, 11, 12]. Thus, all proteins involved in 

complexation possess a unique surface structure which can additionally serve as a potential 

recognition site for small natural or synthetic molecules [13]. Examples of this stabilizing 

effect have already been given in our previous works [11, 12].  

For the study of PPI stabilizers, the 14-3-3 adapter proteins are particularly advantageous as 

they show a high level of conservation in all eukaryotic organisms, they are expressed in all 

tissue types and compartments and have more than 200 interaction partners [14-17]. The 

human DNA encodes seven 14-3-3 isoforms: β, γ, ε, η, σ, τ and ζ, each one consisting of nine 

anti-parallel α-helices. 14-3-3 proteins form dimers with a typical W-like shape being the 

physiologically relevant structure. [14, 18-20]. They do not have enzymatic activity themselves, 

rather they modulate their interaction partners’ enzymatic activities or subcellular 

localizations. In particular, this adaptor protein has acceptor sites for phosphorylated amino 

acids such as Serine (pS) or Threonine (pT). The amino acids Arg56, Arg129, Tyr130 and Lys49 are 

located in the amphipathic binding groove and form a primary interaction center [21]. These 

four amino acids are highly conserved in all 14-3-3 proteins, coordinating the position of the 

pS or pT phosphate groups of the binding partners by electrostatic interactions. Almost all 

interaction partners comprise a specific consensus sequence and bind to 14-3-3 in a 

phosphorylation-dependent manner. Sequence analysis of 14-3-3 interaction partners  
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revealed the following preferred binding motifs: mode I: RSXpSXP, mode II: RXY/FXpSXP and 

mode III ([pS/pT]X1-2 – COOH) [22, 23]. Numerous of the 14-3-3 partner proteins play key roles 

in cancer genesis and progression [tumor suppressor p53 [24], Raf kinases [25], Yes-associated 

protein 1 YAP [26, 27], the Alzheimer’s Disease (Tau proteins) [28], Cystic fibrosis (Cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) [29, 30], diabetes (Akt substrate of 160 kDa 

AS160 [31]) and inflammation (nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells 

(NFκB) [32, 33]]. In addition, 14-3-3 is essential for the activation of proteins of human 

pathogens, for example Exoenzyme S from P. aeruginosa or the Human Papilloma Virus 

(HPV) [34-36].  

One important 14-3-3 partner protein is the Grb-associated binder 2 (GAB2). The docking 

protein GAB2 plays a key role in receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling (Fig.1) [37, 38]. After 

ligand induced auto-phosphorylation of the intrinsic RTK domain, GAB2 regulates the activity 

of other downstream pathways, acting as assembly platform for specific SH2 domain-

containing effector proteins at the plasma membrane such as Shp2, p85, PLC and Crk [39, 40]. 

GAB2´s n-terminally located pleckstrin homology (PH) domain mediates the recruitment of 

GAB2 to the plasma membrane, positioning the docking protein in close proximity to further 

effectors. The canonical and atypical SH3 binding motifs acts as  association sites for Grb2 

proteins [41]. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of receptor tyrosine kinase activation und GAB2-mediated 

signal integration. The Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) binds to the extracellular part of receptor 

tyrosine kinase (RTK) and induces auto-phosphorylation of the intrinsic tyrosine kinase domain 

that serves as a docking site for the SH2 domain of Grb2 which in turn binds via its c-terminal SH3 

domain to GAB2. The assembly leads to phosphorylation of tyrosine-rich regions of the GAB2 

proteins and subsequent recruitment of SH2 domain-containing effectors so the phosphorylated 

GAB2 proteins regulate the activity of further downstream pathways. 14-3-3 proteins modulate 

GAB2 activity by binding to two phosphorylated consensus sequences (NARSA-pS210-FSQG, IPRRN-

pT391-LPAMDNS). The complex formation prevents Grb2 and GAB2 from binding and subsequent 

signal integration. Stabilization of the GAB2/14-3-3 PPI by small molecules leads to a decrease in 

Grb2/GAB2 mediated signal transduction, preventing mitogenic signaling, proliferation and 

metastasis [37, 38, 42].      
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The GAB proteins comprise multiple Tyrosine phosphorylation sites which are important for 

the binding of protein tyrosine phosphatase Shp2 and the p85 subunit of 

phosphatidylinositol (PI)3-kinase for modulation of Ras/ERK and (PI)3 kinase/Akt pathways 
[43]. A specific and complex phosphorylation pattern leads to the active GAB2 form and plays 

a key role in signal integration, cardiac function and allergic responses [37, 44, 45]. Considering 

the significant involvement of GAB proteins in signal transduction and numerous 

physiological processes, it becomes comprehensible that a number of point mutations lead 

to dysregulation in signaling and the development of diseases [41, 46]. Several studies of breast 

and ovarian cancer showed the presence of GAB proteins, where it acts as a potential 

oncogene. In most tumors, the GAB proteins are highly overexpressed and are responsible 

for oncogenesis and metastasis [46]. In leukemia, the phosphorylation of Tyr177 in Bcr-Abl 

leads to recruitment of the Grb2/GAB2 complex and is assumed to play a critical role for the 

oncogenic behavior of the complex [47]. The signaling via Shp2 and PI3K is critical for 

enhanced survival and proliferation.  

14-3-3 proteins negatively regulate GAB2 signaling by binding to two phosphorylated and 

highly conserved sequences (NARSA-pS210-FSQG and IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS), therewith 

shielding the Grb2 binding sites and preventing phosphorylation of further residues. 

Consequently, the binding of 14-3-3 proteins disrupts the function of GAB2 and accordingly 

Grb2/GAB2 mediated signal transduction of all downstream effectors.  

Herein, the interaction between 14-3-3 and GAB2 is described, allowing the structural 

characterization of both binding sites. Our study also examines the stabilizing effect of the 

semi-synthetic natural product derivative ISIR-005 and explains it at molecular level-an 

example that illustrates the approach to modulate PPIs by small molecule stabilization to 

modify cell signaling.  
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Figure 2: Domain scheme of GAB2 and cooperative binding of the two 14-3-3 interaction motifs of 

GAB2. A: Recruitment of GAB2 to the plasma membrane mediated by the n-terminally located 

pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, repositioning of the docking platform in close proximity to 

further effectors. The canonical and atypical SH3 binding motifs serve as association motifs 

together with Grb2. 14-3-3 binding sites are depicted in frames. B: Fluorescence polarization 

competition assay measuring the ability of the synthetic GAB2 peptides, GAB2pS210 (green), 

GAB2pT391 (blue) and GAB2pS210pT391 (red) to compete with a FAM-CRafpS259 peptide for binding to 

14-3-3ζ. Shown is the mean from three replicate measurements with the error bar indicating the 

standard deviation. 

Cooperative binding of GAB2 to 14-3-3ζ  

Brummer et al [38] identified and characterized the interaction sites of GAB2 proteins with 

14-3-3. In cellular assays with MCF-10A or MCF-7 breast cancer cells stimulated by Epidermal 

Growth Factor (EGF) followed by immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis, the 

interaction of GAB2 with all seven human isoforms was detected. The results clearly showed 

the interaction of 14-3-3 proteins with two phosphorylated sequences in GAB2 (NARSA-

pS210-FSQG, IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS), while the double mutant S210A, T391A showed no 

recruitment, confirming both binding sites to be important mediators for 14-3-3 association. 

For the characterization of binding affinities, the peptides NARSA-pS210-FSQG and 
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 IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS were synthesized and tested in a competition assay using 

fluorescence polarization. Binding of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FAM) labeled, 

phosphorylated C-RafpS259 peptide in the presence of increasing GAB2pS210 or GAB2pT391 

peptide concentrations was examined (Fig.2). Both GAB2 peptides compete with C-RafpS259 

binding to 14-3-3 and show IC50 values of 136 μM (pS210) and 7.68 μM (pT391). These results 

confirm the Scansite prediction performed previously by Brummer and Obenaure, classifying 

the pS210 and pT391 sites as medium and high affinity binding sequences, respectively. The 

presence of two 14-3-3 protein binding motifs in GAB2 allows the assumption of two 

different stoichiometric binding ratios. Either one GAB2 protein binds one 14-3-3 dimer by 

simultaneous coordination of both phosphorylated sites in a single dimer, or one GAB2 is 

able to bind to two 14-3-3 dimers, implicating a stoichiometric ratio of 1:2 (GAB2:14-3-3 

dimer) and separate binding modes regarding the phosphorylated sites. In another 

competition assay, a synthetic peptide (NARSA-pS210-FSQG-14G-IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS), 

presenting both phosphorylated GAB2 motifs connected by a poly-glycin linker, was 

investigated. The IC50 value for this construct was in the sub-micromolar range (0.47 μM). 

The association of both phospho-residues to yield a single peptide increases the binding 

affinities by factors of 290 and 16 as compared to the single GAB2pS210 or GAB2pT391 

peptides. The pT391 site is crucial for the initiation of the binding to 14-3-3. The occupation of 

the first binding groove of 14-3-3 by the pT391 site leads to an increase in the local 

concentration of the less affine pS210 site, triggering the occupation of the second binding 

channel.  

Crystal structure of the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2pS210pT391 complex 

In order to understand the interaction between 14-3-3 and GAB2 at molecular level, a 

truncated 14-3-3ζ ΔC was co-crystalized with the GAB2 peptide, carrying both 

phosphorylated motifs (NARSA-pS210-FSQG-14G-IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS). The peptide was 

mixed in a molar ratio of 1:1.2 to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (22 mg/ml) in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.2) with 2 mM 

magnesium chloride, it was incubated for 30 minutes on ice and set up for crystallization at 4 

°C. The cubic crystals grew within 4 weeks under following conditions: 1.2 M sodium 

hydrogen phosphate, 0.8 M dipotassium hydrogen phosphate, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, 0.1 M 

CAPS (pH 10.5) to the final dimensions of 300 x 300 x 200 μm. After soaking with 20%  
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glucose/mannose (50%/50%) saturated solution as cryoprotectant, the crystals were flash-

cooled in liquid nitrogen. The crystals showed diffraction up to 2.34 Å. The structure was 

solved by molecular replacement using the 14-3-3ζ dimer (PDB: 3NKX) as search model, 

resulting in P212121 as space group with one 14-3-3 dimer in the asymmetric unit (Tab.2). 

The additional electron density showed the differently shaped contours of pS210 and pT391, 

which means concerted binding as indicated by the FP experiments. The density allowed the 

incorporation of 6 residues around the pS210 site and of 9 residues around the pT391 site, 

both showing typical mode I ordinance of the binding sequence. The basic center of the 

amphipathic 14-3-3 binding groove, consisting of Arg56, Arg127, Tyr128 and Lys49, forms the 

most prominent polar contacts to the phosphate group of pS210 (Fig.3B). In addition, the 

GAB2pS210 peptide backbone is coordinated by Lys122, Asn173, Glu180, Asn224 and Trp228 (14-3-

3) with the help of hydrogen bonds. Two water molecules are in the binding interface 

coordinated between Lys49 and Asn173 of 14-3-3 and the phosphorylated S210 of GAB2. 

Another water molecule is associated by polar contacts between Arg207 (GAB2) and Glu180 

(14-3-3). As for the pS210 sequence, the most prominent binding event in the pT391 site is the 

accommodation of the phosphate group by the centrally located basic residues of 14-3-3. 

Lys49 shows a different conformer to also contact the carbonyl group of Pro393. Further polar 

contacts are formed between Lys122, Asn173, Glu180, Asn224 (14-3-3) and Leu392, Asn390, Arg389 

(GAB2), stabilizing the peptide in its conformation. In addition, Leu392 of the GAB2 sequence 

is located in close proximity to Leu174, Ile219 and Leu222 of 14-3-3, facilitating interaction via 

hydrophobic forces (Fig.3B).   
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Figure 3: Crystal structure of the GAB2 diphosphorylated peptide NARSA-pS210-FSQG-14G-IPRRN-

pT391-LPAMDNS (green sticks) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (PDB ID: 5EWZ). A: 14-3-3ζ dimer in cartoon and 

surface representation (light blue). Each monomer is occupied by one phosphorylated site of GAB2. 

Dashed green line indicates the 14 Glycine linker between the two GAB2 binding sites B: Polar 

contacts, as well as hydrophobic interactions, formed between 14-3-3ζ ∆C and peptide (upper 

panel pS210 site and lower panel pT391). The phosphate groups of GAB2 pS210 and pT391 are 

coordinated by 14-3-3 as Lys49 Arg56 Arg127 Tyr128. C: 2F0-FC density for pS210 (left) and pT391 (right) 

parts of the Gab2-derived peptide (contoured at 1σ). 

Stabilization of the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2pS210pT391 complex by ISIR-005 

Stabilization of components participating in signal transduction by small molecules might 

attenuate pro-oncogenic signaling and hence could provide new approaches for the 

treatment of certain cancers. For the identification of potential stabilizers of GAB2, an in-

house library has been tested in FP experiments on a dimeric complex of 14-3-3ζ and  
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diphosphorylated GAB2 peptide (FAM-NARSA-pS210-FSQG-14G-IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS) 

(Fig.4B). A semi-synthetic Fusicoccin derivative (ISIR-005) was found to show a significant 

effect (Fig.4A). The presence of 100 μM ISIR-005 reduced the apparent Kd value of FAM-

labeled peptide by a factor of approximately 2.5, from 0.46 ± 0.08 μM to 0.19 ± 0.01 μM 

(Tab.1). Thus, ISIR-005 stabilizes the binding of GAB2 diphospho-peptide to 14-3-3, but in 

order to determine whether only one or both, pS210 as well as pT391 sites, interact with the 

small molecule, the individual peptides        FAM-NARSA-pS210-FSQG and FAM-IPRRN-

pT391-LPAMDNS were separately tested. In a fluorescence polarization experiment, only the 

pT391 peptide showed a significant increase in binding affinity from 6.61 ± 0.65 μM to 1.25 ± 

0.07 μM for 14-3-3 in the presence of ISIR-005 (Tab.1) while no changes in affinity could be 

observed for the pS210 peptide.  
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Figure 4: Stabilization of the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2 interaction by ISIR-005. A: Structure of ISIR-005. B: 

Direct binding of GAB2 peptides FAM-NARSA-pS210-FSQG, FAM-IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS and FAM-

NARSA-pS210-FSQG-14G-IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS to 14-3-3 in the presence and absence of ISIR-005. 

Shown is the mean from three replicate measurements with the error bars indicating the standard 

deviation. 

Table 1: Apparent affinities of GAB2-derived peptides binding to 14-3-3ζ in the absence and 

presence of 100 μM ISIR-005. Kd values were calculated using a one-site binding model. The fitting 

was done with GraphPad Prism5 applying the one-site total binding equation: Y = 

Bmax*X/(Kd+X)+NS*X + background. It is assumed that the amount of nonspecific binding is 

proportional to the concentration of labeled ligand and therefore counts in linear for the total 

signal. The background is assumed to be converging to a constant value close to zero. Data are the 

mean ± SD of three replicate measurements. 

 
Compound pS210 (μM) pT391 (μM) pS210-pT391 (μM)  

DMSO 87.84 ± 22.26  6.61 ± 0.65  0.46 ± 0.08  

ISIR-005 50.75 ± 12.99  1.25 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 0.01  
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Structural basis of ISIR-005 stabilizing the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2pS210pT391 complex 

Upon identification of ISIR-005 as a stabilizer of the PPI between 14-3-3 and GAB2, further 

structural studies were conducted to determine the effect at molecular level. The Threonine-

phosphorylated GAB2 peptide (IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS) was co-crystallized with 14-3-3ζ ∆C in 

presence of ISIR-005. The peptide and ISIR-005 were mixed in a molar ratio of 1: 1.5: 2 to 14-

3-3ζ ∆C (22 mg/ml) and set up for crystallization at 4 °C. The cubic crystals grew within four 

weeks to dimension of 300 x 300 x 100 μm under following conditions: 0.17 M ammonium 

acetate, 0.085 M sodium citrate (pH 5.6), 25.5% (w/v) PEG 4000, 15% (v/v) glycerol yield 

crystals with a  diffraction to 1.95 Å and the space group being determined to P212121 with 

one 14-3-3 dimer in the asymmetric unit (Tab.2). Additional 2F0-Fc density could be observed 

for the peptide (11 residues) and the ISIR-005 molecule in the binding grooves of both 

monomers (Fig.5A and C). The unique binding mode of the pT391 site in the amphipathic 

binding groove of 14-3-3 leaves the hydrophobic part unoccupied and allows binding of ISIR-

005 in direct proximity to Leu392 and Pro393 of the GAB2 peptide. The position of the pT391 

peptide remains unchanged, forming the same contacts to 14-3-3 as in the binary complex 

(Fig.3B and 5B). The two residues Asp213 and Asn42 of 14-3-3 form additional polar contacts 

to the glycoside part of ISIR-005, as well as to the hydroxy group located at the terpenoid 

ring system. Lys122 forms polar contacts to the carboxyl group of Leu392 (pT391) and to the 

oxygen of the deeply anchored terminal methoxy group of ISIR-005. The hydrophobic pocket 

of 14-3-3ζ, consisting of Ile217, Pro165, Gly169, Ile166, Phe117, Met121 and Val46, accommodates 

the ISIR-005 hydrophobic core ring system. Also Leu392 of the pT391 peptide is in closer 

proximity to the main 5-8-5 scaffold of ISIR-005, establishing hydrophobic interactions. In 

particular, two features are mainly responsible for the accommodation of the small molecule 

and the stabilizing effect: (1) the conformation of GAB2 Pro393 which induces a turn in the 

peptide backbone and (2) the specific orientation of GAB2 Leu392 towards the hydrophobic 

core of ISIR-005. The pS210 site, however, does not allow binding of further molecules due to 

slightly differing structural characteristics, showing that even small differences in structural 

arrangement or differences in the sequence have considerable impact on the binding of 

small molecules. 
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Figure 5: Crystal structure of GAB2 peptide IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS (green sticks) and small 

molecule ISIR-005 (yellow sticks) bound to 14-3-3ζ ∆C (PDB ID: 5EXA). A: 14-3-3ζ dimer in cartoon 

and surface representation (light blue). Each monomer is occupied by one phosphorylated peptide 

and one ISIR-005 molecule. B: Contacts formed between 14-3-3ζ ∆C, peptide and ISIR-005. The 

upper section illustrates the polar contacts. The lower section shows the hydrophobic interaction 

between ISIR-005 and 14-3-3 (hydrophobic residues marked in wheat colored sticks). C: 2F0-Fc 

density map for GAB2 and ISIR-005 (contoured at 1σ). 
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Table 2: Data collection and refinement statistics (molecular replacement) for the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2 

and 14-3-3ζ/GAB2/ISIR-005 structures. The data were submitted to Protein Data Bank. (PDB ID: 

5EWZ and 5EXA). 

 14-3-3ζ/GAB2 

PDB ID: 5EWZ 

14-3-3ζ/GAB2/ISIR005 

PDB ID: 5EXA 

Data collection   

Space group P212121 (19) P212121 (19) 

Cell dimensions   

    a, b, c (Å) 73.66, 104.92, 116.03 72.00, 83.09, 111.15 

    α, β, γ ( )  90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 45.57-2.34(2.37-2.34) 48.87-1.95(2.0-1.95) 

Rsym or Rmeas 9.7(69.5) 5.1(46.0) 

I/σI 13.93(3.17) 21.35(4.29) 

Completeness (%) 99,1(100) 99.8(100) 

Redundancy 5.10(5.27) 5.03(5.26) 

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 45.57-2.34(2.37-2.34) 48.87-1.95(2.0-1.95) 

No. reflections 36449 46735 

Rwork/Rfree 0.1939/0.2443(0.2430/0.3130) 0.1964/0.2319(0.2330/0.2900) 

No. atoms   

  Protein A:1794, B:1769  A:1830, B:1820  

  Ligand/ion C:76, D:49 C:76, D:76, E:76 

  Water 328 192 

B-factors   

  Protein A:36.12; B:34.92 A:29.07; B:31.58 

  Ligand/ion C:56.00; D:45.70 C:40.93; D:40.32, E:42.10 

  Water 43.01 38.86 

R.m.s. deviations   

  Bond lengths (Å) 0.0240/0.0260 0.0290/0.0240 

  Bond angles ( ) 1.9410/1.9680 2.5260/2.3900 
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Stabilization of the interaction of full-length GAB2 with 14-3-3 in cell 
extracts 

The previous experiments confirmed the stabilizing effect of ISIR-005 on the 14-3-3/GAB2 

complex. In order to investigate the effect of ISIR-005 on a cellular level, particularly in the 

cytosolic environment, the human mammary epithelial cell line MCF-10A was used. Cells 

were stably transduced with retroviral vectors encoding for wildtype (Gab2WT), or for mutant 

(Gab22xA and Gab22xR18) hemagglutinine (HA)-tagged Gab2 as negative or positive control, 

respectively. Additional control was provided by stably transduced MCF-10A cells with an 

empty vector. In the double mutant GAB22xA, S210 and T391 are replaced by two Alanines and 

therefore it loses the ability to interact with 14-3-3. In the GAB22xR18 mutant the 14-3-3 

binding sequences were substituted by R18 high-affinity sites. The R18 (sequence motif: 

WLDLE) modified mutant GAB2 binds 14-3-3 in a phosphorylation independent manner with 

high affinity. The cells were treated with Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) in order to trigger 

the phosphorylation of both sites, S210 as well as T391. After cell lysis the lysates were 

immediately treated with ISIR-005 or DMSO as a vehicle control, followed by 

immunoprecipitation using anti-HA and Western blot analysis using anti-HA 3F10, anti-GAB2 

26B6 and anti-pan 14-3-3 H-8 antibodies (Fig.6A). As expected for empty vector cells, no 

bands for GAB2 or 14-3-3 proteins are yielded. The bands of HA-GAB2wt and HA-GAB22xA are 

significantly more prominent in the immunoprecipitation.  
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Figure 6: Effect of ISIR-005 on the stability of cytosolic 14-3-3/GAB2 complexes. A: Western blot 

analysis of the 14-3-3/GAB2 interaction in lysates incubated with either vehicle (DMSO) or ISIR-005 

(25 μM). Shown is one representative Western blot. B: Western blot quantification of the amount 

of 14-3-3 proteins co-purified with GAB2WT. The 14-3-3 signal was normalized to the anti-HA signal. 

Shown is the mean from three independent experiments with the error bar indicating the standard 

error of the mean. 

A slightly higher intensity was found for the GAB2WT/14-3-3 complex band in the ISIR-005 

treated lysate than in the lysate supplemented with DMSO, indicating a quantitatively higher 

level of complex formation. The comparison of the bands show that only a small fraction of 

14-3-3 protein interacts with GAB2 at endogenous level (Fig.6B). The DMSO and ISIR-005 

treated lysates show the presence of GAB22xA without a clear band for 14-3-3. However, this 

result was expected since the ability of the GAB22xA mutant to bind 14-3-3 protein is 

abrogated in this construct, illustrating the importance of pS210 and pT391 as essential binding 

sites for GAB2/14-3-3 PPI. The GAB22xR18 mutant recruits a significantly higher level of 14-3-3 

protein, confirming the R18 motif as site with higher affinity for 14-3-3 than the 

phosphorylated motifs pS210 and pT391 motifs. 

 Conclusion 

This work presents the identification and characterization of the 14-3-3ζ/GAB2 protein-

protein interaction and its stabilization by a small molecule with the help of biochemical, x-

ray crystallographic and cellular studies. The role of the unique binding PPI interface as a 

target point for the addressing by small molecules was investigated. The semi-synthetic tool 

compound ISIR-005 stabilizes binding of a GAB2-derived peptide (pT391 peptide) to 14-3-3, 
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 mediating the equilibrium between active and the inactive 14-3-3 associated form of GAB2. 

The high-resolution x-ray crystal structure of the ternary 14-3-3ζ/GAB2pT391/ISIR-005 

complex confirms both, the stabilizing effect of the compound and the specificity of the 

GAB2 pT391 binding site for 14-3-3 at molecular level. Elucidation of these particular binding 

arrangements gives important information for further in silico or fragment-based studies to 

target the 14-3-3/GAB2 interface. These results can be utilized for the development of new 

therapeutic approaches targeting certain cancers and might represent the first step towards 

a pharmacological intervention in tumor cells with aberrant GAB2 signaling. In addition, this 

study presents an excellent alternative to inhibitor based standard methods for the 

treatment of cancer formation and migration linked to defective signal transduction 

processes.   
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Experimental section 

Protein expression and purification 

Escherichia coli Rosetta (DE3) cells (Merck, Nottingham, England), transformed with the 

pPROEX HTb vector (Invitrogen), were used to inoculate 50 mL Luria-Bertani (LB) medium 

containing 100 μg/mL ampicillin. The culture was grown for 12 h at 37 °C with vigorous 

shaking. The preculture was used to inoculate a 5 L Terrific Broth (TB) culture containing 100 

μg/mL ampicillin. The culture was shaken at 140 rpm at 37 °C until an OD600 of 0.4–0.6 was 

reached. Protein expression was started by adding 0.4 mM IPTG to the culture. The culture 

was incubated at 20 °C for 12 h and then harvested by centrifugation. The bacterial pellet 

was resuspended in 50 mL lysis buffer, containing 50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 8.0) 300 mM sodium 

chloride, 5% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole, 0.5 mM TCEP and 1 mM PMSF. The cells were lysed 

using a microfluidizer. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 30 min at 4 

°C. The His-tagged 14-3-3 protein was purified using an ÄKTA Prime (GE Healthcare, Freiburg, 

Germany) and Ni–NTA resin (GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany) according to the 

manufacturer’s manual. After binding of the protein to the resin, the resin was washed with 

buffer consisting of 50 mM TRIS-HCl, 500 mM sodium chloride, 5% glycerol, 25 mM 

imidazole and 0.5 mM TCEP (pH 8.0). The protein was eluted in buffer consisting of 50 mM 

HEPES, 200 mM sodium chloride, 5% glycerol, 250 mM imidazole, 0.5 mM TCEP (pH 8.0). 

Cleavage of the His6-tag was performed in batch by addition of Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) 

protease in a ratio of 1:0.05 mg (14-3-3/protease). The mixture was incubated overnight and 

digestion monitored by SDS-PAGE. To obtain pure protein, size exclusion chromatography 

(SEC) (50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride; Column: 

26/60 Sephacryl S200, GE Healthcare) was performed. The eluted protein was dialyzed 

against 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM magnesium chloride, 1 mM β-

mercaptoethanol (pH 7.0). The 14-3-3 protein was concentrated to approximately 100 

mg/mL. The protein solution was aliquoted, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 

°C. 
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Fluorescence polarization 

Fluorescence anisotropy-based affinity measurements were performed by using a filter-

based microplate reader (Tecan Infinite F500) using a fluorescein filter set (λex = 485 nm/20 

nm, λem = 535 nm/25 nm) and an integration time of 50 μs in black, flat-bottomed 384 

microwell plates (#784076-25, Greiner Bio-One International GmbH). Measurements were 

performed using 100 nM fluorescein-labeled peptide ligand in buffer containing 10 mm 

HEPES, (pH 7.4), 150 mm NaCl, 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 and 0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin 

(BSA). 

Crystallization of the binary complex 

The GAB2pS210pT391 peptide was mixed with 14-3-3ζ ΔC in a molar ratio of 1:1.2 (14-3-3 

dimer/peptide) to a final 14-3-3 concentration of 22 mg/mL in 25 mM HEPES sodium 

hydroxide (pH 7.2), 2 mM magnesium chloride and incubated on ice for 30 min. 

Crystallization took place at 4 °C in 1.2 M disodium phosphate, 0.8 M dipotassium 

phosphate, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, 0.1 M N-cyclohexyl-3-aminopropane-sulfonic acid (CAPS) 

(pH 10.5). Crystals appeared after two weeks and grew within four weeks to dimensions of 

300 x 300 x 200 μm. After addition of 20% glucose/mannose saturated solution (50%/50%) 

as cryoprotectant and subsequent flash-cooling in liquid nitrogen, a dataset with a resolution 

of 2.34 Å was collected.  

Crystallization of the ternary complex 

The binary complex of 14-3-3ζ /GAB2pS210pT391 was set up as described above and 

subsequently incubated with ISIR-005 in a molar ration of 1:1.5:2 (14-3-3/peptide/ISIR-005) 

at 4 °C overnight. Cubic crystals grew within four weeks to dimension 300 x 300 x 100 μm 

under following conditions: 0.17 M ammonium acetate, 0.085 M sodium citrate (pH 5.6), 

25.5% (w/v) PEG 4000 and 15% (v/v) glycerol and showed diffraction to 1.95 Å. 

Cell culture and HA-GAB2 co-immunoprecipitation  

The establishment and culture of MCF-10A cells transduced with the indicated pMIG 

retroviral vectors have been described previously by Bentires-Alj et al Nat. Med. 2006. For  
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biochemical analyses, MCF-10A cells were switched to starvation medium (MCF-10A culture 

medium containing only 2% horse serum and lacking exogenous EGF and insulin) 18 h before 

lysis. A subconfluent 10 cm plate of cells was stimulated with 100 ng/mL human 

recombinant EGF (Peprotech) for 5 min at 37 °C. The medium was immediately exchanged 

with 1 mL normal lysis buffer (NLB) [50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 7.4), 1% Triton X-100, 137.5 mM 

sodium chloride, 1% glycerine, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 0.1 mg/mL aprotinine, 0.01 

mg/mL leupeptin, 1 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride (AEBSF)] 

and cells incubated at 4 °C for 45 min. Subsequently, cells were scraped into Eppendorf 

tubes and spun at 16100 g at 4 °C for 10 min. Then, ISIR-005 (25 mM) in DMSO was added to 

the lysate. As a vehicle control, an aliquot of lysate was treated with the same volume of 

DMSO only. Following incubation on ice for 2 h, 1 μg of anti-HA 3F10 antibody (Roche) was 

added and allowed to interact with GAB2 complexes for 1 h. Protein G sepharose beads 

(Amersham) were added, and the mixture was incubated with agitation at 4 °C overnight 

followed by 9 washes with NLB to remove non-specifically bound 14-3-3. Purified complexes 

were eluted by denaturation using Laemmli buffer and analyzed by Western blotting. In 

addition to the anti-HA 3F10 antibody, anti-GAB2 26B6 (Cell Signaling Technologies) and 

anti-pan 14-3-3 H-8 (Santa Cruz) antibodies were used for Western blotting. Blotted proteins 

were detected with the appropriate secondary horse radish peroxidase coupled antibodies 

(Pierce), visualized with a Fusion Solo chemiluminescence reader and quantified using 

FusionCapt software (Vilber Lourmat). 
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SUMMARY 

The 14-3-3 interactome is composed of several hundreds of proteins, which are involved in 

fundamental processes such as signal transduction and proliferation as well as being of 

importance for the structural integrity of the cell. There are seven humane isoforms of 14-3-

3 none of which shows enzymatic activity; rather they serve as adaptor proteins thereby 

modulating their interaction partners´ functionalities. Except for a few proteins, as for 

instance the bacterial toxin Exoenzyme S or the Guanine exchange factor p190, which due to 

a highly hydrophobic sequence don´t rely on phosphorylation for binding to 14-3-3, all other 

partner proteins show consensus sequences of mode I, II or III with specific phosphorylation 

patterns that are needed for the recruitment of 14-3-3 proteins. Binding to 14-3-3 in some 

cases leads to a blockage of the function of the partner protein and subsequently to 

cytoplasmic enrichment of the complex. Also 14-3-3 is assumed to flank the partner protein 

in such a way that shielding of the catalytic sites is achieved directly or indirectly. 

Consequently, for example Ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation is prevented which leads 

to the maintenance of a basic protein level within the cytosol. Other proteins require 

interaction with 14-3-3 for the regulation of nuclear translocation or for the arrangement of 

secondary structure elements into the catalytic active form. Due to the plethora of 

interactions with proteins of different classes, 14-3-3 holds a special place within the control 

mechanisms of cellular processes. Their significance is even more emphasized considering 

the participation in the initialization of many human diseases such as cancer or 

neurodegenerative disorders and of inflammatory reactions. For this reason the 

development of inhibitors as well as of stabilizers of 14-3-3-participating PPIs is continually 

being advanced and intensified. Successful examples for such modulators are numerous and 

they belong to several chemical classes. The 14-3-3 inhibitors most often described are of 

peptidic nature with phosphorylation sites on Serine or Threonine; they bind highly affine 

and compete with and replace the natural interaction partners. However, poor cell 

permeability, the resulting need for peptide modification and fast metabolic degradation 

within the cytosol are obstacle in the application of peptides as therapeutics. Also a huge 

number of studies address the modulation of 14-3-3 PPIs by means of small molecules. Most 

of these molecules carry negatively charged functional groups, such as phosphate or sulfate, 

which enable them to interact with the basic center of the amphipathic binding groove of 

14-3-3. A currently discussed alternative strategy is the modulation of 14-3-3 PPIs by 
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 stabilization of their complexes with the help of a ternary component. Especially interaction 

partners of mode II or III consensus sequences are of interest, since their amino acids are 

arranged in a way that they keep clear the hydrophobic section of the amphipathic binding 

groove, allowing for hydrophobic or partially hydrophobic compounds to bind. Therefore the 

stabilizer acts as 'molecular glue' interacting with both protein components simultaneously. 

Two recently published articles provide an excellent overview over the most prominent 

naturally occurring and synthetic stabilizers; one of them in a general sense, one with regard 

to 14-3-3- PPI modulating substances in particular (Bier D. et al, Stabilization of Protein-

Protein Interactions in chemical biology and drug discovery. Prog Biophys Mol Biol. 2015; 

Bartel M. et al, Small molecules, peptides and natural products: getting a grip on 14-3-3 

protein-protein modulation. Future Med.Chem. 2014;6:903-921).       

Besides biochemical and in silico techniques for the identification and characterization of PPI 

modulators, protein crystallography is of utmost importance. In research as well as in the 

medicinal-pharmacological industry crystallography is used downstream of other 

identification methods and serves for the characterization of protein-protein-complexes and 

of molecular interactions with modulators. Until now it is the only method to provide excess 

to data on atomic level. Knowledge about the geometric arrangement of the modulator 

molecule within the PPI supports optimization of the scaffold to enhance binding affinity. 

This work´s focus is on the crystallographic characterization of 14-3-3- PPIs and on the 

elucidation of the influence of respective modulators. 

Chapter 2 

The interdisciplinary field of supramolecular chemistry focuses on the study of host-guest 

interactions. Mimicking the nature of the enzyme substrate binding, supramolecular ligands 

can be designed for the recognition of active sites, protein gaps and protein surfaces. The 

application of these ligands as modulators of PPIs in biological systems is very rare and has 

many advantages over the conventional small molecular or peptidic inhibitors. They exhibit a 

higher stability in the cellular environment and are less affected by regular degradation 

processes due to their artificial character. One of those ligands is the so-called Lysine and 

Arginine recognizing molecular Tweezer, which was presented in 2005 by Klärner and 

Schrader. The Tweezer consists of alternating units of bicyclic norbornadiene and benzene  
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rings, which are combined to form a semi-circular belt system with two centrally located 

phosphate groups. The recognition of 14-3-3σ by molecular Tweezer has been demonstrated 

in several biochemical assays; however, it remained unclear whether Lysine or Arginine 

serves as potential binding site and at which position. Since 14-3-3 possesses 17 surface-

exposed Lysines, whereof 12 were ruled out directly by means of quantum 

mechanical/molecular mechanics studies due to steric hindrance, 5 are left as potential 

binding sites for molecular Tweezer. Competition assays in the absence of the Tweezer with 

two well-characterized 14-3-3-binding sequences, C-Raf (255QRSTpSTPNVH264) and 

unphosphorylated ExoS (416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430), showed apparent Kd values of 12 μM 

and 17 μM, whereas titration of Tweezer to the complex causes an increase of these values 

to 480 μM for the C-Raf kinase and to 520 μM for Exoenzyme S. In further ITC and SPR 

experiments, binding of Tweezer to 14-3-3 could be demonstrated, yet it remained unclear 

to which position Tweezer binds. Co-crystallization of 14-3-3σ and Tweezer shed light on the 

binding mode and revealed the interaction with Lysine 214 at the outer rim of 14-3-3-helix 9, 

whose amino acids are partially involved in shaping the hydrophobic region of the 14-3-3 

binding groove. The unique environment of Lysine 214 allowed for the accommodation of 

both sterically demanding phosphate groups and the formation of hydrophobic interactions 

between the Lysine side chain and the semi-circular Tweezer 'belt'. The crystal structure also 

provided information on the function of the Tweezer as PPI inhibitor. Binding of the Tweezer 

to Lysine 214 partially blocks the hydrophobic region of the amphipathic binding groove, 

thereby impeding complex formation between 14-3-3 and other interaction partners such as 

C-Raf kinase or Exotoxin S.    

Chapter 3 

From a geometric point of view, the conformity of the curvature of the 14-3-3 binding 

groove with the concave shape of Tweezer led to the assumption that the binding groove 

itself serves as a target for Tweezer. Furthermore it has been postulated that Tweezer may 

act as 'molecular cap', leading to stabilization of the PPI by enclosing the consensus 

sequence of the interaction partner. In biochemical assays a number of well-known 14-3-3ζ 

interaction partners were tested for this stabilizing effect. Only for the consensus sequence 

of the dual specificity phosphatase CDC25C a latching of the binary complex could be  
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observed. Soaking experiments with binary crystals and subsequent x-ray crystallographic 

analysis showed that the Tweezer recognizes Arginine 208 of the CDC25C sequence and 

simultaneously binds to the curvature of the 14-3-3 binding groove. Moreover, due to the 

arresting effect of the trimeric assembly, it was possible to detect twice as much amino acid 

residues of the CDC25C consensus sequence than before where only 9 were seen; an 

intrinsically disordered region was stabilized in one of the possible conformations. 

Chapter 4 

The pathogenic gram-negative bacteria of the genus Pseudomonas aeruginosa are 

responsible for various infectious diseases often showing multiple resistances. Once docked 

to the host cell, the bacteria secrete several cell toxins, amongst others Exoenzyme S. The 

fatal effect is unfolded upon activation of the toxin by interaction with the 14-3-3 protein 

and with nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+); the evolutionary adaptation of the 

bacterium is the utilization of the host's own components. The active toxin catalyzes the 

transfer of ADP-ribose to the proto-oncogene RAS- and Rho-GTPases, thereby blocking the 

host cell’s essential signaling pathways and triggering apoptosis. A promising and alternative 

strategy for the antibiotic treatment of Pseudomonas induced infectious diseases is based on 

the inhibition of the 14-3-3/ExoS PPI. The interaction holds a special place within the 14-3-3-

interactome as it is phosphorylation independent, instead requiring a partially helical 

arrangement of amino acids with hydrophobic character. The 14-3-3/ExoS PPI is already well 

described what allows the introduction of a modification, an artificial building block, by 

means of bioorganic-chemical methods. Olefin building blocks are introduced at specific 

positions of the ExoS binding motif in such a way that Grubbs-metathesis facilitates a closed 

ring structure with hydrophobic properties. Starting from the original binding sequence of 

ExoS, derived from a co-crystal structure together with 14-3-3ζ, those peptides were 

designed. Upon introduction of the two linkers of 8 (βRS8) and 12 (βSS12) carbon entities 

lengths, the corresponding peptide derivatives showed in FP as well as in ITC experiments 

higher affinity values for 14-3-3 [IC50(βRS8) 0.25 ± 005 μM and IC50(βSS12) 0.041 ± 001 μM] 

than the original ExoS sequence. Co-crystallization of the peptides with 14-3-3ζ revealed the 

interaction of the introduced linker with the hydrophobic amino acids of the 14-3-3 binding 

groove, whereby the size of the incorporated cross-link strongly influences the binding  
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properties. The crystal structure of the βRS8 peptide in complex with 14-3-3ζ showed a large 

conformational change in the backbone due to the loss of the helical structure and the 

displacement of several amino acids from the binding. The loss of these hydrophobic 

contacts however is more than compensated for by the interactions of the 8-carbon-entities-

hydrophobic-cross-link, which explains the increase in affinity. The βSS12 peptide in complex 

with 14-3-3ζ revealed a conformation quite similar to the original sequence. The by 4 carbon 

entities  prolonged cross-link exhibits greater flexibility and is capable to fill the hydrophobic 

region of the binding groove significantly more efficient than the βRS8 peptide. The binding 

affinity was raised by a factor of 5 compared to βRS8. A further modification of the βSS12 

sequence by the additional amino acid building block L-adamantane glycine led to a 2-fold 

increase of the IC50 value, caused by the enlarged hydrophobic interaction surface between 

14-3-3 and βSS12ag. This study demonstrates a successful strategy for the development of 

alternative macromolecular peptide derivatives for the modulation of PPIs by rational 

design; applicable also to other similar protein complexes with irregular secondary structure. 

Chapter 5 

The hormone-independent estrogen receptor ERα belongs to the superfamily of nuclear 

receptors. It is involved in a number of essential processes such as cell proliferation, 

differentiation and metabolism and the transcription control of its target genes. Malfunction 

of this process triggers the development of diseases, e.g. breast cancer or Alzheimer´s. 

Therapies based on inhibitors blocking the hormone binding site are increasingly impeded by 

resistances. The discovery of new and alternative strategies, such as the application of 

stabilizers of the ERα-involved PPIs, is of huge importance. One of the interaction partners of 

ERα is the adaptor protein 14-3-3 whose role in the regulation of the ERα mediated 

transcriptions hasn´t been elucidated yet. A mode III binding motif localized at the extreme 

c-terminus of the ERα F-domain contains a phosphorylated Threonine at position 594 by 

which binding to 14-3-3 is facilitated. This motif is of particular interest since the 

hydrophobic area of the 14-3-3 binding groove is left unoccupied which allows for being 

addressed by small molecules. One of those is the diterpene glycoside Fusicoccin (FC), a 

natural product of the fungus Phomopsis amygdali which stabilizes the binding of plant 

ATPase to 14-3-3 and leads to withering. The involvement of 14-3-3 proteins in the  
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dimerization of the ERα receptor and the influence of FC was examined in various in vitro 

and in vivo studies. Y2H and FP experiments showed that phosphorylation of ERα at Thr594 is 

crucial for the interaction with 14-3-3; the isoform ERβ isn´t considered a partner protein. 

Stabilization in presence of FC has only been observed for ERα and 14-3-3 and not for ERβ. 

Depending on the 14-3-3 isoform, FC enhances the binding of the proteins by a factor of 5 to 

16. Pull-down assays and experiments with human cells (HEK293) confirm the involvement 

of the ERα F-domain in the dimerization process, which was greatly impaired by addition of 

FC. It was once again proven that phosphorylation of Thr594 is essential for the high-affinity 

interaction with 14-3-3, and furthermore that stabilization of the 14-3-3 ERα complex by FC 

leads to a large decrease in receptor target gene transcription. Chromatin 

immunoprecipitation and subsequent high-throughput sequencing affirm the impact of FC 

on the receptor chromatin interaction. The results clearly show a reduction of DNA-ERα 

interaction and down-regulation of the activities of further ERα-associated transcription 

factors. The effect of FC is shown not to be selective for this type of ERα chromatin 

interaction but to acts genome wide. Also in human osteosarcoma cells (U2OS) FC leads to a 

decrease in transcriptional activity; and in MCF-7 cells to a concentration dependent 

inhibition of the growth rate. Co-crystallization of 14-3-3 with ERα and FC additionally 

allowed the investigation of the interactions at molecular level. FC binds deeply into the 

hydrophobic region of the amphipathic binding groove of 14-3-3 and flanks the bound ERα 

sequence. The terpenoid scaffold is directly aligned with the c-terminal Val595 and forms 

hydrophobic interactions. It is visualized how stabilization of the complex impairs the 

dimerization of ERα and leads to a blockage of transcriptional activity.  

Chapter 6 

PPI are ubiquitous in nature and essential to almost all biological processes. Modulation, as 

for example by small molecules binding to the interface, is therefore of huge therapeutic 

interest and research object for molecular biology and medicine. Since the identification of 

appropriate substances is oftentimes limited to inhibitors, our research addresses the 

identification of stabilizing small molecules. One of these stabilizers is the semi-synthetic 

Fusicoccin derivative ISIR-005 which is capable of stabilizing the interactions between GAB2 

(GRB2 associated-binding protein 2) and 14-3-3 proteins. GAB2 proteins act as important  
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mediators of signal transduction and convey signal transmission between receptor tyrosine 

kinase and downstream ERK (Extracellular signal-Regulated Kinases) or AKT (protein kinase 

B) proteins. Mutations and overexpression of this protein often lead to uncontrolled 

signaling and an increased proliferative rate of the tumor cells. The activity of GAB2 is 

regulated by 14-3-3, mediating the equilibrium between the active and the inactive 14-3-3 

associated form of GAB2.The binding to 14-3-3 is accomplished by two phosphorylated GAP2 

consensus sequences, NARSA-pS210-FSQG and IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS. Fluorescence 

polarization (FP) experiments showed the cooperativity of binding of both phospho-

sequences, GAB2pT391 as well as GAB2pS210. The high affinity association of the GAB2pT391 

motif (IC50 value of 7.7 μM) with one of both amphipathic binding grooves of the 14-3-3 

dimer brings the less affine GAB2pS210 sequence (IC50 value of 136 μM) in close proximity to 

the second 14-3-3 binding groove and triggers it’s binding. A crystal structure of the complex 

obtained by co-crystallization confirms this binding mode, showing that both associations 

are facilitated by specific yet similar interaction patterns. Stabilization of the complex of 14-

3-3 and GAB2 by ISIR-005 was also examined with FP. Only the affinity of GAB2pT391 for 14-3-

3 was increased by a factor of 5 upon addition of stabilizer, whereas no such effect was 

measured for the stability of only GAB2pS210 in complex with 14-3-3. Co-crystallization of the 

14-3-3 protein with the GAB2pT391 peptide in presence of ISIR-005 provided insights into 

position and interactions of the ternary complex. Upon binding of the phosphorylated 

Threonine, the backbone of the peptide is directed to the central interface of 14-3-3, leaving 

the hydrophobic region of the binding groove unoccupied. ISIR-005 binds deeply in the 

amphipathic groove and interacts mainly by forming hydrophobic interactions with the 14-3-

3 protein as well as with Leu392 and Pro393 of the GAB2pT391 sequence.  

 

 

 

 

 



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Das 14-3-3-Interaktom setzt sich aus mehreren hundert Proteinen zusammen, die in viele 

essentielle Prozesse wie Signaltransduktion, Proliferation und der Aufrechterhaltung der 

strukturellen Integrität der Zelle involviert sind. Die 7 humanen 14-3-3-Isoformen weisen 

keine enzymatische Aktivität auf und fungieren als Adaptorproteine, die die Funktionsweise 

ihrer Interaktionspartner modulieren. Bis auf einige Ausnahmen wie das bakterielle Toxin 

Exoenzym S oder der Guanin Austausch Faktor p190, die eine Sequenz mit hydrophoben 

Charakter aufweisen und die für die Bindung an 14-3-3 keine Phosphorylierung benötigen, 

beinhalten alle Partnerproteine eine Mode I, II oder III Konsensussequenz über welche die 

14-3-3 Proteine in Abhängigkeit eines spezifischen Phosphorylierungsmusters rekrutiert 

werden. Die Bindung des 14-3-3 an das Partnerprotein führt in einigen Fällen zur Blockade 

der Funktion des Partnerproteins und einer cytoplasmatischen Anreicherung des Komplexes. 

Des Weiteren wird vermutet, dass die 14-3-3 vermittelte Flankierung des Partnerproteins, 

die Abschirmung der für die Katalyse essentieller Stellen bzw. Aminosäuren bewirkt. Als 

Folge wird beispielsweise der Ubiquitin-vermittelte Abbau verhindert und so ein 

grundlegendes Level an Protein im Cytosol beibehalten. Andere Interaktionspartner 

benötigen die 14-3-3-Proteine um ihre nukleäre Translokation zu steuern oder um ihre 

Sekundärstrukturelemente in die aktive, für die Katalyse erforderliche Anordnung zu 

bringen. Die zahlreichen Interaktionen mit Proteinen aus verschiedenen Klassen verleihen 

den 14-3-3-Proteinen eine Sonderstellung in der Kontrolle der zellulären Prozesse und 

verdeutlichen die Beteiligung an der Initialisierung vieler humaner Krankheiten wie Krebs, 

neurodegenerativer Erkrankungen und Entzündungsreaktionen. In den letzten Dekaden 

wurde die Entwicklung von Inhibitoren und Stabilisatoren der 14-3-3-PPIs intensiviert. 

Beispiele für Modulatoren sind inzwischen zahlreich und entstammen verschiedener 

chemischen Klassen. Die meistuntersuchten und bestbeschriebensten Inhibitoren der 14-3-

3-PPIs sind an Serin bzw. Threonin phosphorylierte peptidische Sequenzen, die die Bindung 

eines Interaktionspartners nachahmen und zumeist hochaffin die PPIs blockieren. Die größte 

Problematik bei der Verwendung phosphorylierter Peptide stellen die Zellpermeabilität und 

reguläre metabolische Prozesse dar. Für die Passage über die Zellmembran müssen die 

Peptide oft zusätzlich modifiziert werden und unterliegen im Cytosol einem schnellen 

Abbau, was deren Etablierung als Therapeutika signifikant erschwert. Viele weitere Studien 

zeigen die Modulation der 14-3-3-PPIs durch kleine Moleküle mit inhibitorischen bzw.  
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stabilisierenden Eigenschaften. Die meisten dieser Moleküle mit disruptiven Charakter 

enthalten eine Phosphat- oder vergleichbare negativ geladene Gruppe, was deren 

Interaktion mit dem basischen Zentrum der amphipatischen Bindegrube des 14-3-3-Proteins 

ermöglicht. Eine alternative und in der letzten Zeit oft diskutierte Strategie zur Modulation 

der 14-3-3-PPIs ist die Stabilisierung des Komplexes durch eine ternäre Komponente. 

Insbesondere sind die Moden II und III der Konsensussequenz des Interaktionspartners 

interessant. Die Aminosäuren sind so angeordnet, dass sie den hydrophoben Bereich der 

amphipatischen Grube frei lassen und so die Bindung der Substanzen mit hydrophoben bzw. 

partiell hydrophoben Charakter erlauben. Der Stabilisator der 14-3-3-PPIs fungiert dabei als 

„molekularer Kleber“ und bildet Wechselwirkungen zu beiden Spezies aus. Zahlreiche 

weitere Beispiele für die Modulation der PPIs durch Stabilisierung eines Proteinkomplexes 

sind natürlich vorkommenden Substanzen nachempfunden. Zusätzlich gibt es durch den 

Fortschritt der organischen Synthese immer mehr Möglichkeiten zur Herstellung künstlicher 

Substanzen, die speziell an Proteinkomplexe adressiert werden können. Zwei vor kurzer Zeit 

erschiene Artikel liefern einen hervorragenden Überblick über die wichtigsten in der Natur 

vorkommenden und synthetischen Stabilisatoren. Zusätzlich wird die Modulation der 14-3-3-

PPIs durch kleine inhibierenden bzw. stabilisierenden Substanzen beschrieben (Bier D. et al, 

Stabilization of Protein-Protein Interactions in chemical biology and drug discovery. Prog 

Biophys Mol Biol. 2015; Bartel M. et al, Small molecules, peptides and natural products: 

getting a grip on 14-3-3 protein-protein modulation. Future Med Chem. 2014;6:903-921). 

Neben den biochemischen und in silico Verfahren zur Identifizierung und Charakterisierung 

der PPI-Modulatoren spielt die Kristallographie eine der wichtigsten Rollen. Sowohl in der 

Forschung als auch in der medizinisch-pharmakologischen Industrie ist die Kristallographie 

den anderen Identifizierungsmethoden nachgeschaltet und dient der Beschreibung der PPIs 

oder der molekularen Wechselwirkungen mit Modulatoren. Zurzeit ist es die einzige 

Methode, die die Interpretation von Daten auf atomarer Ebene erlaubt. Zusätzlich dienen 

die Informationen über die geometrische Anordnung des Moleküls der Optimierung des 

Modulatorgrundgerüsts und der Entwicklung weiterer Strategien zur Verbesserung der 

Affinität. Das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Arbeit liegt auf der Beschreibung der 14-3-3-PPIs und 

der Erklärung des Einflusses der Modulatoren aus kristallographischer Perspektive.  
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Kapitel 2 

Der interdisziplinäre Bereich der supramolekularen Chemie beschäftigt sich mit 

Untersuchungen von Wirts-Gast-Interaktionen. Der Natur der Enzym-Substrat Bindung 

nachempfunden können supramolekulare Liganden für die Erkennung des aktiven Zentrums, 

der Proteinspalten und der Proteinoberflächen designt werden. Der Einsatz dieser Liganden 

als Modulatoren der PPIs in biologischen Systemen ist relativ selten und bietet viele Vorteile 

gegenüber den üblichen kleinmolekularen oder peptidischen Inhibitoren. So zeigen sie 

zumeist eine höhere Stabilität im zellulären Milieu und sind aufgrund ihres artifiziellen 

Charakters von den regulären Abbauprozessen weniger betroffen. Einer dieser Liganden ist 

die sogenannte Lysin- und Arginin-erkennende molekulare Pinzette Tweezer, die im Jahr 

2005 von Klärner und Schrader präsentiert wurde. Tweezer besteht aus alternierenden 

Einheiten von bizyklischen Norbornadienen und Benzolringen, die zu einem 

halbkreisförmigen Gurtsystem zusammengefasst sind und zentral zwei Phosphatgruppen 

tragen. Die Erkennung des 14-3-3σ-Proteins durch Tweezer wurde in mehreren 

biochemischen Assays nachgewiesen, jedoch blieb es unklar ob Lysin oder Arginin gebunden 

wurde und an welcher Stelle. Da das 14-3-3-Protein 17 oberflächenexponierte Lysine besitzt, 

von denen zwar 12 direkt durch quantenmechanische/molekularmechanische Studien 

aufgrund der sterischen Hinderung ausgeschlossen werden konnten, kamen jedoch 5 davon 

als potentielle Bindungsstelle für Tweezer in Frage. Die Kompetitionsassays mit zwei gut 

charakterisierten 14-3-3-Bindungssequenzen, C-Raf (255QRSTpSTPNVH264) und 

unphosphoryliertes ExoS (416SGHGQGLLDALDLAS430), lieferten in Abwesenheit des Tweezers 

apparente Kd-Werte von 12 μM bzw. 17 μM. Die Titration des Tweezers zu den 14-3-3σ- 

Komplexen bewirkte die Erhöhung dieser Werte auf 480 μM für die C-Raf Kinase und auf 

520 μM für Exoenzym S und bestätigte den durch Tweezer hervorgerufenen inhibitorischen 

Effekt. In weiteren Experimenten wie ITC und SPR konnte die Bindung des Tweezers an 14-3-

3σ qualitativ erfasst werden, jedoch blieb es unklar an welche Position der Tweezer bindet. 

Kokristallisation des 14-3-3σ-Proteins mit Tweezer gab Aufschluss über die 

Bindungungsverhältnisse und zeigte eine Interaktion mit Lysin 214 am äußeren Rand der 14-

3-3-Helix 9, deren Aminosäuren partiell an der Formgebung des hydrophoben Bereichs der 

14-3-3-Bindegrube beteiligt sind. Die einzigartige Umgebung des Lysins 214 erlaubte die 

Unterbringung beider sterisch anspruchsvoller Phosphatgruppen und die Ausbildung 

hydrophober Wechselwirkungen zwischen der Lysinseitenkette und dem halb-zirkulären  
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Tweezer-Gurt. Durch die Kristallstruktur konnte ebenfalls die Funktion der Pinzette als PPI-

Inhibitor erklärt werden. Die Bindung der Pinzette an Lysin 214 blockiert partiell den 

hydrophoben Bereich der amphipathischen Bindegrube wodurch die Komplexbildung des 

14-3-3-Proteins mit anderen Interaktionspartnern, wie C-Raf Kinase oder Exotoxin S, 

signifikant erschwert wird.              

Kapitel 3 

Die geometrische Betrachtung der Wölbung der 14-3-3 Bindegrube und der konkaven Form 

der Pinzette führte zur einer weiteren Annahme, nämlich dass die Bindegrube selbst Ziel des 

Tweezers sein könnte. Außerdem wurde postuliert, dass Tweezer als „molekulare Kappe“ die 

Konsensussequenz des Interaktionspartners umschließen und somit die PPI stabilisieren 

kann. In biochemischen Assays wurden einige der bekannten 14-3-3ζ-Interaktionspartner im 

Hinblick auf den stabilisierenden Effekt getestet. Nur für die Konsensussequenz der dualen 

spezifischen Phosphatase CDC25C konnte eine Arretierung des binären Komplexes durch 

Tweezer beobachtet werden. Die Soakingexperimente mit binären Kristallen und 

anschließende röntgenkristallographische Untersuchungen zeigten, dass Tweezer das 

Arginin 208 in der CDC25C-Sequenz erkennt und in die Wölbung der 14-3-3 Grube bindet. 

Des Weiteren konnten durch den arretierenden Effekt der trimeren Assemblierung, anstatt 

wie zuvor 9 Aminosäuren der CDC25C-Konsensussequenz, nun doppelt so viele Reste 

detektiert werden; ein intrinsisch ungeordneter Bereich wurde in einer der möglichen 

Konformationen stabilisiert. 

Kapitel 4 

Die pathogenen gramnegativen Bakterien der Gattung Pseudomonas aeruginosa sind für 

eine Reihe von Infektionskrankheiten verantwortlich und oftmals multiresistent. An die 

Wirtszelle angedockt sekretieren die Bakterien mehrere für die Zelle meist letale Toxine, 

darunter Exoenzym S. Die fatale Wirkung entfaltet sich nach Aktivierung des Toxins durch 

Interaktionen mit 14-3-3 und Nicotinamidadenindinukleotid (NAD+); eine evolutionäre 

Anpassung des Bakteriums zur Utilisierung der wirtseigenen Komponenten. Das aktive Toxin 

katalysiert die Übertragung von ADP-Ribose auf das proto-Onkogen RAS- und Rho-GTPasen, 

essentielle Signalwege werden so blockiert und Apoptose der Wirtszelle ausgelöst.  
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Eine vielversprechende und zugleich alternative Strategie zur antibiotischen Behandlung der 

durch Pseudomonas hervorgerufenen infektiösen Krankheiten stellt die Inhibition der 14-3-

3-ExoS-PPI dar. Die Interaktion nimmt im 14-3-3-Interactom eine Sonderstellung ein, da sie 

phosphorylierungsunabhängig ist und stattdessen einer partiell helikalen 

Aminosäurensequenz mit hydrophobem Charakter bedarf. Die 14-3-3-ExoS-PPI ist bereits gut 

charakterisiert, was die Einführung einer Modifikation in Form eines artifiziellen Bausteins 

unter Zuhilfenahme bioorganisch-chemischer Methoden erlaubt. Olefin-Bausteine werden 

an definierten Positionen des ExoS-Bindungsmotivs derart angebracht, dass durch Grubbs-

Metathese ein geschlossener Ring mit hydrophoben Eigenschaften entsteht. Grundlage für 

das Design dieser Peptide bildete die zuvor mit 14-3-3ζ kokristallisierte originale ExoS-

Bindungssequenz. Durch die Einführung zweier Linker der Längen von 8 (βRS8) bzw. 12 

(βSS12) Kohlenstoffeinheiten zeigten die Peptidderivate sowohl in der 

Fluoreszenzpolarisation als auch bei ITC Messungen höhere Affinitätswerte für 14-3-3 

[IC50(βRS8) 0,25 ± 005 μM und IC50(βSS12) 0,041 ± 001 μM] als die Originalsequenz. 

Kokristallisation der Peptide mit 14-3-3ζ zeigte, dass die eingeführten Linker in  

Wechselwirkung mit den hydrophoben Aminosäuren der Bindegrube traten, wobei die 

Größe des Linkers die Eigenschaft der Bindung stark beeinflusste. Das βRS8-Peptid vollzog 

eine große Konformationsänderung, da die helikale Struktur vollkommen verloren ging und 

mehrere Aminosäuren aus der Bindung zu 14-3-3 verdrängt wurden. Dieser Verlust der 

hydrophoben Kontakte wurde jedoch durch die Wechselwirkungen des 8 

Kohlenstoffeinheiten langen hydrophoben Linkers mehr als kompensiert was die Erhöhung 

der Affinität erklärt. Die βSS12-Struktur zeigte eine mit der Originalsequenz vergleichbare 

Anordnung. Der um 4 Kohlenstoffe verlängerter Linker weist größere Flexibilität auf und füllt 

den hydrophoben Bereich der Bindungsgrube deutlich effizienter aus. Der Affinitätswert 

wurde im Vergleich zu βRS8 um das 5-Fache gesteigert. Eine weitere Modifikation der βSS12-

Sequenz mit L-Adamantanglycin führte zur Erhöhung des IC50-Werts um das 2-Fache, 

aufgrund der vergrößerten hydrophoben Interaktionsfläche zwischen 14-3-3 und dem 

βSS12ag-Peptid. Diese Studie demonstriert eine erfolgreiche Strategie zur Entwicklung 

alternativer, makromolekularer Peptidderivate zur  Modulation von PPIs mit Hilfe von 

rationalem Design; übertragbar auch auf weitere ähnliche  Proteinkomplexe mit irregulärer 

Sekundärstruktur. 
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Kapitel 5 

Der Estrogenrezeptor alpha (ERα) gehört zur Superfamilie der nukleären Rezeptoren. 

Involviert in zahlreichen essentiellen Prozessen wie Zellproliferation, Differenzierung und 

Metabolismus, steuert der hormonabhängige Rezeptor die Transkription der Zielgene und ist 

durch Fehlfunktion an der Entstehung von Krankheiten wie Brustkrebs oder Alzheimer 

beteiligt. Die inhibitorbasierte Blockade der Hormonbindungsstelle zum Zwecke der 

Therapie wird in zunehmendem Maße durch Wirkstoffresistenzen erschwert. Die Auffindung 

neuer, alternativer Strategien, wie der Einsatz von geeigneten Stabilisatoren der ERα-

beteiligten PPIs ist daher von äußerster Wichtigkeit. Einer der Interaktionspartner des ERα 

ist das 14-3-3-Adaptorprotein, dessen Funktion bei der Kontrolle der ERα-vermittelten 

Transkriptionen bisher nicht charakterisiert war. Ein Mode III Bindungsmotiv ist am 

äußersten Ende der ERα F-Domäne lokalisiert. 14-3-3 wird dort mit Hilfe eines 

phosphorylierten Threonins an Position 594 gebunden. Dieses Motiv ist insofern besonders, 

dass es den hydrophoben Bereich der Grube nicht vollständig ausfüllt und sie dadurch 

adressierbar für kleine Moleküle macht. Ein solches Molekül ist das Diterpenglykosid 

Fusicoccin (FC), ein Produkt des Pilzes Phomopsis amygdali, das in Pflanzen die 

Wechselwirkungen zwischen 14-3-3 und ATPase stabilisiert und zum Verwelken führt. 

Sowohl die Rolle der 14-3-3-Proteine bei der Dimerisierung des ERα-Rezeptors als auch der 

Einfluss des FC auf Dimerisierungsprozess konnte in zahlreichen in vitro bzw. in vivo Studien 

untersucht werden. Y2H- und FP-Experimente zeigten, dass die Phosphorylierung des ERα 

am Thr594 zur Interaktion mit 14-3-3 Proteinen führt und dass die ERβ-Isoform als 

Partnerprotein nicht in Frage kommt. Nur in Anwesenheit von ERα und 14-3-3 konnte der 

stabilisierende Effekt beobachtet werden, jedoch nicht in Verbindung mit ERβ. In 

Abhängigkeit von der 14-3-3-Isoform verstärkt Fusicoccin die Bindung des ERα um den 

Faktor 5 bis 16. Pull-down-Assays und Experimente mit der humanen Zelllinie HEK293 

bestätigten die Involvierung der ERα F-Domäne in den Dimerisierungsprozess, welcher in 

Anwesenheit von FC deutlich reduziert war. Des Weiteren konnte nachgewiesen werden, 

dass die Phosphorylierung des Thr594 essentiell ist für die hochaffine Interaktion mit 14-3-3 

und eine Stabilisierung des 14-3-3/ERα-Komplexes durch FC zu starker Verminderung der 

Zielgentraskription des Rezeptors führt. Chromatinimmunoprezipitation und 

nachgeschaltete Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung bestätigten den Einfluss von FC auf die 

Interaktionen des Rezeptors mit Chromatin. Die Ergebnisse zeigen eine deutliche  
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Herabsetzung der DNA-ERα-Interaktionen und Herunterregulierung der Aktivitäten weiterer 

ERα-assoziierter Transkriptionsfaktoren. Die Wirkung von FC ist nicht selektiv für den Typ der 

ERα-Chromatin-Interaktion und betrifft das gesamte Genom. Zusätzlich führte FC in den 

humanen osteosarcoma Zelllinie (U2OS) zur Reduktion der transkriptionellen Aktivität des 

Rezeptors und einer konzentrationsabhängigen Inhibition der Wachstumsrate der MCF-7-

Zellen. Kokristallisation des 14-3-3-Proteins mit ERα und FC ermöglichte die Untersuchung 

der Wechselwirkungen auf molekularer Ebene. Das FC-Molekül bindet tief in den 

hydrophoben Bereich des 14-3-3-Proteins und flankiert die gebundene ERα-Sequenz. Das 

terpenoide Grundgerüst des FC-Moleküls steht dem c-terminalen Valin direkt gegenüber und 

bildet ebenfalls hydrophobe Wechselwirkungen aus. Die Stabilisierung des Komplexes führt 

zum Verlust der Möglichkeit der Dimerisierung von ERα und einer Blockade der 

transkriptionellen Aktivität des Rezeptors.    

Kapitel 6 

PPI sind allgegenwärtig in der Natur und essentiell für nahezu alle biologischen Prozesse. 

Möglichkeiten zur Modulation, beispielsweise durch Moleküle, die in die Protein-Protein-

Schnittstelle binden, sind daher von großem therapeutischem Interesse und stehen im Fokus 

der molekularbiologischen Forschung und Medizin. Während die Suche nach solchen 

Molekülen oftmals auf Inhibitoren beschränkt bleibt, beschäftigt sich unsere Forschung mit 

dem Auffinden kleiner stabilisierender Moleküle. Einer dieser Stabilisatoren ist das 

semisynthetisches Fusicoccinderivat ISIR-005, das die Wechselwirkungen zwischen dem 

GAB2- (GRB2-associated-binding protein 2) Peptid und 14-3-3-Proteinen stabilisieren kann. 

GAB2-Proteine fungieren als wichtige Mediatoren der Signaltransduktion und vermitteln die 

Signalweiterleitung zwischen Rezeptor-Tyrosinkinasen und nachgeschalteten ERK- 

(Extracellular-signal Regulated Kinases) bzw. AKT- (Protein Kinase B) Proteinen. Mutationen 

und Überexpression dieses Proteins führen oft zur unkontrollierten Signalweiterleitung und 

einer hohen proliferativen Rate der Tumorzellen. Die Aktivität der GAB2-Proteine wird über 

die Bindung an 14-3-3 Proteine reguliert, indem zwischen der freien und aktiven bzw. der 

14-3-3-gebundenen inaktiven Form von GAB2 unterschieden wird. Die Bindung an 14-3-3 

erfolgt dabei über zwei phosphorylierte GAP2-Konsensussequenzen, NARSA-pS210-FSQG und 

IPRRN-pT391-LPAMDNS.           
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Durch Fluoreszenzpolarisationsexperimente konnte gezeigt werden, dass beide Phospho-

Sequenzen kooperativ binden. So bewirkt die Assoziation des hochaffinen GAB2pT391-Motivs 

(IC50 Wert von 7.7 μM) mit einer der beiden amphipatischen Bindegruben des 14-3-3-Dimers 

die räumliche Annäherung und schließlich eine weniger affine Bindung zwischen der 

GAB2pS210-Sequenz (IC50 Wert von 136 μM) und der zweiten 14-3-3-Bindegrube. Eine durch 

Kokristallisation erhaltene Kristallstruktur des Komplexes bestätigt diesen Bindemodus und 

zeigt, dass beide Assoziationen durch spezifische, wenn auch ähnliche, Interaktionsmuster 

zustande kommen. Die Stabilisierung des Komplexes aus 14-3-3 und GAB2 durch ISIR-005 

wurde mit einem weiteren Fluoreszenzpolarisationsexperiment untersucht. Nur die Affinität 

des  GAB2-pT391-Peptids zu 14-3-3 wurde durch Stabilisatorzugabe um den Faktor 5 

gesteigert, während keine solche Änderung für die Bindungsstabilität zwischen dem GAB2-

pS210-Peptid alleine und 14-3-3 gemessen wurde. Kokristallisation von 14-3-3 mit dem pT391-

Peptid in Gegenwart von ISIR-005 lieferte Aufschluss über Position und Wechselwirkungen 

im ternären Komplex. Das Rückgrat des Peptids verläuft nach der Bindung des 

phosphorylierten Threonins in das zentrale Interface des 14-3-3-Proteins und lässt den 

hydrophoben Bereich der Bindegrube unbesetzt. ISIR-005 bindet tief in die amphipatische 

Grube und interagiert hauptsächlich durch die Ausbildung hydrophober Wechselwirkungen 

sowohl mit dem 14-3-3-Protein als auch mit Leucin392 bzw. Prolin393 der pT391-Peptidsequenz. 
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